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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Wednesday, 30 May 1990

THE SPEAKER (Mr Bamnett) took the Chair at 10.00 anm, and read prayers.

PETITION - DRIVING STANDARDS
Loclo-idge Senior High School Concern

MR DONOVAN (Motley) [10.03 am]: I have a petition and, with your leave, Mr Speaker,
which [ discussed with you previously, I would like to draw the attention of the House to the
fact that this petition is from 41 students from Lockridge Senior High School who have
written to us expressing their concern about driving standards and what they say is the
importance of their participation in efforts to improve those standards. Twenty-tee of those
high school students, led by their teacher, Mr Phil Shea, and student leader, Stephen Dudek,
have come to Parliament this morning to take part, as it were, in the presentation of this
petition and they are presently in the Public Gallery. The petition is addressed as follows -

To the [Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, are in favour of improving the standard of driving and lowering
the driving age to 14 by the following means -

(1) enable the issue of [earner permits to people aged 13

(2) establish a compulsory unit for all students to be conducted by a
special group of parents, volunteers and police to train learner drivers

(3) restrict drivers aged 16 and below to small 4 cylinder cars, small 4
wheel drives and motor scooters up to 125 cc capacity

(4) ensure licences are valid for driving manual and automatic vehicles
(5) maintain driving standards by testing drivers every two years.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 41 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 36.]

PETITION - CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (INCITEMENT TO RACIAL
HATRED) BILL

Urgent Legislation

MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [10.05 amn]: I present a petition in the following form -

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned citizens of Western Australia, humbly petition that Parliament
act in a bipartisan manner, without further delay or amendments, and as a matter of
extreme urgency ensure the prompt passage of the Criminal Code Amendment
(Incitement to racial hatred) Bill to help curb the incidents of racism and
discrimination in this State.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 135 signatures and I certify that it confonns to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 37.]

PETITION - RENAL DIALYSIS UNIT

Fremnanuie Hospital
MR KIERATH (Riverton) (10.06 am]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To the H-onourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parlijament assembled.

We the undersigned hereby petition that a renal dialysis unit be established at
Fremantle Hospital. thereby allowing patients ready access to extra life-saving
medical services. Thte Unit centred at Shenton Park is not easily accessible so
patients south of the Swan River.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 17 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 38.]

BILLS (9) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
1. Supply Bill

2. Treasurer's Advance Authorisation Bill

Bills introduced, on motions by Dr Lawrence (Treasurer), and read a first time.

3. Pensioners (Rates Rebates and Deferments) Amendment Bill

4. WADC Liquidation Bill

5. Acts Amendment (Gold Banking Corporation) B ill

Bills introduced, on motions by Mr Taylor (Minister for Finance and Economic
Development), and read a first time.

6. Explosives and Dangerous Goods Amendment Bil

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Cart (Minister for Mines), and read a first time.

7. Medical Amendment Bill

B ill introduced, on motion by Mr Wilson (Minister for Health), and read a first time.

8. Registration of Births. Deaths and Marriages Amendment Bil

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), and read a first
time.

9. Real Estate and Business Agents Amendment Bill

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Lewis, and read a first timne.

ADDRESS- IN- REPLY - ELEVENTH DAY

Motion, as Amended
Debate resumed from 29 May.

MR LEWIS (Applecross) [10.15 am]: In my contribution to the Address-in-Reply I wil
focus on the area of Government administration, which has caused great concern both to me
and to a broad cross section of the community.
Before addressing that matter!I would like to comment on the recent by-election campaigns,
particularly the Fremnantle by-election campaign.

Ms Pearce: Is it true you door knocked extensively in Maylands?
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Mr LEWIS: As a matter of fact I did.

During the Fremantle by-election campaign the Government party prostituted its principles.
The Government prostituted what I consider to be the proper course and administration of
good Government in this State. The Labor Party indecently sold itself to the highest electoral
bidder in Fremantle. Notwithstanding its actions, the Labor Party was confronted by a very
fine candidate from the Liberal Party; in fact the Labor Party's vote in that electorate was
eroded by 7.5 per cent. Incidentally, when coupled with the 1986 figures that indicates that
the Labor vote in Fremantle has been eroded by 15 per cent. When a seat like Fremantle is
won by the Liberal Party on the primary vote, it is a bit like the conservatives losing the
primary vote in the seat of Applecross to the Labor Party. Despite that, the Labor Party has
been boasting in this place that it did well in the by-elections. What nonsense. The Labor
Government went to Fremantle with a grab bag of giveaways provided at the expense of
other Western Australians,

Mr Pearce: This sounds like whingein g.
Mr LEWIS: It is not whingeing. I want to paint out to the Government party where its
principles are and how low it has sunk; I want the Government to know it has prostituted
good administration for a grab bag of giveaways to the Fremnantle electorate. That did not do
the Government any good anyway. The Premier talked yesterday about the Opposition's
unbridled need to be in Government, but the Government's unbridled need to retain the seat
of Fremantle has been revealed to the electorate of Freman tie. That did not do the
Government much good. The Labor Party put out electoral paraphernalia in Fremantle
telling people to vote for Dr Carmen Lawrence. That was misleading advertising - "Vote for
Lawrence. not the candidate." The Labor candidate for Fremnantle was running around
saying that he would do this, that and the other. That candidate obviously has so much
influence within the Labor Parry that he could snap his fingers and get his coterie of
supporters together in order to shaft the fanner Premier and Deputy Premrier and have
Premier Lawrence elected as Premier. He has even said to the Premier, "You had better
reduce the Cabinet by one because I want a spot when I join the Labor Government in a
week's time." The Premier has held a spot open for Mr McGinty. Perhaps the situation is
similar to that which applied to Mr Crean because such a spot was held open for the
president of the Australian Council of Trade Unions in the Federal sphere. it is the samte
game. It is only a matter of time; the Premier will hold a spot in Cabinet for Mr McGinty.

Dr Alexander: I thought you could not remember his name?

Mr LEWIS: Exactly. Let us consider what the Labor Government did in Fremantle at the
behest of Mr McGinty: The Government has tried to bribe the Fremantle electorate. With
her off-the-cuff utterances, in a matter of two or three days the Premier completely
compromised and put in jeopardy the proper statutory planning process in Western Australia.
The Premier does not understand the Statutes associated with town and regional planning;
she has put those processes in jeopardy.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr LEWIS: The member for Peel is one of Mr McGinty's favoured supporters;, he should
keep his mouth shut.

Mr Marlborough: I guarantee that the member wiUl know all about it after Mr McGinty has
been in this place for a week.

Mr LEWIS: The new member for Fremantle will get a job before the member for Peel does -
but that would not be too hard.

Mr Marlborough: The member for Applecross should go back to his spanners and tool box.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr LEWIS: The facts are -

Mr Marlborough: The facts are that you have no ability!

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr LEWIS: The Premier has compromised the statutory planning process. She has usurped
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the democratic right of local authorities to make decisions in concert with their neighbours;
that is, within the district planning system; and to make recommendations to the
Metropolitan Planning Council and the State Planning Commuission.
The Premier also undertook a massive deception. When Mr McGinty said that Fremantle
does not need a western extension of the Roe Highway, that it should be deleted, the Premier
agreed. The Premier thought that was a good idea and made an announcement. The Press
statement was to the effect that the Premier had made a decision that the extension to the
western end of the Roe Highway was no longer needed. The people iving ont Marine Parade
will not need to wonry any more.

Members should know the truth: In 1986 the south west district A planning group resolved
that that part of Roe Highway be deleted.

MY Pearce: It is not bad planning then. What is the member trying to say?

Mr LEWIS: I will get to that. The recommendation was adopted by the SPC that indeed the
western extension of Roe Highway be deleted. Unfortunately, due to maladministration
within the Ministry of the former Minister for Plaiuting, Mr Pearce, nothing happened. The
matter remained on the books until 1990 when a by-election occurred. Now the Premier says
that she made a decision for the people of Fremantle to delete the western extension of the
Roe Highway. That was an absolute deception; that was disgraceful dishonesty on the part
of the Premier.

NMr Pearce: The member is making a fool of himself.

Mr LEWIS: The situation manifests the Government's dishonesty. This decision was made
by the Fremantle people and the neighbouring authorities in 1986.
The second deception, the absolute prostitution of the planning process, has usurped the
powers of local authorities.

Dr Alexander interjected.

Mr LEWIS: The member should listen because he is considered a guru in the planning
arena.

I will explain the second deception, the irresponsible action driven by greed and the need for
the Government to retain the Fremantle electorate. The extension to Stirling Highway has
been on the books of the metropolitan region scheme for a couple of decades. The plan is
known as the Fremantle east bypass; that is, an extension of the highway connecting the
Stirling traffic bridge with the southern extension of the main road to Kwinana and
Cockburn. TIhe plan has been the subject of controversy and questioning for many years.

Within the planning process, a local authority refers these matters to its group district
planning committee, a statutory committee under the Metropolitan Region Town Planning
Scheme Act or the State Planning Commnission Act - in this case, comprising representatives
from Rockinghamn, Kwinana, Cockburn, East Fremantle, Fremantle and Melville. A decision
was made for the good of the whole region, for the 250 000 people of the region, about
whether the extension was required.

Dr Alexander: What about the Fremantle Council?

Mr LEWIS: I will come to that.

Recommendations are forwarded to the Metropolitan Region Council which subsequently
makes decisions on such proposals. The matter then goes to the SPC which forwards its
recommendations to the Minister. The matter comes before the public, and an amendment
ensues via the process of sections 33 or 33A of the Metropolitan Region Town Planning
Scheme Act. It is a convoluted process, out of necessity; public participation is needed and
that takes time.

To answer the member for Penth, the Fremantle City Council had commissioned a study -

which was in process - regarding the need for the eastern bypass.
Dr Alexander: They opposed the extension.

Mr LEWIS: The Fremantle City Council was in the process of studying the extension when
the Premier made her announcement.
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Dr Alexander: The council was questioning the need.
Mr LEWIS: The council was studying the need - it had not consulted the group A committee
which represented the local authorities involved. The council had not consulted the
Metropolitan Region Planning Council, the SPC. or the Minister for Planning. However, in
Fremantle the Premier consulted Mr McGinty who suggested the Government should get rid
of the bypass. The Premier said, "Yes sir, no sir, three bags full sir', and from the hip an
announcement is made that the bypass will be wiped from the metropolitan region scheme.

The Premier does not have the authority to make such an announcement.

Mr Court: The Premnier is ignoring you now!

Mr LEWIS: Exactly. We have a planning process in this State.

Dr Lawrence: I suggest the Deputy Leader of the Opposition listen to the member for
Applecross.

Mr LEWIS: Whether the Premier likes it or not, she does not have that power or authority.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Dr Alexander: The announcement was that the amendment would be initiated.

Mr LEWIS: No, the announcement was that the eastern bypass would be struck out of the
metropolitan region scheme. Let us not have any deception about that, because we have
enough deception by the Government side of the Chamber.

Dr Alexander: The member uses the planning process when it suits him.

Mr LEWIS: No, I do not. We will have another Helena Valley situation where a Supreme
Court decision overturned a planning process which was incorrect, The Premier thinks she
can dictate the planning of the State. The Premier says, 1I want this; we will do that" but the
system does not work that way.

Dr Lawrence: The proper planning process is being observed.

Mr LEWIS: The process cannot be changed without an Act of Parliament. Thie proper
process has not been observed; it has not even been initiated.
Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr LEWIS: That was the second of the giveaways, the deceptions perpetuated within the
electorate of Fremantle.

Mr Court: The Premier knows when the member for Applecross makes a mistake with a
word but when he comes up with a serious point of view she ignores it.

Mr LEWIS: The third grab bag concerns the Richmond Primrnay School which I attended as
a boy. I am glad to see the Minister for Education back;, he is the one with the red face.

Dr Gallop: I do not have a red face.

Mr LEWIS: Last year when the Premier was Minister for Education she promised the P & C
Association at the Richmond Primary School two new classrooms.

Dr Lawrence: That is what has happened.

Mr LEWIS: The new Minister for Education, Dr Gallop, wrote a letter to the Richmond
Primary School saying, "Dear Parents and Citizens, I am very sorry but, although our new
Premier did make some promises about having some new classrooms, bearing in mind the
state of the economy and The constraints placed on the Stare's finances, we now can't deliver
those two new classrooms."

Dr Gallop: It is not true at all.
Mr LEWIS: Of course the P & C Association got annoyed about the Government reneging
on its promise and held a public meeting. Along trotted the prefect - or should I say, the
Minister for Education - and, guess what? They could have their two classrooms! Could it
have had anything to do with the fact that a by-election was to be held that weekend?
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Dr Gallop: Where was this meeting?

Mr LEWIS: Those are the facts of the third grab bag. I am talking about bribing the
electorate and deception. The Premier is prostituting her principles.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr LEWIS: I will look at the most disgusting thing this Labor Government did in the mun-up
to the Fremantle by-election. Recently, a 20-bed ward and operating theatre were closed in
the Bunbury Regional Hospital. The Minister for Health has also admitted that a 20-bed
ward was closed in the Geraldion Regional Hospital. What happened at the height of the
Fremantle by-election? The Premier went down to Fremnantle and Mr McGinty said, "Hey,
Carmen, we've got to do something about the Fremantle Hospital because the Fremantle
electors are really cross!" What does the Premier do? She finds $3 mill ion for the Fremantle
Hospital.

Mr Blaikie: During that same week the Government shut down the Busselton operating
theatre to one day a week because it was running $50 000 over budget. What hypocrisy!

Mr LEWIS: It is hypocrisy. The Premier talks about unfettered greed and the need to be in
Government. The Premier is compromising her principles. The Goverrnent has no
principles; that is the bottom line.

I am sorry the Minister for the Environment is not present and that the Minister for Planning
is in another place. In Western Australia the Environmental Protection Authority and certain
other Government departments look on freehold property, which may have some
conservation value or unique feature which needs preserving, as property which should be
passed to public ownership. I have no real problem with that, but I have a problem with
Government departments wanting to sequester property rights from people without giving
those people ample and due compensation for the loss of their property and their livelihood.
I refer principally to four properties in the north west corridor in Wanneroo near Lake
Jandabup.

Mr and Mrs Funchess, own lot 100 Rousset Road, Lake Jandabup. Mr Funchess was a
market gardener for some years. He had the water rights and a licence to draw water for the
continuance of his fanning activities on that land. Unfortunately, Mr Funchess injured his
back last year and could not continue those activities. Mr and Mrs Funchess had a very large
overdraft associated with their market garden - I am glad to see the member for Wanneroo
return because she knows all about this case - and they felt the only one way to alleviate their
financial problems was to put their land on the market. It was on the market for four or five
months and, in the meantimne. Mrs Funchess went out to work so she could keep the
household. A purchaser signed an offer and acceptance and the properly was sold by
contract subject to the continuance of the right to farm - which would go down well with the
member for Stirling. The bottom line is that these people contracted to sell their property for
$50 000 under the bank's market appraisal or valuation. The purchasers went to the Water
Authority to transfer the water rights to draw water so that they could continue to farm. The
Water Authority did not know whether they could transfer the water licence and referred the
matter to the EPA.

In February 1989, the Lake Jaridabup area camne under the control of the EPA through a
System 6 recommendation. This means that the EPA believes the area needs to be conserved
and all those properties in the Lake ,landabup area are to be acquired by the EPA. The EPA
advised the Water Authority that the licence would not be transferred and the Funchess' sale
fell through. The value of their property automatically diminished and they now have
nowhere to go. In the meantime they allowed their water licence to expire and no longer had
the right to farm or draw water for their property because it is to be sequestered by the
Government, The Government wants that property. The bank is on the Funchess' doorstep
and wants a decision; it says that something must be done about the interest bill which is
mounting every month.

In October, or early November, the Funchess' wrote to the then Minister for Planning stating
that the Envirornental Protection Authority wanted their property and that it had
recommended to the State Planning Commission that their property should be purchased.
They asked the commission whether it would purchase the property because the water rights
had been taken away and these people had nowhere to go. Guess what? On 14 May they
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received a letter - that was six months later. These people are suffering because they have no
income apart from that from Mrs Funchess' outside work. They wrote to the Water
Authority stating that they could not survive; they asked whether they could replant their
market garden as they were prepared to work night and day to survive.

Mrs Watkins: That is incredible; I will show the Funchess' a copy of your speech and they
will not believe it.
Mr LEWIS: The member knows what happened. I have all the letters in front of me.

The Minister for Planning ignored the Funchess' for six months, so I wrote to the Premier in
early December.

Mr Kierath: Which Premier was that?

Mr LEWIS: That was the old Premier. I received an answer on 14 February from the new
Premier - that was nearly three months later. Suddenly there was no conflict between the
Water Authority and (he Environmental Protection Authority and everything within
Government was sorted out.

The Government and its bureaucracy cannot disregard the property rights and livelihoods of
people who do not have the ability to fight bureaucracies such as the State Planning
Commission and the EPA. The Government must realise that if it is to impose constraints on
people on the use of their property which restrains the traditional use of that property - as
with a marker garden - it does a grave injustice to the people involved. The time has come
when the Goverment can no longer do such things. Government members should view the
acquiring of these properties as avarice and greed as Government officers screw these people
into bankruptcy. The Government must make a decision to acquire this property and not
resort to blackmail in sequestering people's rights.

Amendment to Motion, as Amended
Mr LEWIS: I move -

That the following words be added to the motion, as amended -

But we regret to inform Your Excellency that the Premier and her
Government are seriously jeopardising the future development of this State by
their totally inept management of energy policies. This mismanagement has
been illustrated by the following -

(1) Their prolonged delay in announcing the next base load power station
for the south of Western Australia causing supply uncertainties.

(2) The public confusion being caused by senior members of the
Government publicly campaigning for conflicting energy policy
opt ions.

(3) The uncertainty caused by their inability to make decisions in the
energy area has led to industry being unable to commnit themselves to
the development of the very value-added developments that this State
must have to ensure employment in the futrure.

(4) Their reluctance to face open debate on the (acts surrounding energy
decisions, as evidenced by their failed attempt to mislead the public on
the facts regarding the Mt LesueurfHill River power station option by
selectively publishing the EPA report on the Lesueur region.

(5) The Government's failure to capitalise on the large energy reserves in
the north of the State.

(6) The way that they are 'fiddling" at the edges of methods of conserving
energy by media-orientated exercises rather than putting basic
incentives in place so that people find it in their own interests to
conserve power.

(7) Their failure to act to install the latest in emission control technology
to existing power stations, preferring instead to rely on vague
publicity-grabbing promises about their future intentions.
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MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [10.45 am]: I certainly wish to
second this amendment as energy planning in this State is an absolute joke. It has no
direction whatsoever and open conflict is occurring within Government aver which direction
the Government should take. This Goverrnient has become so beholden to lobby groups
around the State that it is scared to make a decision. A paper released on this issue by the
Opposition stated that the Government should have made a decision on a major base load
power station two years ago, but the Government has been in a state of paralysis which is
costing us very dearly.

I will outline the planning process to date: A planning group was established within the State
Energy Commission of Western Australia to determine the direction that should be followed
regarding the new power station. The Government then decided that it should have a body
operating separately and a policy planning bureau was established which was independent of
SECWA. The Department of Resources Development and the Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade also wanted to do their bit. So, all these different groups were
examining the future energy options in this State. These groups could not make a decision so
the H-arman inquiry was established; this got the Government off the hook for the Federal
election and the report should be released in the next month or so. It is great having all these
committees, but no-one waned to make a decision that should have been made two years
ago.

The Government has been in office for eight years now and in that time it should have
acquired a clear picture as to the State's energy position. The Government spent its first six
years in office criticising the Liberal Government for bringing dawn the North West Shelf
gas pipeline.

Several members interjected.

Dr Alexander: That was a financial scandal.

Mr COUTRT: Could the member tell us what the financial scandal was?

Mr Pearce: It had the potential to bankrupt the State.

Mr COURT: For the first six years of this Government's time in office it repeatedly told us
what a scandal that pipeline was and how it had the potential to bankrupt the State; however,
things have changed to the point that now we do nor have enough gas because the Minister
for the Environment has suddenly decided that we must bum gas because it is clean. If Tom
Jones was in the House, he would make sure that the Minister could not say such things!
Now that Torn Jones has left the Parliament the Minister does not mind giving speeches
advocating gas. Therefore, all this talk about the bad decision to bring dawn gas from the
north west shows the hypocrisy of the Government as it is stating that we now need gas. The
Liberal Government had the courage to do something.

This Government is a shambles. Examining the different players in this matter, the Premier
has publicly admitted that we have a problem with energy supplies in this State -

Mr Carr: There are no supply problems.

Mr COURT: The Minister should tell his Premnier that because she has stated that it is a
problem and that industry is leaving the State due to the high cost of energy. The Minister
for Finance and Economic Development is so busy with his other portfolio responsibilities
that he does not know what is happening around the place. Only recently we attended the
Northern Australian Development Council conference at Karratha at which the Minister
made an announcement about the Gorgon gas field. There were two problems with the
announcement: The former Premier made a similar announcement about Gorgon at the
opening of the Saladin project which caught the company off-guard and it said that it did
intend to develop that gas field. At the recent conference the Minister raised the subject
again and I refer members to the company's reaction which was outlined in an article in The
West Australian on 23 May 1990 -

WAPET did not know about Mr Taylor's optimistic assessment of the Gorgon
development until contacted by reporters yesterday.

Several members interjected.
Mr Pearce: Read more.
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Mr COURT: The article states that -

WAPET managing director Dick Stallings said the Gorgon project was still in the
planning stage.

Mr Pearce: Read further.

Mr COURT; Do members opposite want mec to read the whale article? The article states -

Hie did not envisage first sales from the field before the turn of the century.

Mr Pearce: Keep going.

An Opposition member: Are you hoping it will get better?

Mr COURT: It gets worse. I will tell members why he said, "Before the turn of the
century"; it was because the Gorgon field has to get off the ground within 15 years or it will
lose its leases. Talk about making a fool of himself!

Mr Pearce: Keep reading the article. The good bit is yet to come.

Mr COURT: It gets worse for the Government. The Minister made an announcement but he
did not bother to teUl the company about it. H-e made great play about having an aluminium
smelter in the north, which is supported by the Opposition, but he forgot to tell the Minister
for South-West because he was upset when he heard the news and said he wanted the
company's ight to undertake a feasibility srudy into an aluminiumn smelter taken from it if it
is going to take industry away from the south west. The Ministers cannot sort things out
between them.

The Resources portfolio has been tacked on to Mr Berinson's responsibilities. A visiting
delegation of Japanese interested in iron ore were recently proudly told by Mr Berinson that
he had not travelled a great deal to the Pilbara. I think he told them that his first visit to the
Pilbara. was only a few weeks ago. I am sure that when the former Depury Premier resigned
the Government did not know what to do with the Resources portfolio and it tacked it onto
Mr Beinson's responsibilities as an afterthought. The Agriculture and Resources portfolios
are the driving forces behind this State's economy and all the Government can do is tack the
Resources portfolio onto Mr Berinson's responsibilities. The Minister for the Environment
says, "You have to burn gas now; I do not like the coal options any more." This is the
attitude of a Government which has been criticising the Opposition about its opinion of gas
and has told it repeatedly that it should not do anything that will hurt Tom Jones.

Several members interjected.

Mr COURT: For the information of members opposite I will deal with finances now. Mr
Gandini, the second in charge of the Trades and Labor Council takes the same line as the
Government.

Mr Troy: What is his position?

Mr Pearce: Are you sure who Gandini is?

Mr COURT: Mr Brown and Mr Gandini briefed the Opposition. What is Mr Gandini's title?

Several members interjected.

Mr COURT: Mr Gandini spouted the line that the North West Shelf gas pipeline was a
disastrous financial decision. We told him that the Government owns the pipeline and it
should be sold to private enterprise. The pipeline is operating at maximum capacity and has
been expanded on a couple of occasions because of the demand for gas. Mr Gandini said
that could not be done because it is one of this State's great assets and that it has to own
those forms of infrastructure. The Government cannot have it both ways; on the one hand it
says it was a disastrous decision and we are saying the Government would make a huge
profit if it sold it, and on the other hand -

Mr Taylor: Do you think we should sell it?

Mr COURT; If the Government wants to sell it, it should sell it.

Several members interjected.

Mr COURT: The privatisation man opposite is scared stiff. As soon as the Opposition says,
"Sell it; you will mate a huge profit -
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Mr Taylor: Do you think we should sell it?
Mr COURT: If the Government wants to make a profit on it, it should do so. The
Government has been caught out again. We said to Mr Gandini and his TLC mates that
before they criticise the pipeline decision they should think twice about it because it was one
of the greatest decisions made in this State and the people in the south of the State are
benefiting from it.
Mr Troy: Because my dad made it!
Mr Watt: That is pathetic.
Several members interjected.

Mr COURT: At least my father had the courage to make decisions. I am not here to defend
him because he can do that for himself. At least he does not have to run away defending
corruption claims.
Thbe Minister in exile, the former Minister for Economic Development and Trade, recently
produced a paper which is a good assessment of what is happening in the State. He is
strongly in favour of the coal option. The Minister for Finance and Economic Development
has said that the Opposition wants to sabotage this State's economy by saying that the energy
situation is in a mess. The former Minister for Economic Development and Trade said in his
paper under the heading, "Power Generation - The Crucial Question - Pricing" that -

Up until the present time, the debate about electricity generation has centred around
the question of by what means a sufficient quantity of power can be produced to meet
expected demand. It is thought by most people in SECWA and Government that we
have at least until the end of this year to make a decision in that regard.

They keep referring to September this year. It continues -
However, crucial decision making deadlines are much closer at hand. The questions
of pricing and tariff policy have to be answered now or the industries listed above,
and others, will be lost to the eastern states or overseas where electricity and gas
prices for these types of industries are much lower.

Several members interjected.
Mr COURT: Is the Minister saying that he is scaremongering?
Mr Taylor: I am saying that you are. You are seeking to drive industry away from this State.
Mr COURT: I will tell the Minister what the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade
said in its submission to the Harman committee. It argued strongly that there should be no
further procrastination over a decision to build additional coal tired base load capacity. It
also argues that the Hill River private power station options should not be prematurely
excluded from feasible options as has been advocated by a range of persons and bodies
including Senator Richardson, the WA Trades and Labor Council, and the environment
movement generally. Is the Minister saying that his department is sabotaging this State?
There is nothing but silence from the man who says that the Opposition is trying to sabotage
this State.
Mr Taylor: Your objective is to drive industry away from Western Australia and it is a
disgraceful objective. Do not try to dodge it - it is exactly what you are doing. You said last
week that we should work together in the area of industrial development, but in this House
today you are seeking to do exactly the opposite.I

Mr COURT: I am reading what the ministry said; that is, we can have no further
procrastination which is exactly what the Opposition is saying. Is the Minister saying that
because his department says it, it is okay and that if I say it, it is bad news and it is sabotage?
The Minister has been caught out. The Minister's department is saying the Government is
making a mess of it and I do not know where the former Minister for Economic
Development and Trade stands on this subject because he was a member of the Cabinet
which had the opportunity to correct the situation.
Before the Minister stands and says that I am trying to sabotage the situation, I advise him
that even members on his side of the House agree with my comments. If the Minister wants
to talk about sabotaging development in this State, he should look to the Government which
has done just that.
A7561 I- I
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The Government must make some of the tough decisions required. Its forecast about how
much capacity will be required and its indication that this State will manage for the next few
years will become self-fulfilling prophecies. The Government is scaring away so much
industry that its forecast will be accurate. The Government must make up its mind on a
number of issues. It knows that the economy is in recession. Also the Government is
regarded - whether or not it is the case - by industry as being under the control of the zero
development lobby, those people who do not want any development to go ahead.
Unfortunately, if the Government wants to operate with zero development it must accept that
the standard of living in Western Australia will decline. It is quite possible for development
and environmental issues to be in balance, but the Government has become beholden to so
many minority groups that it is not making the key decisions required.
A further issue relates to ownership. It is interesting to note that because of the Deputy
Premier's position in the party factions, he must vigorously oppose private ownership of
anything. The mere mention of privatisation sends those people into a lather. The
Government should not be afraid of allowing the private sector to own power generation and
to feed it into the grid. While the Government is mucking around and failing to make the
tough decisions, things are happening in Queensland. The Goss Labor Goverrnent in that
State is negotiating to sell a power station to the private sector.

Mr Cart: Do you know why?

Mr COURT: Because it wants to get an aluminiumn smelter off the ground.

Mr Carr: There is more to it than that.

Mr COURT: The private sector also has a very cheap supply of coal, and it can generate
electricity at a very competitive tariff because of the low price of the coal being used. The
reason for that low price is that steam-ing coal is being removed from the top of the deposit to
get to the export quality coal needed, and an arrangement has been made whereby that coal is
provided at a very cheap price. It is innovative and, as the Queensland Treasurer said at the
conference, his Government is keen to get the new alumninium smelter off the ground in
Queensland. The Labor Party has been in Government for eight years in this State and it has
not yet got its act together. I know that the Trades and Labor Council is opposed to private
ownership, and that Mr Gandini and other members of the TLC have said they will fight
private ownership at all costs. However, the time has come for the Government to put some
competition into our system.

The motion refers to other important areas, particularly the development of energy intensive
industries in the north of the State and conservation issues. Unfortunately, I do not have time
in the 20 minutes allotted to cover all the issues. The Opposition has not changed its
position with regard to development in the north of this State. It is proud of its track record
in the development of the north from a pastoral region to one of the great economic driving
forces of our economy. The Government has not taken advantage of the large energy
resources available in the north of Western Australia and, instead, it has knocked the
Opposition's proposal, as it did before the last election, that the petrochemical plant and
other developments should go to the north of the State. It is commonsense to site energy
intensive industries adjacent to a major energy resource, and I hope the Government will
change its attitude, stop knocking the Opposition's proposal, and accept this as a viable
alternative.

The Government cannot say that the Opposition is trying to sabotage development in this
State. That is absolute nonsense because the former Minister for Economnic Development
and Trade in a public document, and the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade in its
submission to the Harnan inquiry, confirmed that the Government has delayed for too long
making the key decisions required. This State is losing industries; they have lost confidence
because they cannot identify anyone in the Government genuinely committed to making
tough decisions so that in the years ahead plenty of power will be available at a competitive
price.

[ have much pleasure in seconding the motion moved by the member for Applecross.

MR CARR (Geraldton - Minister far Fuel and Energy) [ 11.06 am]: The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition has asked me not to say that he is attempting to sabotage the Western
Australian economy. I simply cannot oblige him in that way. He may not like the words, but
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the reality is that a very deliberate attempt is being made by the. Opposition to project a
situation which does not exist. He may not like the term "industrial sabotage", but he is
deliberately attempting to project an image to the business community that the Government
does not have the level of security and power that it has. Let there be no doubt in anyone's
mind; there are no electricity supply problems for industry in Western Australia. There may
well be the difficulty of more expensive power in ths State than is available in other States,
and I am happy to debate that issue at some length. However, no risk, threat, or problem
exists with the supply of energy to Western Australian industry. I find this motion annoying
as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and a number of his colleagues sat through a lengthy
briefing at the State Energy Commnission during which it was clearly demonstrated that all
SECWA's projections for demand in the foreseeable future can be fully met. A clear
indication was given of the low and medium projections, and also the highest projection that
could possibly be foreseen, given all available knowledge of industries likely to be
established in Western Australia or considering coming to this State. It was clearly pointed
out that the provisions put in place will adequately meet all of that demand. It is a blatant
untruth for the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to say that SEC WA cannot supply energy.
Mr Court: You ran out last summer.

Mr CARR: We did not. SECWA has had no difficulty meeting supply to industry in this
State and, in fact, with the present program of installations there is no risk of that at all.

A lot of nonsense has been spoken about industry leaving this State. At present, as always, a
number of companies are looking at their options, deciding whether they want to rake on a
new development or to undertake expansion and where is the best place to undertake that
expansion. That is always the case; in good and bad times companies in Western Australia
and outside this State weigh up the options and a whole range of factors are taken into
consideration, including the price of power, the supply of raw products and the industrial
climate. Things are no different now. Companies are considering coming to Western
Australia to develop, and companies of considerable consequence and significance are
holding discussions with officers of this Government about undertaking development in this
State. At the same time some companies are considering development in other States. These
people play a fairly hard game in their negotiations and we know they go from one State to
another and talk about the level of power price they can obtain in different States. We also
know that some of the things said do not always completely accurately reflect the situation in
other States. There is no flight of capital from Western Australia;, a number of considerable
projects are considering establishing in this State. I reject the statement that industry has lost
confidence. A deliberate attempt has been made to destroy the confidence of industry but
that is a different thing altogether from saying that industry has lost confidence. The cost of
power is a legitimate issue. By and large, Western Australia's power is more expensive than
power in other States, although not to the extent outlined in that flimsy document put out by
the Opposition the other day, which document misrepresented some of the cost comparisons.
Not-withstanding that, Westemn Australia does have higher power costs. A number of mainly
historical reasons account for that. The first reason relates to the cost of fuel from Collie.
However, I am happy to acknowledge that considerable improvement has occurred in the
Collie position. However, we have a history -

Mr Court: You never said that when Tom Jones was here.

Mr CARR: That does not make it less true. The State's gas supplies are expensive. Much
has been said this morning about the gas pipeline. The Opposition cannot have it both ways
on this issue. It is proper to say that the pipeline was an inspirational and visionary project.
It is of great benefit to the State and is doing very well in providing for industry in the south
west. At the same time, it was a very expensive project to develop and is now providing very
expensive gas. It has contributed greatly to the cost of energy. It added a billion dollars to
the debt of the State Energy Commission of Western Australia. A contract was negotiated to
produce gas for which markets were not provided at the time. When the Labor Government
took office, it had to sell that gas at prices that were considerably lower than the price it was
paying because that was better than not selling it at all. Cost projections were provided to the
Government during its first months in office. At what was probably the most frightening
Cabinet meeting that I have attended since being in Government it was revealed that the debt
was projected to be $7 billion.
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Mr Court: The Premier came out of that briefing and said it was a good project.
Mr CARR: I am not saying that the project was bad. However, it was developed in such a
way as to be very costly. The contract has been renegotiated a couple of times and gas has
been sold at lower prices.
Mr Court interjected.
Mr CARR: There is no doubt that the high cost of that project is one of the reasons we have
high electricity prices in this State. That is an historical fact. Another reason is that SEC WA
supplies energy over such a large area. Western Australia has a relatively small demand for
energy compared with other States which have smaller areas to supply but which have much
higher volumes of demand. The Western Australian grid is independent, whereas the power
in other States is connected to other States' grids and when a shortage of electricity occurs
the stations call in power from another State. There are a number of genuine reasons for
power being more expensive in this State.
This Government has set an agenda for redressing that situation and it has taken considerable
initiatives. Improvements in efficiency within SEC WA have occurred and a functional and
organisational review has, in some ways, adjusted the work practices in SECWA. There has
been a considerable increase in the amount of energy produced per employee, considerable
improvement in productivity, and the maintenance of plant and machinery has been
improved to ensure that it is available more often. That will contribute to improved
efficiency and the effects of that will flow on to provide lower costs in the future. The
Government is acting to ensure that, in future, plant which is installed will provide energy at
the cheapest possible cost.
The Opposition has tried, inaccurately, to project the view that if the Government had made a
decision some time ago on alternative power, power would now be cheaper. That is contrary
to the facts. It would have been easy to rush in some time ago and decide to build whatever
was fashionable at the time, such as a power station at Collie or at Hill River, without
considering whether gas could be found or whether cheaper options were available. If the
Government had rushed in then it would have provided capacity before demand, which
would have incurred greater costs. The Government has deliberately examined the prospect
of providing a balance of base load power systems and peak load power systems. It will
make its final decision based on as much information as is available. Western Australia has
been provided with a power station network consisting of almost all base load systems, with
no peak loading station. Therefore, the Government has deliberately installed a gas turbine
station to provide peak loading capacity. That means that, while machines in a base load
station were better suited to running full-time for standard demands, during peak demand
some machines could be turned on quickly until demand declined. A better balanced power
supply has been created by the gas turbines being installed.
SECWA has looked at its projections for demand, as I said earlier, and on the most optimistic
of projections it has assessed that a new base load station will be needed by the end of 1995.
A coal fired power station will take five years to build; consequently, a decision needs to be
made later this year. However, SECWA is also looking at other power supply options
including the availability of gas. It has deliberately encouraged the exploration for gas, and
industry is responding to that encouragement. At present, SECWA is holding discussions
with four companies about supplies of gas - I do not think there is any secret about it. Those
involved in the discussions include the Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd joint venture;
WA Petroleum Pty Ltd and its Barrow Island operation; the Hadson group, which now owns
Harr iet, and which is concemned with extracting gas from a number of small projects in the
Onslow area; and the Barrack House Group Pry Ltd which has recently discovered gas at
Beharra Springs near Dongara. The major concern is not so much the availability of gas but
the price to be paid for that gas. Significant discussions on the availability of gas at a
competitive price must continue. There must be no doubt that the deliberate step not to rush
into a decision has given the Government more and certainly cheaper options. I reject any
suggestion that the Government would have been better off rushing into a decision. The
Government is in fact much better placed now than it would have been.
The information being compiled for the Government has been accumulated from a number of
different sources. This was a deliberate strategy. People from SECWA are preparing
information from within SECWA; the Energy Policy and Planning Bureau is assessing a
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range of options for the State; and the Harman committee of inquiry has been appointed. It
has received 130 submissions from all the major players in the energy game in Western
Australia, some of which have been very detailed. From that has come a very
comprehensive report which will be released to the public within the next week or so. I amn
sure that when that is released it will provide the issues on which the debate will focus.
Plenty of opportunity will be provided for people to respond to that document prior to the
Governiment's making a decision later this year.

In addition to the matters raised by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, I notice that the
amendment he has moved contains other interesting references. For example, it referred to
the Government's attitudes towards conserving energy and towards renewable energy. On
that matter the Glovernment has a record with which it can be pleased. Far from the comment
in the motion that says that we are fiddling at the edges of this matter, the Government has
recognised that a very real opportunity exists to make savings by conserving energy. The
conserving of energy has value, first, because of environmental considerations arid, secondly,
because we are able to defer capital expenditure and make savings, as a Government, on our
expenditure on energy. We regard energy conservation as a major initiative. We have
prepared a detailed study on energy conservation. That report was released during the last
couple of weeks. It is out for discussion at the moment.

Mr Wall: What report was that?

Mr CA.RR: We appointed a committee to prepare an energy conservation strategy. I
appreciate the member for Albany's asking about this because I remember that he raised this
matter with me on a previous occasion. We have taken a course of action which is quite
similar to the course outlined by the member at that time, and we have prepared an energy
conservation strategy. We can get a copy of that for the member if he does not have one.
The paper sets out a strategy which provides for greatly increased education in the
community. It provides also for a Government strategy on energy conservation. I suggest
that is far from fiddling at the edges. It is a realistic approach to this aspect of energy
provision. Every bit of energy that we can conserve provides some additional capacity
which we do not have to install and pay for. It is a very important part of the energy
equation. Having said that, we should not be taken in by the views of some people in the
community who talk in very unrealistic terms about the amount of energy that can be
conserved.

Mr Strickland: What percentage do you think you can conserve?

Mr CARR: Some people talk about 70 per cent. That is nonsense. We are talking about
something like l0 per cent within Stare Government consumption within 30 years.

Mr Strickland: Would that involve people having to wear jumpers in winter instead of sitting
in front of their radiators?

Mr CARR. The example the member quotes is a classic one. It always fascinates me that in
the middle of summer we sit in air conditioned offices with the air conditioner turned so cold
that we have to wear jumpers to be comfortable. That is crazy.

A Government member interjected.

Mr CARR: That happens not just in Government but all the way through. It is due largely to
a lack of education and information. We regard education as one of the most important pants
of the energy conservation process.

Mr Mensaros: The buildings have been built in the wrong way.

Mr CARR: Yes. It is important to make the point that there is no single and simple cause of
the energy conservation problem. It has developed over a number of years. In all honesty
we have had excess capacity at times and we have simply set out to sell more energy.

Mr Mensaros: You have to give people the incentive to conserve energy. That is the basis of
it. That must be done by reducing tariffs.

Mr CARR: Yes, and that is exactly the issue that we have recognised and sought to address
in this energy conservation strategy. I would like members to have a look at it and if they
have suggestions or comments about how it can be improved we would appreciate those
comments.
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Mr Strickland: Can all members get a copy of the report?
Mr CARR: I thought I had arranged to have it sent out to all members but apparently that
has not been done so!I will arrange for it to go to all members of both Houses.
I return now to the main subject of the comments made by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. We absolutely reject the amendment. We reject the attempt to create a climate
of alarm or crisis in industry in this State. We absolutely reject the notion that an earlier
decision would have been a better decision because time has actually proved to us that -

Mr Court: You have not made a decision for eight years.
Mr CARR: We have outlined when we need to make a decision and we will make a decision
at that time which will be the best decision for the State. We will not take the easy course of
rushing in and saying we will have a power station in this or that marginal electorate. The
paper which was released last week by the Opposition was a farce. It was a very superficial
document, which promised three power stations in three electorates which are marginal.
Mr Court: Some of your members said it was a good document.
Mr CARR: [ would be very surprised if anyone said that about it because it really was very
superficial.
We absolutely reject the amendment. We are confident about the ability of the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia to provide energy to meet the needs of industry in this
State. We are absolutely committed to doing that in a way which will provide that energy at
the cheapest possible price to industry.
MR THOMPSON (Darling Range) [11.25 am]: One of the most significant
responsibilities that Government has in this State is the provision of an adequate power
supply. It is appropriate that this debate should be held today. The question of meeting the
demand for power in the short term is currently before the Government. Three options have
been actively canvassed: First, to put a coal fired station at Mt Lesueur; second, to expand
the Collie units; and third, to use gas. The only option that is sensible is to expand the
facilities at Collie because the infrastructure and the power transmission system are already
in place and there are adequate reserves of coal. The proposal to establish a mine and power
station at Hill River will not only upset those people who have an interest in environmental
matters but will dissipate the infrastructure in a way that I do not think is necessary.
Were the Government to come to the conclusion that the option of Hill River is the most
desirable I believe there are ways of mining the coal so that the impact on the environment
will be minimal. I am not swayed by the environmental argument that we should not attempt
to harness the resources in that area. Indeed, we are heading towards the situation where it
will be impossible for this community to function if we are dissuaded from doing things
because of their likely environmental impact. There is no way that we can establish a power
station and a coal mine without their having some impact on the environment. The
correction of any damage to the environment must be very much a part of the process to be
taken into account when costing the various options.

I am not convinced that using gas for the generation of power is the most appropriate use of
gas. Although significant reserves of gas appear to be available, it is a resource which will
very soon become a scarce commodity. It would be unwise to use gas for the production of
electricity when adequate coal reserves are available, and where the gas could be used for a
variety of other purposes. A petrochemical industry is one use which comes to mind, and
reserving the gas for petrochemical purposes is a much better proposition. While I recognise
that the export phase of the liquified natural gas from the north west shelf has provided some
economic benefit to this country it is a short sighted policy to export that valuable resource.
It would be better, in the interests of future generations of Australians, to leave that gas in the
ground than to export it because there will always be a demand for it and economic benefits
will always be derived from using it.
There would be greater benefit from its use at a later date. The short term problems which
confront the Government with respect to power generation can be well and truly addressed
by utilising whichever available option proves to be the best. My view is that more should
be done with regard to looking at alternative power generation systems. There is no doubt
that the continued burning of fossil fuels will impact very adversely on the environment not
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only of Western Australia but indeed the world. We in this State and in this country have an
obligation to make our contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. More should be
done to look at alternative power generation sources. I am happy to be part of a Select
Committee looking at one of those options. The more we go into that subject the more I
become convinced that alternative energy sources are viable and will need to be pursued in
the future.

A few years ago we had a debate in the community about the nuclear option, but it was very
smartly taken off the agenda. The time has now arrived when we should look at the option
of harnessing nuclear power for electricity generation.

Mr Pearce: That saves energy. You do not need street lights if you are living in the dark.

Mr THOMPSON: That is the sort of nonsense which comes from those who have not
thought about the subject. In many countries of the world a high percentage of electricity is
generated from nuclear fusion.
Mr Pearce: It is being phased out almost everywhere on the grounds that it is
environmentally disastrous.

Mr Court: That is not right, because with no new power stations in the US, the percentage is
increasing.

Several members interjected.

Mr THOMPSON: I accept that there is some danger with nuclear power generation.
However, there are also dangers from burning coal. Indeed those dangers are becoming
more pronounced as time goes by.
Dr Tumnbull: I do not want to waste your time, but that is a very sweeping statement which
needs rebuttal.

Mr THOMPSON: There is some room to discuss the matter, but the mere fact that we have a
problem with global heating as a result of greenhouse gas emissions -

Dr Turnbull: That is not proved.

Mr THOMPSON: Is it not? It is proved enough for me, and I think it has been proved
enough for most people in the world to do something about it. The member for Collie would
like to see us continuing to bum fossil fuels, and when finally the oceans of the world have
risen metres arnd climatic changes have been so dramatic that we cannot grow crops -

Dr Turnbull: The oceans are not going to rise metres. Roleystone will not be inundated.
My THOMPSON: I represent 20 000 very important Western Australians in this place.

Several members interjected.
Mr THOMPSON: There is a problem resulting from the burning of fossil fuels.
Dr Turnbull: Gas is a fossil fuel too.

Mr THOMPSON: That is ight. I have just finished saying that we should not be burning
fossil fuels.
Several members interjected.
Mr THOMPSON: I do not know whether I have joined the greens or not, but by advocating
another look at the nuclear option, I reckon I shall be upsetting most of the greens. We have
a responsibility to look at the proposition of obtaining energy from nuclear sources because,
on balance, it would be less environmentally harmful than continuing to use fossil fuels.
Although there has been a reaction to the use of nuclear power around the world, gradually
countries will come to recognise that we will be forced to consider nuclear technology in the
future.

Mr Bridge: What about the use of tidal energy in the north?

Mr THOMPSON: The House will have an opportunity to debate that when the report of the
Select Committee comes before it. I did touch on that subject a moment ago, but there is
absolutely no doubt in my mind that the tidal power option wil be exercised some time in
the future. The technology is well and truly established. There are no environmental
problems of the magnitude of those involved with other energy sources.
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The member for Scarborough raised the question of transportation. That is a problem, but
very significant developments have been made recently with the use of hydrogen as a means
of transporting energy. Indeed, just as we are exporting energy in huge thermos flasks on
ships leaving the North West Shelf, so it is technically possible for hydrogen to be
transported in similar ships to carry energy not only to the population centres around the
south of the Australian continent, but to other pants of the world. I would be prepared to bet
London to a brick that eventually the technology will be developed to enable the huge
hydroelectric power resources of the Kimberley not only to provide power for the
populations in the south of the country, but to export it overseas. That would be a great step
forward.

Little has been done with regard to energy conservation up to the present time. I am
heartened to hear that a report is currently circulating seeking comment on the energy
conservation proposition. I echo the views expressed by the member for Albany as far as
power conservation is concerned, and in particular his claim that building design can very
significantly impact on energy conservation. It recently came to my attention that a number
of power generating utilities in the United States of America - which are, incidentally, private
enterprise operations - actually give energy efficient lamps and other appliances free of
charge to their consumers. It is in their interests to do that because if they can reduce the
amount of power needed to satisfy the community by 10 per cent, in a commnunity where the
annual growth is about 10 per cent, they are forestalling the day when they must increase
their generating capacity.

I believe energy conservation is the area where the greatest impact can be made in Western
Australia, and probably Australia generally, in terms of minimising the amount of fossil fuels
being burnt and therefore the amount of emissions that are going into the atmosphere and
causing the global warming. The State Energy Commission has not been very active in the
area of energy efficiency in the past, and only fairly recently has some activity been shown
there. The commission can do much more than it has done in the past to minimise the
amount of power it must generate and I hope that, with the report the Minister is circulating,
we will see a dramatic change in that area.
The subject of power generation will tax the minds of Government members and others in
our community in the future. I believe more should be done in the area of research into
alternative power generation methods. Certainly plenty of scope exists in this State for the
harnessing of solar energy. although I will concede that as yet the technology has not been
developed that would enable significant blocks of power to be produced from the solar
source. However, I expect that one day some breakthroughs will be made in that area, and
on the day that occurs we should avail ourselves of the option as quickly as possible.

MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party).[lI1.42 am]: I want to spend
several minutes supporting the amendment that has been moved to the amended motion. I
think there has been a lack of decision making regarding the provision of energy resources,
and particularly electrical power in Western Australia, not just by this Government but by
successive Labor Governments ever since Labor came to power in 1983.
Quite some debate has taken place in recent times about how we in this State wil cope with
the additional requirements for electrical energy. and one of the reasons the debate has
heightened is that the options for the Governmrent are running out. It is now no longer
possible for the State to continue to use gas from the North West Shelf pipeline. for the
simple reason that it is not available. In many respects that is a wonderful thing because
much of the criticism that was levelled at the North West Shelf gas pipeline when it was first
built was that it was constructed only after a guaranteed rake or pay clause was written into
the contract and many people felt we would never use sufficient gas to prevent that clause
being used. My colleague, the member for Floreat, advises me that less than three years after
the pipeline came into being the cake or pay clause was no longer used by the North West
Shelf consortium and applied to SECWA.

Gas really is no longer an option for this Government. ft is using as much as it possibly can
for the production of electrical energy, and unless some more gas is found within the Perth
basin there is no possibility that a gas fired base load power station can be built in Western
Australia. Of course, that reduces us to two choices. We must go to coal, and there are two
choices as to where to site a coal fired power station. It can be sited either at Collie or at an
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alternative coal deposit, and the favoured area is, of course, the H-ill River site at Mt Lesueur.
This Government, in its procrastination, really owes the CRA-Barrack House consortium an
apology because, in my view, given the Government's track record in terms of environment
and conservation issues, the Hill River consortium had no prospects of ever getting a power
station off the ground unless it could demonstrate beyond all doubt that the coal deposits
which currently exist in the proposed Mt Lesueur national park were capable of being
excluded from any future mining and that enough coal could be produced in the vacant
Crown land adjacent to the area where the consortium wants to site its power station. Most
people know that the best coal deposit at Mt Lesueur is sited in the Cockleshell Gully region,
which is pant of the proposed national park and which in fact would be the easiest to mine
and the most difficult to rehabilitate. There is no way the ravine area of Cockleshell Gully
could ever be rehabilitated to a standard that would be acceptable to most conservationists. It
is my view that the Government adopted a policy, when it realised it was running out of the
gas option -

Mr Canr: We are not; the gas option is very strong. When I was our of my seat a moment
ago I heard you say that the gas option is not on. That is not a fair assessment of the options.

Mr COWAN: Let us look, then, at the cost of gas. Before the Government can use any more
gas from the North West Shelf pipeline it will have to increase the capacity to supply.

Mr Cart: Increase the pipeline, yes.

Mr COWAN: That is right. Would the Minister for Fuel and Energy give the House an
estimate of the cost of that? I assume it would be in the vicinity of $ 100 million.
Mr Carr: The one we are doing at the moment is increasing the capacity from about
345 terajoules a day to about 425 terajoules a day, and that is costing $150 million. That is
for the turbines going in at the moment; if we went to a base load station using North West
Shelf gas there would have to be further enhancement.

Mr COWAN: mhar must be taken into account when we talk about the cost of providing
power.

Mr Car: Yes, that is right.

Mr COWAN: Having received that information from the Minister - and I thank him for it - I
repeat my assertion that, because of the cost and because of the difficulty of supplying gas at
a reasonable cost, the gas option for the Governent is fast running out. The Minister can
shake his head but I do nor agree with him because, notwithstanding that additional cost to
get the additional gas to the south west, at the moment the price of coal is somewhere
between 35 and 50 per cent less than the price of gas - I do not have the precise figures here -
if the Government is going to use either of those two primary energy resources for the
purpose Of producing electrical energy.

Mr Carr: But that is overlooking the different costs of the capital equipment for a coal fired
station versus gas, and you must consider all of the costs.

Mr COWAN: Of course, and I am quite aware of that. That is why I asked the Minister
about the cost of actually boosting the pipeline - that is part of the additional cost for gas. I
acknowledge there is a greater construction cost in the budding of a coal fired power station,
and also there is a greater operational cost. However, we must not forget the cost, which
might not be able to be measured in monetary terms, of environmenta and conservation
issues. I have nor forgotten those, either.

Cost factors are a problem in supplying energy to Western Australia. I do not want to be
negative about industry in Western Australia, but the cost of energy is one of the major
considerations for any industry wanting to establish itself in Western Australia. However,
industry comes to Western Australia because primary resources, such as bauxite, iron ore and
other raw materials are available in abundant quantities, even though other factors exist
which help to dissuade them from coming. Therefore, the cost of energy is one of the
primary factors which must be taken into account in downstream processing. It is for that
reason that gas tends to rule itself out of contention.
Mr Cart: No, it does not.

Mr COWAN: The Minister disagrees, but I am quite sure that the Hannan report will favour
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the use of gas. I have deduced from discussions with Dr Harman that he is in favour of the
gas option. I do not mean to be disrespectful, but I am quite sure that we should discount the
recommendations of that report because Dr Harman's preference for gas options has been
declared in papers he has presented previously.

Mr Can: It will not be a one-man report.

Mr COWAN: As chairman, Dr Harman will have some influence on the direction taken in
the report. Undoubtedly, there is a cost differential in the primary energy resources which
may be used for the generation of power in Western Australia. Given the construction and
operational costs and taking everything else into account, the production of electricity from a
coal fired power station would be the cheapest option for Western Australia. A lot of gas
will have to be found to create a substantial supply of electricity. The Government cannot
rely on the North West Shelf pipeline for this supply because demands from other industries
exist, If gas is to be taken from the North West Shelf pipeline purely for electrical energy
production, other industries would be precluded from using that gas supply. I go so far as to
say that, if the Government's proposed petrochemical plant had got off the ground, a gas
fired power station would have been ruled out because not enough gas would have been
available to supply both projects.

Mr Can: We would have had to enhance the pipeline.

Mr COWAN: Once again the Government would have had to increase the capital cost.

I support this amendment because time has run out for the Government. The Government
cannot confidently add anything to the proposal for a gas powered station when it knows that
the demands on the pipeline are so high, even though the Government claims that supply
from the pipeline could be boosted. There will be no substantial new finds - I am hoping I
am wrong - which will allow the Government to build a gas fired power station in the south
west of the Stare.

The Govemunent is faced with two options: First, it must consider coal; and, secondly, it
must decide where the new station will be sited. Will it be sited at Hill River or at Collie?
CRA Exploration Pty Ltd and Barrack Mines Ltd were led up the garden path by the
Government. Under no circumstances would the Governm-ent have allowed that consortium
to 'nine in the proposed national park area unless it could show that a coal fired power station
could operate at Mt Lcsueur outside the area of the proposed national park. CRA was invited
to put in a bid to supply power to Western Australian industry to compete with any
consortium at Collie. The Government hoped that that competition would force down the
price for construction and operation of the power station to an extent that cheaper power
would be available. That in turn would attract industry to Western Australia. My assessment
is quite correct.

No-one has ever said to me that the Hill River project would have been able to operate if
those coal deposits which exist in the proposed national park were excluded from being
mined. On that basis, CRA was invited to commit its proposals for a power station to put
more pressure on the people in Collie who might provide an alternative coal fired base load
power station. Five years is not enough time to get a contract to build a plant and bring it
on-stream because the turbines and boilers needed in such a project must be custom made. It
will take more than five years unless the Government intends to use the technology that is
available in the C and D units at Muja Station. The Government may reduce the time span
but it will deny the options and efficiencies offered by new technology. A substantial
amount of new technology is available for a coal fired station.
In relation to alternative energy resources and the greenhouse effect, the Leader of the House
was unfair when he interjected during the member for Collie's speech. He was flippant
about her attitude to the issue of global warming and the greenhouse effect. Everybody is
conscious of that issue.

Dr Watson: Even Mrs Thatcher.
Mr COWAN: I am very pleased to hear that she is concerned about it; it encourages me
greatly.

Mr Pearce: It is in inverse proportion to her poll tax.

Mr COWAN: I think the poll tax was designed to put some pressure on the Labour
dominated city councils. To return to the subject of energy, one cannot ignore the issue of
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the greenhouse effect when considering proposals for the provision of additional energy.
However, people must put that issue into perspective. I do not intend to be derogatory about
those people who have led the charge for greater care in the environment, but there are some
people who tend to go over the top.
I would hate to see the loss of any proposal to guarantee the energy resources available to
attract industry to this State or to allow existing industry to expand. It would be it-responsible
of any Government to set impossible environmental conditions so that it could not proceed to
provide sufficient energy to meet the needs of this State. We need to deal with those
environmental problems. However, one way to do that would be to look very closely at the
conservation of energy consumption. We must also look closely at the application of
technology which reduces the emission of greenhouse gases. It would be appropriate to give
less credence to people who claim that we are totally destroying the earth and that the sea
will rise by metres. Instead we should perhaps take heed of scientists who are saying that
global warming can be attributed more to reactions on the surface of the sun than the actions
of people on earth. Naturally, we must do as much as possible to conserve energy and we
must be conscious of the environment.

The member for Darling Range commented about tidal energy. I think he is right about that,
and ultimately Western Australia will have to examine the prospect of installing a pilot
project somewhere in the north of this State to explore that avenue for energy. I do not think
we need to talk about huge developments, but we need to look at a pilot project, whether it be
outside Broomne, where consumer demand already exists, or further north to places like
Wyndham, where there is capacity for a pilot project but less demand. We need to get the
planning under way to install a pilot project somewhere in the north of the State to determine
whether tidal power can work efficiently and to compare cost differences between that
energy resource and conventional energy resources.

MNR MIENSAROS (Floreat) [12.01 pm]: After listening with great interest to the debate on
this motion I feel I must say a few words. By and large this has been a very good debate
because it has been based on more objective grounds than the other debates we have recently
heard in this place. The debate on this motion has contained less partisanship and fewer
biased views.

The contention of this motion is that the Labor Government has missed making a serious
decision in respect of present and future energy needs. The defence of the Government
against this contention is that it is not too late to make the decision, considering the present
and future demands;, in mining parlance, these are proven demands, which necessarily exist
and will continue to exist, so we have not yet missed any deadlines. It is possible that both
contentions are right. However, I support the motion because one can never be too early in
making a decision because that decision automatically creates the very strong possibility that
further industries will be established in this State.

Far from the Opposition fearmongeiing, as the Leader of the House claimed, a fact which
came out reasonably objectively in the debate - for which I commend the Minister for Fuel
and Energy - is that when one looks at the so often argued decision about the pipeline and the
take-or-pay contract in respect of the North West Shelf gas project, it is apparent that
decision was partly visionary. However, had that decision not been made - albeit with a
small element of risk, which was known - Western Australia would have missed the
industria boat. It was not a manter of the Japanese waiting for the North West Shelf gas
project to come into existence before purchasing the liquified natural gas. In places such as
Indonesia and North Africa developments similar to the North West Shelf gas project were
planned. The Japanese regarded these developments as important in terms of which would
provide the most secure and economic energy. I know that because I negotiated with the
Japanese. The Western Australia Govemnment had to make a decision early to take into
account the deliberation of the Japanese in that respect, because the project mainly hinged on
their decision. I do not think it is a defence to say that because proven demand wil be
satisfied - it probably wWl be - we will not have to hurry with a decision. One must always
make decisions early and one must, willingly or otherwise, include some element of risk in
those decisions.

There has been a lot of talk about the rightness of this decision. Rather than fearnongering,
the Opposition is conscious of the fact that this State, as a result of the late decision, may
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have missed many opportunities of which we do not even know. The Minister himself may
know that discussions are being carried out in many boardrooms around the world, which
possibly could decide, singularly or jointly, whether Western Australia should be advantaged
by the establishment of secondary industry. There is discussion, whether it is by BHP, a
major oil company, a chemical company and so on, about whether Western Australia could
have further downstream secondary industries in steel, alumina - by way of a smelter -
nickel or the various other base metals this State produces and still exports mainly in their
raw state. How can the Minister know whether we have not missed anything? How can the
Minister know what son of discussions went on in boardrooms around the world and whether
a proposition by a member of one of those boards to examine seriously an aluminium smelter
in Western Australia was not dismissed because a knowledgeable board member said, "You
cannot do that because the planning of available economic power is so far behind that it
would not be viable to talk about it"?
An alert Government would take such opportunities into consideration. As I said, they are
mixed with some element of risk but the risk is much lower if we think about - and I do not
want to be repetitious - the methods which emerged in connection with WA Inc, where
taxpayers' money was put at much greater risk, which unfortunately was realised afterwards,
for much poorer and, indeed, totally negative results. That was imprudent, to use the most
polite expression.
There has been a lot of talk about expensive power in Western Australia. Although it is
convenient for the Opposition to criticise this fact, it is true that Western Australia has the
most expensive power in Australia. There are many reasons for this, some of which are
built-in and some of which can be helped. One built-in reason is the vast size of this State.
If we want to supply power everywhere, even domestic power, we must have enormous
transmission lines and transforming plants which add tremendously to the electricity costs.
That cannot be helped. In addition, we must consider the isolation of Western Australia.
This State is almost Like an island. States in the east do not have to build up capacities which
cater for the highest peak loads, or above them, because they can borrow electricity from
their neighbours.
Every State in Europe and in the United States can do the same. Virtually any country in the
world can do this. However, Western Australia is a solitary entity and we pay much more
for the generating capacity because reserves are made available whether drawn on or not.
Perhaps the reasons why power is so expensive have not been sufficiently considered. H-as a
serious study been made into the efficiency of the Collie coal industry? With respect, if
political considerations are not involved, obviously by applying modem technology and
different working conditions - not the traditional ones which please union members - and if
the work force is reduced, a 20 per cent saving can be made in the coal industry. As sure as I
stand here, I know that objective, reasonable and practical engineers and business people at
the State Energy Commission would have asked the Minister whether he can afford
politically to proceed with such alterations and improvements at Collie. The Minister
probably would have seen the point but he would have stated that he could not do that. That
is the situation. However, these components which cause expensive energy in Western
Australia can be addressed.
During this debate, savings have been discussed. Due to the isolation of Western Australia
and the need to generate excess energy for perhaps only an hour or an hour and a half during
peak periods, we should apply ourselves to and introduce saving methods. The problem will
not be addressed by simply the best advertisements or television pictures unless the
consumers are given the incentive to save. This is easier said than done because off peak
tariffs are very involved, particularly in an economy such as ours which has the perennial
handicap of lacking economy of scale. Our economy is not large enough to introduce
methods such as those pertaining to New South Wales or Victoria - let alone those methods
introduced in Europe or the United States, with interruptable supply and off peak tariffs.
How many people return from tours overseas saying how wonderful things are in Europe?
People ask why we do not have an underground railway but they forget that within one
kilometre in those countries perhaps 100 000 people pay for the underground railway
whereas in Western Australia perhaps only 1 000 people pay; therefore, an underground
railway here would be 100 times as expensive. That applies to many things as well as to
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energy in this State. Nevertheless, these difficulties should not make us shy away from
attempting to solve the problem.

I agree with the member for Darling Range who stated that forward planning should take
place all the time. The question should not be whether it is too late to make a decision; the
question should be whether we are planning far enough ahead; or is it not too early? That
would be a more appropriate question. If!I were a member of Government I would be very
proud of being accused of making plans too early.

Not many members know that had the Court Government in 1980-81 not changed its policy
regarding nuclear energy we could have a nuclear power station operating within a few
years. At that tame the arguments against nuclear power were overwhelming; that is, it
would be unsafe and environmentally unacceptable. Again, that shows us how important it is
for a Government, and an Opposition for that matter, to consider certain principles and the
long term interest of the community instead of following day to day public opinion. We are
not even sure if opinions expressed belong to the public; I do not accept opinions promoted
by the media as a true reflection of public opinion. I think those opinions are manufactured
by the media.

Putting that aside, forward planning is enormously important. Recently I read a very
interesting description about the dangers of nuclear energy. If we consider the Western
world, including America where a mishap occurred, it has been proved that nuclear power
and its generation is much safer than coal fired power stations; that is, if one takes into
account accidents in coalmiines, power generation, transmission lines, and the transport of
coal. Those statistics project the danger in fatalities per megawatt of electricity being
generated. Despite the bleak picture being painted for ignorant people, nuclear power
generation at least in Western countries is safer than coal fired power generation. That is
another point for consideration.

I agree with the Leader of the National Party that serious consideration should be given to the
greenhouse effect. Throughout scientific areas, the vogue is to say that the greenhouse effect
causes certain problems for the environment. The argument is that we should accept that
thinking. I recommend that the Minister reads the brief study carried out by an
ex-enviroonental man, Brian O'Brien. Dr O'Brien is no fool; he is a scientist whose
opinions are accepted throughout the world, particularly in the United States and even other
countries. In a short essay he shows conclusively - and I think he delivered a speech to a
Rotary Club in Perth - that by no means is it entirely proved, nor do all scientists agree that
the greenhouse effect is irrevocable and is something which must be believed. Time should
be taken to study the worth of nuclear power; it should be taken into consideration when
plans are made instead of promoting fear in the minds of the public.

I support the motion, not because it is a political ploy but because I am convinced through
my own experience that forward planning is very important. Forward planning ought to be
introduced in many ways. Tidal power has been mentioned, although it has been dism-issed
by the State Energy Commission of Western Australia because it is not considered feasible.
If the demand exists and new and cheaper methods of transmission are employed - that is, an
entirely different method - tidal energy would be a possibility. In any event what is lost if
research is carried out in this area, as well as in the nuclear energy area, when alternative
energy sources are sought? It is a great pity the Government saw fit - long before the need to
economise as a result of the WA Inc losses - not to continue the Solar Energy Research
Institute, This was one of the outstanding research institutions in Australia and we were
proud of it, yet the Government simply abolished it.

The amendment implies that we should establish many forms of research, even if it is costly,
either within the State Energy Commission of Western Australia or in an arm operating
outside, but parallel with, the commission. At the same time we should be examining all the
possibilities because that is the only way in which we can develop our natural resources
through secondary industry. I support the amendment.

MR WATT (Albany) [12.20 pm]: The debate on this amendment has two central
components: Firstly, it involves the economic considerations which are addressed In the first
three parts of the amendment. These have been fairly well canvassed in relation to capital
and running costs and their effect on location of industry and subsequently on employment
opportunities. Secondly, and this is the area to which I will direct my remarks, it involves
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the environmental aspects. I do not have an axe to grind on this because no raw materials
exist in the vicinity of my electorate.

Dr Turnbull: You have coal.

Mr WATT: It is low grade coal.
Dr Turnbull: You are not competing with Collie yet.

Mr WATT: In areas in the hinterland we have vast areas of low grade brown coal chat
certainly will not be used in my lifetime, and for that reason I do not have to advocate an
electoral commitment in this debate.

The world community is expressing concern about carbon dioxide emissions into the
atmosphere, and this is something we must take seriously. Scientists are not universally
agreed about the extent of the damage to the ozone layer and they will continue to argue for a
[ong, rime. Recently, a 34 nation meeting involving countries from both the East and the
West took place in Europe to study this question. Wherever people meet to study this
question there is likely to be a measure of disagreement about a number of factors involved.
The main contributing factor to CO, emission is the burning of fossil fuels. Other
contributing factors are such things as the clearing of the rain forests and other ecological
factors. The motor vehicle is also a contributor but the production of energy through the
burning of fossil fuels is the single most significant factor. It is possible to soak up some of
the excess carbon dioxide and one such method frequently referred to is that of growing
trees. I refer to the 64th edition of Ecos, winter 1990, which contains an article written by
Roger Beckman. I will quote three small passages from the article as it is rather lengthy. It
states the following -

The chief cause of the greenhouse effect is the increasing quantity of the gas carbon
dioxide.

I add that these comments are attributed to Roger Beckman from the CSIRO's Division of
Plant Industry, but he worked in collaboration with Dr Michelle Barson of the Bureau of
Rural Resources. The article comments that -

About 80-85 per cent of the additional CO, now going into the air comes from the
fossil fuels we burn..
In Australia, there has been much talk of tree-planting recently. Apart from the other
benefits of such a program, could it help offset our CO, emissions - at least for a
while? Dr Gifford and Dr Barson have examined thii situation carefully. The
burning of fossil fuels within Australia gives off some 70 million tonnes of carbon
per year; our export fuels release a further 80 million. Although we contribute only
1.2% of the world's total, per person we release 4 tonnes of carbon per year, which
makes us, on our domestic consumption alone, the world's fifth-largest emitter of
CO, per head of population.

Although we can't do much to soak uip the whole world's CO, ... can we at least do
something about our own contribution?

Although this nation's contribution may be small in the overall scheme of things, we must
share our responsibilities in this world approach to the problem. The fact that we are the
fifth-largest contributor to CO, emissions gives us a responsibility to examine what we are
doing. The article addresses thie issue of tree planting by stating -

Thus, extensive tree-planting, although it may give a modest mopping-up of some of
our carbon emissions (in the region of 7- 12 million tonnes of the 70 million we
currently put into the atmosphere annually), it does not offer a means of substantially
reducing Australia's contribution to the greenhouse effect.

I now refer to power generation and an article published in an American magazine called
Environment. This was the January-February 1990 edition and the article is tidled 'Demand-
Side Management'. This covers what the amendment is largely referring to; that is, the
management of energy resources. The article relates to the United States of America, but as
in many of these things, it has a universal application. The article states -

Electricity is a wonderfully versatile and flexible energy source. Unfortnmately, its
production has seriously environmental consequences. Electric utilities account for
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one-third of U.S. carbon dioxide (CO,) emissions, two-thirds of U.S. sulfur dioxide
(SO,) emissions, and one-third of U.S. nitrogen oxide (NO ) emissions, In addition,
utilities are responsible for the thermal pollution (undesirable warming) of lake and
river waters used for cooling in power plants, the disposal of nuclear-fuel wastes and
coal ash, and the environmental damages associated with coal mining and oil and gas
production. Therefore, improving the efficiency with which customers use electricity
not only saves money but also provides some substantial environmental benefits.

The article cites some interesting figures about savings that can be made. If we concentrate
our efforts on more efficient energy production, and as a consequence reduce the amount of
energy required, we will save money as well as creating the environmental benefits. I have
espoused a number of different ways in which this can be done in the past and I will not
canvass them on this occasion. I do not claim to have a mortgage on arguments or ideas to
improve the situation. An American State has been able to avoid building a new power
station by providing the people of the area with energy saving electrical appliances. The
May 1990 edition of Choice magazine states -

Electricity-saving technologies have improved with such rapid speed in recent years
that full use of the best technologies already on the market in the US would provide
the same or better services using only one quarter of the electricity used today. And
according to Amory Lovins - dubbed by Newsweek as 'one of the Western World's
most influential energy thinkers" - this would not only be good news for the
environment. It would also be more profitable for the electricity suppliers.

Lovins, who is co-founder and Director of Research at the Rocky Mountain Institute
in Colorado, believes that an average US electricity utility could afford to give away
enough energy-saving devices to halve its sales and still be better off than if it had
produced and sold the original amount of electricity. The revenue lost through the
sale of fewer appliances and less electricity would be less than the cost of operating
an existing fossil or nuclear-fuelled power station to produce the original amount of
electricity. The potential for savings is even greater if you include the capital costs
avoided by containing demand and so not building new power plants. So even
though the utility's revenue would decline, the decline in its costs would he even
greater.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Melville is out of order. He has twice
walked between the Deputy Speaker and the person on his feet. I tolerated it once but it is
something for the member to watch.

Mr WATT: In my view we should be concentrating on energy efficiency because that will
involve savings for the State but, principally, there would be a very significant environmental
protection benefit. It could be argued that the United States of America has much bigger
population centres than Western Australia, but these things are all relative. Obviously the
bigger the power station the smaller the unit cost for power generation. Nevertheless,
somewhere in the argument I have used there is a comparison of the scale. A number of
technologies are available for consideration and I do not know whether they are all practical,
but they involve both renewable and non-renewable resources. For political reasons the
Government decided to give the Liberal Party's option paper on Western Australia's future
power generation the thumbs down. The paper contains a useful chapter giving a brief
description of several of those options for non-renewable and renewable resources. Some of
the options have been covered by other speakers in this debate. I have great confidence in
man's ingenuity and I believe that in the future those options will be harnessed to produce
clean power generation for the State.

I will canvass a number of options for a reduced power generation load including energy
efficiency and a reduction in use. These options also involve different sources of power
generation - coal, oil, and gas. Should the source be coal, whether it comes from Collie or
Mt Lesueur; should it be oil - which is a has-been - or should it be gas? I was interested in
the debate between the Minister for Fuel and Energy and the Leader of the National Party
because it is my understanding that gas has merit for a combined cycle power station in the
Geraldton area. Gas certainly attracts my interest. Another of the factors in the energy
debate is public or private ownership. Many factors must be considered before this can be
resolved and that is why this amendment has been moved. The Opposition is concerned that
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it has not been given enough information; we are being kept in the dark - if that is not a
dreadful pun - on the planning which has been done.
The worst thing to occur in recent times is the Government's reprehensible and irresponsible
action in doctoring the Department of Conservation and Land Management's assessment on
the Mt Lesueur area, which was given to the Environmental Protection Authority. I am
confident that the discrepancy between the full report and the doctored version would never
have been discovered except for the revelation by the conservation movement. The
Government's claim that the omitted section will appear in the final report simply has no
logic and I cannot accept it. It is interesting to make some comparisons between the old and
the new versions. The executive summary of the doctored version which was released states
that the publication is CALM's submission to the EPA. That simply is not true and is a
deception. If the Government did not want to doctor the report it should have said that the
publication was pant of CALMS's submission to the EPA. The Government left out some
very important matters affecting the Mt Lesueur area. It left out sections headed "Impact of a
Coal Mine and Power Station"; "Impact on Land Forms"; "Impact on Vegetation Types";
"Impact on Animal Species" -

Mr Pearce: Is that the so-called chapter 13?
Mir WATT': It is not a "so-called" chapter. it is chapter 13. To continue, it left out sections
headed "Possible Impact of Dieback Disease, Impact on Landscape and Rehabilitation".
Surely to goodness these aspects form a very important pant of the advice of the Department
of Conservation and Land Management to the EPA. Members are frequently being told that
the EPA is independent; if that is the case it should be free to make public the information it
has given to the Government.

Mr Pearce: The EPA is proposing to do that.

Mr WATT': I simply do not accept that any truth exists in the claim that the omitted section
would have been released later.

Mr Pearce: The member for Albany might not accept that, but I told the Conservation
Council lat December it would be made public.
Mr WATT': The Government was caught out because it fiddled the report; it was not going
to release that information. It was only when the conservation movement gained access to
the original document that the Government was forced to admnit there was more to the report.

Mir Pearce: That is untrue because I made a cotnmitment personally to the Conservation
Council last December that chapter 13 of that document would be published as a submission
to the EPA and would be publicly released by the EPA.
Mir WAY!': I do not accept that the memories of people from the conservation movement are
so short that they overlooked the fact that the Minister gave them an assurance of that type.
The point I am making is that some very important enivironumental. considerations must be
taken into account when deciding the type of power generation station to be constructed,
where it should be situated and how much power will be needed in the future. I have
pleasure in supporting the amendment.

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Minister for Finance and Economic Development) [12.41 pm]:
Further to the comments made by the previous speaker about the Department of
Conservation and Land Management's report it is important for me to put a few things on the
public record in relation to it. The need for the report arose out of a request from the
Environmental Protection Authority to the department in relation to the Hill River project in
the Mt Lesueur area. It was based on the fact that the EPA had received a document on a
proposal by Canning Resources Pty Ltd and Hill River Power Development Company Pry
Ltd to mine coal and to construct a power generating facility in the Mt Lesueur area.

Mr Want: Any reference to that was deleted from the report.

Mr TAYLOR: No, it was not. It was the very reason for the report. The EPA asked for this
information and, as a result of that, it said it would like the department to cover a number of
things including -

(i) The occurrence and distribution of plant communities that are unique to the
area;
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(ii) At species level, data on rare and poorly-known species including percentage
populations;

(iii) Plant community relationships;

(iv) Species turnover across the landscape; and

(v) Regional and State significance of landscape and conservation values.

The department, as is its responsibility in relation to this issue, prepared that information and
did an exellent job as anyone who has read the report would know. Itris an outstanding
scientific report. What concerned me is that the report not only examined the scientific
issues, but also went further and made value judgments in relation to the area. That is not
what the EPA required. In fact, at that time, those sorts of value judgments were
inappropriate given the nature of events which lead to the assessment of projects of this
type. That sort of judgment is more appropriate after the environmental review and
management program is produced and that is what CALM has had the opportunity, and will
have the opportunity, to do. As far as that issue is concerned I suggested to the executive
director that he ktrther consider the matter and he took my suggestion on board and
discussed it with departmental officers. As a result it was correctly reported in The West
Australian on 19 May that -

Deputy Premier, Ian Taylor, confirmed yesterday that while he was Conservation
Minister he told officers from the Department of Conservation and Land
Management to delete a chapter from the report.

I did that to protect the reputation of CALM in its role of making a proper and thorough
scientific assessment of the area, which was the nature of the job that needed to be done. I
do not shy away from the fact that I suggested the department should do that. My suggestion
was taken on board by the executive director.

I should point out that people involved in conservation in this State were aware of this issue
because they drew it to my attention and expressed their concern that a part of the report had
not been made available. As a result of that I arranged for my departmental officers to meet
with two senior officers from the Conservation Council to explain to them the reasons for the
deletion of that part of the report. While they may niot have accepted the explanation they
understood that it was not done to censor the report - it was always the intention to make the
information available - but to protect the position of the department in relation to its
scientific assessment of the Mt Lesueur area. That is the key to this matter.

As the Minister responsible at the time, other points need to be made in relation to this issue.
As a result of the work undertaken by CALM, the EPA has had the opportunity to publish a
report on the value of that area. My understanding is that, to the credit of the department and
the EPA, it is the first time this has happened in this State. I might take a little credit myself
because it was my suggestion, through the EPA, that a report of this nature be published and
it was to be used as a public assessment of that ERMP. 'That is the situation as it stands
today and I am pleased that the proponents of the ER.MP for that development, which may or
may not proceed, saw that as an important part of their assessment of what has become
known as the Hill River project. Rather than a backward step it was, firstly, a forward step to
say that this sort of scientific data should be prepared by the department. Secondly, it was an
important aspect of looking at the situation from a proper scientific point of view so that we
were in a position to say that that is what the scientists had done rather than to make value
judgments. Those sorts of value judgments could influence the Department of Conservation
and Land Management in its judgment of the issue after the ERMP was made available.

The EPA is an independent body, and in providing the infonmation to the EPA we said that it
was up to it to judge whether the information would be of benefit to the people of Western
Australia in assisting them in their submissions regarding the ERMP. I stand to be corrected,
but if I remember correctly I told the department I would be happy for it to assist the EPA by
way of a financial contribution towards the publishing of that report. That is why we are at
the stage we are today.

I take this opportunity to raise the issue of the Opposition's stance in relation to the question
of a power station in Western Australia. It is fine for the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to
suggest that the Government in fact has delayed consideration of this matter for two years
which in turn has caused a great problem to Western Australia. When I read what the
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Opposition said in relation to its power policies it appears it cannot make up its mind. It may
have decided whether it should be a coal fired or gas fired power station.

Mr Carr: It suggested three new power stations.

Mr TAYLOR: I suppose the only place it has not decided to establish one is at Esperance.
When the Deputy Leader of the Opposition spoke on this matter to Ashley Malone of the
ABC he said in answer to a question from Mr Malone about whether there was any
uncertainty about the project that -

Well, this Government has certainly that stalled the process. They have stalled the
decisions should have been made. We are saying that the decision for a new coal
fired station and a new base load combined cycle gas station should have been made
two years ago.

Mr Malone then asked -

From yesterday's paper, though. it's quite obvious that the Harman report, if we
believe the rumours, may knock the Mr Lesueur project on the head?

Mr Court replied -

Well, I can't say what's in the Han'nan report, but the point I do want to make,
Ashley, is that the certain irresponsible elements, I believe, in some of these minority
groups have, sort of, highjacked the debate, and they are now knocking every
development proposal that's put forward without properly assessing the situation.

It is a problem and we can benter deal with it by working out a proper assessment of the
situation rather than continually saying that it should not occur. I agree with the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition that we should be careful that some minority groups do not
highjack the debate and I will give an example of that. Senator Jo Vallentine was critical of
me recently because I made public the Kemerton proposal for a feasibility study in relation
to an aluminiumn smelter and a gas fixed power station in the Pilbara area. Senator
Vallentine's assessment was that she did not believe a coal fired power station was
appropriate because of problems associated with Mt Lesueur or greenhouse gases and she
was also very concerned that a gas fired power station would use valuable gas resources. She
said we should be deciding that we did not need another power station. Quite frankly, we
cannot have things that way. If we do not make these hard decisions, we shall be asking the
people of Western Australia to live in darkness and certainly there will be no new job
opportunities. The Opposition is critical about the time period involved in making decisions,
but this is a hard decision and it will be made in the next few months. At the same time I
anticipate that people such as Jo Vallentine will be critical of the Government whatever
decision is made.

Mr Court: Did she survive on your preferences?

Mr TAYLOR: Yes she did.

Mr Court: Why are you criticising her?

Mr TAYLOR: Because it is very difficult to understand people who become involved in this
kind of debate whose solution to the problem is not to have a gas fixed or coal fired power
station at all. Shall we finish up with 150 000 people pedalling exercise bikes connected to
generators?
Mr Court: Within minutes of your finishing your speech at the northern development
meeting, and after you left there were a couple of speakers from other States, representatives
of the environmental movement were giving an interview to the ABC on the Mitchell plateau
bauxite deposits. They did not have time to look at the background of the statement you
made, and I understand that Kemerton mentioned the MitcheUl plateau development in
passing, it does not control Mitchell plateau and it intends to bring alumina from the south of
the State. Those people were criticising the proposal within minutes of your speech and they
could not physically have had time to investigate it. Their credibiiy will start to go down
the gurgier. True environmentalists must be very concerned about the way that group is
behaving. The Opposition is concerned because the Government gets all their votes and
preferences.

Mr TAYLOR: The Labor Party may get those preferences, but at the samte time the
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preferences must be distributed somewhere and we are perhaps fortunate to receive them. I
share the concern of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and if we want to make sure that
Western Australia has the opportunity for more jobs as the years roll by, we must come to
grips with environmental issues. I am regarded in some quarters as a strong proponent of the
mining industry, and I said recently that in some circumstances and some situations that is
cast upon me as a swear word.

Mr Court: Does it have something to do with your electorate?

Mr TAYLOR: Of course, I represent the electorate of Kalgoorlie, and I have a great deal of
time for the way the mining industry has tackled environmental issues in recent years.
Perhaps the mining industry in Kalgoorlie has starred to shape up only in recent years. It is
one area which has not received the attention it should have in an environmental sense. That
has changed dramatically. I was pleased to read in the Kalgoorlie Miner today that the big
chineiys from two roasters in town will be pulled down today and a third will be pulled
down next year. That is a step forward for the people of Kalgoorlie, and it is an indication
that they also are concerned about environental issues.

It worries me that every time someone comes up with suggestions for a new mine or some
other development, the immnediate reaction of some people, particularly Jlo Vallentine, is to
say it is not possible, and they will oppose it to the bitter end. As a society we must come to
grips with the issue of how to treat the environmental debate. The Government recognises
that it is an important issue to the man in the street these days, but those people are not going
down the very hard line of saying, for example, that no matter what, another power station
will not be built in Western Australia.
Mr Fred Tubby: What is the total percentage of land mass in Western Australia affected by
mining?

Mr TAYLOR: It is minuscule. Some people make a comparison between mining and
fanning. After chairing a Select Committee of this Parliament inquiring into hardship in the
rural sector, the one thing that impressed me most was that farners care more about their
land than I had ever given them credit for. In those tough times in the early 1980s it almost
broke some farmers to think they were mining their land rather than farming it, and they
were forced into that situation by economic circumstances because they could not afford to
continue good farming practices. Even today many Canners have realised they can adopt
good fanning practices and still survive economically. The huge majority of farmers in this
State are very concerned about their relationship with the environment and they know they
must treat the land well in order to survive. That point also came home to me in relation to
mining in Western Australia.

Mr Court: With regard to the environmental groups and their problems, and the pressure
they place on the Government, I hope you realise that the energy paper the Opposition has
issued clearly states that it is in favour of a coal fired power station. The Government knows
it will not be hit on the head by the Opposition if it opts for a coal station, and it must give
credit where it is due. So far as the Opposition is concerned there are two options - Hill1
River and Collie - and the Opposition has nor come down in favour of either of those sites.
At 6.30 tonight Opposition members will attend the first major briefing by CRA, following
the release of all its documentation, to hear its side of the story, since we have already heard
the other side. We have already told the Government that the Opposition will not criticise it
if it chooses the coal option. We will criticise the Governm-ent on the question of private or
public ownership. We believe that a coal fired power station can be built which will satisfy
environmentalists.
Mr Pearce: Will you criticise the Government if it chooses a gas option?

Mr Court: Yes we would because there is need for diversification in supply. Why have a
coal resource and gas resource, and not use both?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

Mr TAYLOR: I was about to sit down! I understood that the Opposition favoured a coal
option.

Mr Court: [ was invited to lunch with the Premier today with the senior citizens of Nedlands,
and I have given up the first part of that lunch to listen to the Minister's reply.
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Mr TAYLOR: I hope it has been worthwhile. Even though the Opposition may have made a
decision in relation to the coal option, it has not made the next hardest decision as to where it
should be built. In the Ashley Malone interview the Deputy Leader of the Opposition said
that the Opposition had listed all the pros and cons for Mt Lesueur and for Collie, but had not
come down in favour of one or the other. One of the difficulties facing the Government in
this matter is where the power station should be built. It is a little unfair on the Opposition's
part to take this stance about the Government's delaying its decision making process, when
the Opposition cannot make up its mind.

Mr Court: If we were in Government, we would have already approved a new coal fired
power station at Collie and the option we would be considering is whether a second station
should be built at Hill River or be a gas option. A decision would have been made about
Collie and new industry would be coming into the State. The Government is facing a
problem because there is a downturn in development arnd the projections on demand for
electricity will become self-fulfilling prophecies because industry in this State is not
growing. It is being turned away.

Mr TAYLOR: That is not true: industry is not being turned away. The Minister for Fuel and
Energy made that point earlier when he addressed this issue.
Mr Court: It is not being turned aiway but companies are not considering development in
Western Australia.

Mr TAYLOR: That is not correct. The Govemnment will prove that point in the next few
weeks. Industry is actively involved in taking up a series of options for new development in
Western Australia that in some cases require reasonable amounts of power and in other cases
require significant amounts of power. The Minister for Fuel and Energy and I are
determined to work with industry people to make sure they establish industries in Western
Australia and are not lured to places such as Queensland or Venezuela. The Deputy Leader
of the Opposition gives those other States and perhaps people outside Australia great
assistance in attracting industry when he takes the view that industry is being pushed out of
Western Australia. That is not the situation, and time will prove that is not the case.

Dr Turnbull: Industry is not being pushed out; it is just leaving Western Australia.

Mr TAYLOR: It is not leaving; that is the point I am trying to make. We will prove that
over the next few weeks.

Dr Tumbull: You do not have a Concrete future project with a concrete future price, so how
can anyone make a decision?

Mr TAYLOR: Nor has the Opposition. The member may have one, but the Opposition has
not.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Fred Tubby.

Sitting suspended from 1.01 to 2.00 pm

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THlE MINISTER FOR RACING AND
GAMING

Burswood Casino Ownership
MRS BEGGS (Whitford - Minister for Racing and Gaming) [2.O1 pm] - by leave: The
Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Act 1985 formnalised an ar-rangement between the State
of Western Australia. West Australian Trustees Ltd and Burswood Management Ltd for the
development and operation of the Burswood Island Resort, which included a casino, This
agreement was ratified by both Houses of Parliament in the autumn session of 1985. The
Government's position strongly supported the establishment of a $220 milion project which
would tiransformi a former rubbish tip into an attractive resort which promised to provide
significant short term and long term benefits to the State. That judgment has been
vindicated. Last year the casino contributed $16.6 million in casino tax alone, and the resort
provided employment for approximately 2 000 people. It has become a major tourist
attraction arnd is providing a valuable source of entertainment in a carefully regulated
environment. The casino has met a perceived comrmunity need while allowing careful
regulation and limitation of gambling elsewhere in the commuunity.
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In 1985 Parliament was told that the intention was to make available to the public 45 per cent
of the units in the Burswood Property Trust. Ministerial approval was to be required before
foreign ownership could exceed 40 per cent and before parties other than the founding
principals, Genting and Dempster, were to be able to acquire more than five per cent of units
in issue. The truss was to be managed by Dempsser Nominees Pry Ltd and Genting Berhad
through a company called Burswood Management Ltd, and Genting (WA) Pty Ltd was to
operate the casino. A subsequent float of the trust was oversubscribed by $40 million and
left Genting holding 27.27 per cent of the issued units, Dempster Nominees with
27.27 per cent and the public with 45.46 per cent Each two units issued carried a 500 unit
purchase option which could be exercised at any time before 30 December 1989.
In October 1985 further funds were required to complete the project, and a one for three
rights issue was launched. That rights issue was underwritten by Genting, which was given
the right and obligation to buy declined entitlements. Had ministerial approval not been
given to this arrangement it is likely that the project would have foundered, at great cost to
the community and the unit holders. Following the rights issue, Genting (WA) Pry Ltd was
left with 42 per cent of units in issue, Dempster Nominees with 20.4 per cent, and the public
with 47.6 per cent. In accordance with assurances given to the Parliament in 1985, every
opportunity was given to Australian investors willing to invest money in the Burswood
Island Resort. However, it became clear that increased access to unit ownership by the
founders, particularly Genting, was the only way to ensure successful completion of the
project and maintenance of a fair unit price.

In October 1988, Spitfire Pty Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Dempster Nominees, sold
units and options to Genting. Prior to 31 December 1989, most of the outstanding options
were convened, which left Geruing with 50.27 per cent, Dempster Nominees with
26.24 per cent and the public with 23.49 per cent. In early December 1989, an agreement
was reached between Genting (WA) Pty Ltd. Dempster Nominees Pry Ltd and a Japanese
company, Victoria Company Ltd, and their associated companies, for the Genting and
Dempster interests to sell to Victoria Company Ltd afl their units and options in the
Burswood Property Trust. That agreement expires tomorrow.

On 8 December 1989, my predecessor received a formal request from solicitors acting for
Victoria Company Ltd for exemptions and approvals under the Casino (Burswood island)
Agreement to allow the proposed purchase to proceed. The sale agreement and request for
exemptions and approvals were referred to the Gaining Commission of Western Australia,
with a request to carry out a full investigation into Victoria Company Ltd. The Gaming
Commission established a working party, consisting of representatives of the commission,
Treasury and the Police Force, to assist with the investigation.

The investigation carried out by the Gaming Commission was exhaustive and included an
examination of the sale agreement in the context of the Casino Control Act and Casino
(Burswood Island) Agreement; the integrity of Victoria Company Ltd and its principals; the
financial stability of Victoria Company Ltd; and Victoria Company Ltd's expertise in the
operation of a resort and casino. As part of the investigation, two senior police officers
travelled to Japan for two weeks to conduct probity checks in that jurisdiction.

It should be noted that Victoria Company Ltd is not an applicant for a casino gaming licence.
Nevertheless, the Government and the Gaming Commission took the view that a major unit
holder has a major influence on the operation and management of the trust and it was,
therefore, necessary to subject Victoria Company Ltd to a thorough investigation.

Subject to a number of important conditions, the Gaming Commission has advised me that
Victoria Company Ltd and its principals are acceptable as major unit holders. The offer by
Victoria Company Ltd is to buy 100 per cent of the units in issue in the Burswood Property
Trust, but this would not comply with the spirit of the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement
Act or Government policy. In March this year the Premier announced that as a matter of
principle the Government would permnit a foreign interest to purchase 50 per cent of the units
in issue in the trust from Genting (WA) Pry Ltd. It appears that the original agreement did
nor contemplate the sale of one of the founder's unit holdings to a single or foreign interest.
However, while recognition must be given to the foreign ownership limitations contained in
the State agreement, the Government should not stand in the way of a commercial
transaction in which the proposed purchaser is found to be a person of integrity and a suitable
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purchaser in all other respects. The Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Act gives the
Minister for Racing and Gamning the power to approve the sale of Genting's cunrent holdings
to Victoria Company Ltd and I have decided to do so. Were another foreign person to
purchase Gearing's unit holding this would not increase the overall foreign ownership of the
Trust. Victoria Company Ltd is a foreign company based in Japan and the Gaming
Commission considers that while Victoria's integrity has been established the company
should be required to form a compliance. committee to report regularly to the Gaining
Commnission on the organisation's activities in Australia and overseas. The commission
considers that such a reporting mechanism will enable it to ensure the integrity of Victoria in
the future.

On the issue of financial stability, the Gamning Commission satisfied itself that Victoria
Company Ltd is financially sound and capable of supporting the purchase of 50 per cent of
units in the Trust. Victoria Company Ltd has broad business interests but it has no previous
experience in the operation of a casino. It is a condition of the proposal that Victoria engages
(Ienting under a technical and management services agreement to provide Victoria with the
expertise necessary to continue the operation of the casino in the manner the commnunity has
come to expect. All existing staff, including the very experienced senior management, wil
remain employed at the casino. In effect, if the sale proceeds, no loss of expertise will occur
and the Gaming Commission considers that, because of the importance of the technical and
management services agreement, any amendments to its tel-is should receive prior
ministerial approval. I agree with this conclusion. I have determined to limit the sale of
units held by Genting to Victoria to a maximum of 50 per cent of the total number of units in
issue in the Trust.

Accordingly, I am satisfied that the approvals and exemptions necessary for such a sale to
proceed are justified, provided the parties agree to accept the Gaming Commission's
recommendations, namely, the establishment of a compliance committee requiring Victoria
Company Ltd to report on a regular basis to the Gaming Commission and that amendments
to, or early termination of, the technical and management services agreement between
Victoria and Genring receive prior ministerial approval. Non-compliance with these
requirements will require the divestiture by Victoria of its units.

Members will be aware that it has previously been necessary for exemptions to be granted in
favour of Genting to ensure the successful completion of this important project. It is
proposed that Dempster Nominees Pty Ltd and associated companies refinance their
26.24 per cent holding in an arr angement with Genting. which would require an exemption
from the provisions of the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement in order for the units to be
used as security. Let mec assure the House that any agreement by me to permit this proposed
sale to proceed will require Genting to agree that any further units to which it becomes
entitled will immediately be transferred to the trustee and subsequently sold to persons who
are not foreign persons within the meaning of the Burswood Island Agreement. The
Government's prior objective is to protect the community's interests. My judgment is that
allowing the sale of Genting interests in the Burswood Casino to Victoria Company Ltd
poses no threat to the community and to block it would be an unfair imposition of
Government on private commerce.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY - ELEVENTH DAY

Amendment (to motion, as amended) Resumed

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

MR FRED TUBBY (Roleystone) [2.15 pm): During the Minister's speech on this
amendment he mentioned some energy conservation measures implemented by the
Govemnment. The amendment criticises the Govemiment for fiddling around the edges, with
regard to conservation measures by consumers in the energy field. In the Minister's speech I
heard of nothing the Government has done, except produce a report which will be issued to
members shortly. The Minister had nothing of substance to say and did not mention the
implementation of anything practical. He also failed to mention that during the by-election
campaign the Premier announced that Homneswest tenants would be provided with energy
conserving globes. [ compliment the Premier on this initiative, although I see it as a blatant
vote-buying exercise aimed at the Homeswest tenants in Fremantle and Maylands. However,
I consider the initiative to be a step in the right direction.
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Mr Pearce: It is something of an insult to the constituents to suggest they could be bought by
a light bulb.

Mr FRED TUJBBY: By-elections are enthralling because when they occur the Government
takes initiatives. I look forward to the time when the member for Eyre resigns and another
by-election is held because similar energy conservation measures will no doubt be
implemented. As the member for Albany pointed out, certain United States' private power
companies have made significant inroads into conserving energy by issuing consumers with
energy-saving globes. They have also provided other electrical goods free of charge based
on the amount of energy they will save, thereby saving the capital involved in building
another power station and the cost of running it. The Government should consider such a
proposal very quickly.

Another alternative - not to issue free globes to everyone in the State, because that would be
beyond the pale - is to subsidise the cost of energy saving globes and energy saving
appliances. That may involve a great deal of administration. Another alternative is one in
which the Government has a great deal of experience, and that is the imposition of a tax or
charge on devices which do not conserve energy, such as light globes. When shopping for
globes people by-pass the more expensive globes which will last five times as long as the
cheaper ones, because they have only so much money in their pockets, not realising that in
the long term it will cost them more in both energy use and in replacing the globe. Were
those globes to be made more expensive, the energy conserving globes would become a
more viable proposition. The Government should relish that alternative while it is strapped
for hinds. Another alternative is to approach the Federal Government and ask it to reduce
sales tax and tariffs on energy saving devices such as energy efficient machines and energy
efficient electrical goods. Although the Federal Government might diminish its resources a
little as far as taxation, the States will gain by saving energy costs. Those issues should not
be too difficult for the Government to consider.
I mentioned in a previous speech that on one or two hot days last summer the SEC was
working to capacity to supply the power grids in our State. The Minister denied this and said
the capacity of the SEC was 2 275 megawatts.

Mr Can:; That is what it is now.

Mr FRED TUB BY: Last summer, the amount of electricity used during the peak period was
1 810 megawatts, to be exact. I put some questions on notice because those figures did not
quite add up. I asked the Minister what capacity of SECWA power generation was not
available to the grid.

Mr Can: That was not the question.
Mr FRED TUBBY: I asked, "At any given time, what is the average total capacity of power
generators which are out of commission due to breakdown or for cyclic maintenance?'

Mr Can:; You cannot have average at a given time. The answer was given in terms of the
average.
Mr FRED TUB BY: On any particular day, on average -

Mr Canr: We are talking about average over the year. You cannot have an average at a given
tune.

Mr FRED TUB3BY: When 440 megawatts of power is out, does that mean it is out for a
month or a year, or is it an average over the year?
Mr Canr: The point which needs to be understood is that we deliberately undertake our major
maintenance programs at off peak times so that at peak summer and peak winter demands we
have almost everything available, whereas in spring and autumn, when there is nowhere near
as much demand, we can take a major unit out for 1.0 weeks or so for maintenance.
Mr FRED TUBBY: I will accept that. The power supply at any particular time is not very
far off the peak generating capacity of the SEC. because during the winter and the lean
periods SECWA takes a lot more machines out of commission for maintenance and
breakdowns, and during the summer only breakdowns are out of commission. Is that
correct?

Mr Can: I do not know if I follow what you are saying. At any time there is likely to be a
breakdown, but we undertake plant maintenance at off peak times.
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Mr FRED TTJBBY: Surely allowance must be made for breakdowns during the summer as
well.

Mr Carr: Of course;, we have reserve capacity.

Mr FRED TUBBY: So on average over the whole year SEC WA might have 440 megawatts
out of commission.

Mr Court: You know the system was at the limit last year.

Mr FRED TUBBY: SECWA has capacity to supply power at 2275 megawatts. It can
reliably supply power to the grid only at 80 per cent capacity.

My Cart: Our average capacity over the last year was about 84 per cent. I think that was in
one of the answers.

Mr Court: It has been around 70 per cent.

Mr FRED TUBBY: The Minister said it was 79 per cent for 1989, and he was hoping for 84
per cent for 1989-90. [ am not going to argue about a few percentage points.
Mr Can: That is counting both planned and unplanned outages.

Mir FRED TUBBY: That is all SECWA can rely on. and that is all the mining companies
can rely on. They know that they have the capacity to generate 100 per cent but they can rely
on onl 80 per cent; they must have 20 per cent up their sleeves for maintenance,
breakdowns and unusual circumstances. The situation with SEC WA is exactly the same on
any day in the year. SECWA can rely on power supply for only 80 per cent of what it is
capable of generating. That 80 per cent is almost exactly the peak demand on those sumnmer
days. We had only two or tee hot days during this last summer. We could have had three
or four weeks of very hot weather. The chances of SECWA's power generating capacity
breaking down would be much higher in that sort of situation. We were lucky that last
summer was a relatively cool one. Although the Minister's figures might look pretty good -

Mr Can: They are pretty good.

Mr FRED TUBBY: I am not sure whether the Minister is naive, or whether he has been
driven into a corner due to the procrastination which has gone on over the last two or three
years and he has to fight tooth and nail for the position in which he has found himself. I do
not think he is naive; I think he is fighting for the position in which his Government has
placed him. Whether that is his fault, or whether he has been rolled by other Ministers I do
not know, but the decision for another base load power station should have been made three
years ago, and it should now be only two years off being co'rnissioned.

Mr Canr: If it had been made two years ago the cost would have been considerably higher
than it is now, because with the extra opt ions avaiable and the extra competition generated,
we will have a better deal as a result of this delay than we would have had if we had rushed
in and taken what was on offer then.

Mr FRED TUBBY: What was the only thing on offer two years ago?

Mr Can: You know very well what Ilam talking about.

Mr FRED TUJBBY: Three years ago?

Mr Carr: There are now more options available than there were then.

Mr FRED TUB BY: The Government could have built the power station at Collie three years
ago. Had we been in Government that would have been done, and it would have been
nearing completion. We would be looking around now for another sire. The (Jovenunent is
three years behind what we would have done, and it is still wondering where the next power
station will go. The Minister has missed the boat.

Mr Can: No, we have not; we have avoided jumping into a costly option.

Mr FRED TUJBBY: What the Government must decide now is where the power station will
go, and it must do that pretty quickly.

Mr Can:; We have said we will make a decision before the end of this year.

Mr FRED TUBBY. Over 12 months ago the Government was going to make a decision
before the last election. Then it appointed another committee to look at it, because other
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factors came into play. The Government had to put it aside for a committee of inquiry to
report, and we have lost another 12 months. The Government must First decide who will
build it. Will SEC WA incur more capital costs for our State, or will the Government allow
the private sector to run with the power station and supply power to us? My option would be
a private power station. Queensland under a Labor Government is doing that; why can this
Labor Government not do the same? Private enterprise will build the power station more
cheaply, it will supply power more cheaply and run it more cheaply. It will set in train a
stack of industrial awards which perhaps SECWA power stations can follow. We might then
begin to see some efficiencies in the SECWA generating plants. Were I the Minister, I
would opt for a private power station so that it would not cost the State anything. Private
enterprise could put in the power station.

Mr Carr: You cannot say it will not cost the State anything, the costs will simply come from
a different direction.
Mr FRED TUBBY: I can guarantee that costs will not come in anywhere near the same
because the Government will only buy the power to put ihrough SECWA lines. SECWA
will buy the power it requires and the costs will be put on to the consumer, raking off a little
for the cost of distributing the power. I guarantee that a private power station could put the
energy into the power grid more cheaply than could any SEC WA power generating plant in
this State.

Mr Can: That is nowhere near as clear cut as you might think.

Mr FRED TUJBBY. Lf the Minister issues the challenge to private enterprise it will come
tough. I have no doubt that private enterprise could continue generating at a cheaper rate
than does SECWA. The Government must decide what energy it will use. I suggest the
power station should be built at Geralilton. That will took after the Minister's seat very
nicely. If it is built at Geraldton, power generation must go to gas. Gas is cleaner and more
efficient, and we have abundant supplies. Whether the gas comes from local resources or
from the pipeline, which is already working to capacity, is immaterial. We might have to
upgrade the pipeline, or we might use liquified natural gas. We have a port in Geraldton
which could easily handle a gas tanker from the north west.

As I said before, 75 per cent of the LNG exported to Japan supplies 20 per cent of that
country's electrical energy requirements, while the other 25 per cent would provide 70
per cent of Japan's household natural gas requirements. That is what our gas can do in
Japan. If the Japanese can transport the LNG to Japan, can we not transport it a few hundred
kilometres down the coast to Geraldton?

Mr Canr: Do you know anything about energy costs in Japan? They are very expensive.

Mr FRED) TULBBY: They probably are; it is further to Japan than it is to Geraidton.
However, it is an alternative. We could also have underground reserves, we could have a
pipeline, or we could ship the LNG down. My proposition is a viable one. The closer the
power station is to the Pilbara the cheaper it will be to provide the energy. Geraldton is a
pretty good alternative. Whether the Minister accepts my proposition is completely up to
him.

Mr Canr: I thought you just said that a Collie coal fired station was the best option.

Mr FRED TUBBY: The Opposition would have done that three years ago. I think that
option has passed the Government by. The member for Collie will disagree with me and in
four minutes' time she can tell rme how much she disagrees with me.
Dr Turnbull: I have been to Ceraldton but you have not been to Collie.

Mr FRED TUBBY: Not for quite a while; I used to go through it on my way south.

Mr Carr: Do you think you would be welcome there after that comment?

Mr FRED TUJBBY: The Opposition believes in democracy. People are allowed to state their
own point of view. I respect the point of view of the member for Collie and I am quite
certain she respects mny point of view, which is that we should go to Geraldton, go private, go
gas, and do it quickly. We should advertise the project and ask for letters of intent from
private enterprise to establish it. We should look at those letters and say, "That company
offers the best alternative. Let it get into the project." The company could probably do it in
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fewer than the five years it would rake die State Energy Comrmission of Western Australia to
get another base load power station up and running.

Mr Carr: It does not need five years for a gas station: it needs only two or three.

Mr FRED TUJBBY: A 600 megawatt station?

Mr Cart: However big.

Mr FRED TUJBBY: That is an even bigger incentive.

Mr Canr: That is why the time frame for ibis year is based on five years to build a coal fired
power station by 1995. If we were to go gas, we would have more time to do the detailed
work.
Mr FRED TUJBBY: The way the Government keeps putting more time between making a
decision and establishing a power station, we will run out of time. Last summer, with
80 per cent capacity we were flat strapped for power. I know the Government will bring on
another 2 10 megawatt station by the end of this year. That is all very weU but in two or tee
years' time most of that extra generating capacity will be used up by the expanded domestic
market as a result of the expansion of the metropolitan area. There will not be a great deal
left over to encourage industries to establish themselves in Western Australia. Industry from
the Eastern States and overseas does not have a lot of faith about coming here because it
cannot see any long tern guaranteed power supplies. It is as simple as that. I know the
Minister will1 deny that, but industry is worried that the Government does not have the
capacity to make a decision about another base load power station anywhere near quickly
enough for industry to have any great degree of confidence. I suggest that the Government
needs to do something fast. I support the amendment.

DR TURNBUJLL (Collie) [2.33 pml: This issue is vital for Western Australia. The
Government should not take the case presented by the member for Roleys tone as an
expression of Opposition policy on this subject.
I will tr to deal with the implied slur cast against me by the member for Nedlands when he
said that Collie has not been effectively represented since Mr Tom Jones, the former member
for Collie, resigned. I may not be as effective as the former member for Collie in terms of
the strength of my voice because I believe one could hear him as one came through the front
door of this building. However, although the former member did present the case for Collie
coal in this Place, he did not do so very often in relation to this Government. On the other
hand, I am presenting the case for energy in Western Australia because the subject of energy
supplies is the most important matter this Government has faced since it was elected. We
have had stacks of legislation coming into this place; there are pages of it listed on the Notice
Paper. The Governor's Speech contained seven pages of I iformation about things which
were to happen in Western Australia but only two paragraphs dealt with an issue of the
utmost importance to this State; that is, energy. If this State does not have energy it will not
have development. All the people who work in the Terrace and in this beautiful city do not
realise that statements on the environment, the rebate of pensions, sewerage, bus timetables
or routes or even demountable classrooms in schools are not as important as action in
relation to energy in Western Australia. I am afraid that members of the Government largely
do not realise that either. I know two Ministers realise it, and I give them credit for that.
However, other members of the Government do not understand the importance of energy and
the importance of making sure they understand the problems Western Australia faces in
respect of energy.

This morning the Deputy Premier said he did not believe that industries were being diverted
from Western Australia. They are being diverted from Western Australia because they do
not have a firm price on the cost of electricity in this State. When a company wants to
determine the costs involved in establishing itself in this State it cannot determine its ftl
costs because it does not know what price energy wdi be. That means that companies must
look at other States, and they are doing so. The evidence for that is contained in one of
SECWA's own papers produced in October 1989. That paper was a forward proposal in
respect of the generating capacity that SECWA would need for future developments. In
October last year a decision was supposed to be made in respect of the three consortia which,
of all the companies that applied to tender, would receive the right to tender for the new
Collie power station. SECWA therefore had been developing its projects in line with
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developments it knew might came on stream and which might fit in with the development of
new power stations. In relation to those projects, there was to be an increase of 600
megawatts in 1994 and 1995. In March this year SEC WA produced another document which
contained exactly the same type of graphs and diagrams, but it had to reduce its projections
of demand for electricity. As a result of the reduction in new industrial projects the
Government is now saying it does not have to make a decision until the end of the year
because a new 600 mW power station will not be needed until 1995-96.
According to the State Energy Commission of WA document produced in March 1990,
SEC WA had to downgrade its projections on future generation capacity needs, and when that
capacity will come on strea, from October 1989 to March 1990. This revision of projected
needs, is a result of the Government's inability to make a decision.

This morning the Minister for Mines stated that the Opposition was attempting to sabotage
development in Western Australia. However, the National Party and Liberal Party members
who have spoken today contend that it is the Labor Party which will sabotage industrial
development. At the beginning of its tern, it was the Labor Government, led by Premier
Burke, then the Labor Government led by Premier Dowding, which encouraged development
in this State. However, because of the way they went about that development and because of
the Government's WA Inc activities -,those cloak and dagger activities which gave someone
a preference here and there - those two Premiers destroyed a great opportunity for Western
Australia to have a petrochemical plant. Everyone knows that a petrochemical plant in
conjunction with Wesfarmers at Kwinana could have been successful. However, that project
was not financed in the correct manner. In all industrial projects at least one third of the
costs involved are financed; WA Inc distorted the financing of projects. That is where the
WA Inc activities of the Government have been detrimental to industry and development in
this State and to our image throughout Australia - indeed throughout the world. If members
do not agree with that statement, they should ask businessmen in this city whether they are
able to raise finance for any new project. The fact is that businesses are not able to raise any
finance for new ventures.

The present Labor Government is not doing any behter with the production of energy. The
Government is dithering around with committees. Three new committees have been
established this year to inquire into the supply of energy, renewable energy and resource
energy. One such body is the Harman committee. The reason for the formation of the
Harman committee was to allow the Labor Government time to sort out its energy problems,
the most important of which related to the fact that the unions stated they would not build a
privately operated power station. That amounts to blackmail of the Government. The
Harnan committee was to recommend solutions to that problem, as well as to consider
which fuel to use; that is, gas or coal. According to recent statements made by people in the
trade union movement, including the Construction Mining and Energy Workers Union, the
problem about whether we will have a privately operated power station in Western Australia
is nowhere near resolved. If it takes the Government this long to decide which fuel to use, let
alone whether the power station will be situated at Mt Lesueur or at Collie, a decision will
never be made on whether to have a privately or publicly operated power station.

Fortunately a glimmer of hope has appeared on the horizon. Rob Meecharn of the Trades
and Labor Council of WA has stated that the problem with the energy situation revolves
around the price of electricity, and that to obtain the right price in Western Australia we need
a privately owned and operated power station. I contend this is the vital area in which the
Government cannot make a decision. All members of Government, both backbenichers and
frontbenchers, should canvass the community as well1 as members of the trade unions on the
private option. The Goverrnent should emphasise to these people that the decision will
affect the future of all Western Australians, not only the unionists.

I move now to the cost of coal as a fuel. This topic is not being presented in the context of
what the cost can be for a new power station in Collie. As the Minister stated this nooning,
in the past the cost of coal has been high. That is a fact; indeed, electricity costs in Western
Australia are higher than in other States. Colie produces all of the coal used in energy
production in this State; we have half of the generator capacity at Collie. Companies
involved have introduced new technology; new mining methods have been introduced and
the unions are discussing and implementing new work practices. It has been proved to
SECWA that the cost of the 1.2 million tonnes a year of coal from Western Collieries is
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being produced with a substantial reduction in costs. That has been achieved because
everyone has been prepared to work on the problem. This is where the concept of
incremental coal having a reduced cost shows up. Everybody forgets, especially the member
for Roleystone when he talks about gas at Geraidion, that the cost of coal from a new mine in
Collie for a new coal fired power station will be less. The prices will be competitive. All the
companies involved have made submissions to the Harman committee but until everyone
knows for sure who will operate the power station or where the coalmrine will be, a firm price
cannot be given. The people at the Kemerton alumina site said the other day that they had to
go to the north west because they could not get a firm price for electricity. Discussions had
been held but they had not reached a firm price because nobody knows where the power
station will be. Nobody knows which fuel will be used; people have no idea whether the
power station will be privately or publicly operated, so there is no firm price.
I refer now to another example of how the Government is confused about which direction to
take with the new energy production problem. The Government does not have a cohesive
policy. Why is the Government about to increase the royalties on coal? Such an increase
will generate an increase in the cost of coal as fuel for the production of energy, at the very
time the State needs a reduction in the cost of energy. Royalties are paid to the State;
royalties are what the State can get from an industry which can pay its way. However, the
Government wants to produce electricity at a reasonable price. A royalty is a tax on a
product; it is not a subsidy.

Mr Can: It is a payment to the community for the use of the community's resource.

Dr TURNBULL: That is right. What is the Government going to do by increasing the
royalty? It is going to increase the price of electricity to such an extent that people will not
be able to afford to use it and that will have a profound effect on industry.

This morning, the Minister referred to the cost of gas. Why was the former Deputy Premier
able to reduce the cost of gas from the North West Shelf in 1984? He was able to do that
through renegotiating the royalties with the Federal Governiment. It was nothing smarter nor
more clever than that. The former Deputy Premaier always gave the impression that he was
an absolutely financial wiz because he was able to sont out the cost of the problem. He
sorted it out by reducing the Federal Government's take. Why on earth is this Government
considering increasing royalties on coal from 50 to $2.16? It is absolutely crazy to consider
doing that just when the Government is trying to find an economically competitive price for
electricity.

The Governiment does not have a coordinated energy policy. The Harman report which was
supposed to be finalised in April was supposed to solve these problems. I telephoned the
department the other day and was told that the report would not be brought down unitil the
end of June.

Mr Canr: It is in my hands as of today. It will be reported on to Cabinet on Tuesday and will
be released within a week of now.
Dr TUJRNBULL: That is good. [ wondered whether the Minister would get it. I thought it
might go to the Deputy Premier.

Mr Can: It will be given to me.

Dr TURNBULL: The Minister will have more idea about what to do with it than some other
people on the front bench.

The Opposition contends in this amendment that the Govemnment deserves to be criticised by
all Western Australians, including business people, mining and other industries, and the
taxpayers. They will all be affected by the consequences of the Government's not making a
decision to build the power station two years ago. It did not save any money. All it did was
not produce energy which could be used by industry in Western Australia. The people do
not have confidence in this Government. It has not set a price for electricity which is suitable
to attract industry. The Government has set up a number af committees but is still fiddling
with this important problem.

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -
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Ayes (22)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Grayden: Mr Mensaros Dr Turnbull
Mr Bradshaw Mr Hassell Mr Nicholls Mr watt
Mr Clarko My House Mr Stuickland Mr Wiest
Mr Court Mr IKierath Mr Thompson Mr Btaikie (Teller)
Mr Cowan Mr Lewis Mr Trenorden
Mrs Edwaides Mr Macinnon Mr Fred Tubby

Noes (24)
Dr Alexander Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor
Mrs Beggs Mr Donovan Mr Leahy Mr Thomas
Mr Bridge Dr Gallop Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mrs Buchanan Mr Grill Mr Read Dr Watson
Mr Can Mr Gordon Hill Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Mr Catania M~r Kobeilce Mr P.J. Smith Mrs Watkins (Teller)

Pairs

Mr Mioson Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Shave Mr Graham
Mir McNee Mrs Henderson
My Omodei Mr Marlborough

Amendment thus negatived.

Debate (on motion, as amended) Resumed

MR THOMPSON (Darling Range) [2.57 pm]: I welcome this opportunity to make a
contribution to the Address- in-Reply. I wish to raise two subjects and then move onto
something which is quite topical today.

I have been concerned for some time about the situation on our roads. The Government
intends to introduce legislation to allow the police to use the Muktanova traffic detection
dev ice. A number of issues arise out of that which need to be closely scrutinised. Firstly, the
proposition that owner onus be implemented in respect of the use of that facility is a
fundamental attack on the civil liberties of all Western Australians. It is totally inappropriate
to apply the Road Traffic Act in that way. In effect, it is intended that the person who is
registered as the owner of a vehicle be deemed to be the driver at the time the vehicle is
observed by this piece of electronic gadgetry to have broken the law. That is a significant
rum around from the present situation.

At present the onus is on the prosecution to prove that a certain individual was breaking the
law. That is the appropriate way to deal with the situation. In the fir st place the officer
proposing to charge the motorist must have stopped the driver and that in itself, in the case of
some speeding motorists, can minimise the risk of an accident. It ensures that positive
identification is made of the person driving the vehicle. It also enables the police to discover
a number of other abuses of the law that may have occurred, and in past cases motorists
pulled up for traffic offences have been found, for example, to be carrying drugs or to be
driving without a licence. it is intended with the introduction of this new gadgetry that cars
will not be stopped. Machines will be placed on the side of the road and until such time as
the owners of the vehicles receive infringement notices in the mail they will not know that
somebody, possibly not the owner, who was driving the vehicle is deemed to have broken the
law.

At the invitation of the Minister for Police I took the opportunity to look at the Multanova
unit, as I am sure other members did. I was advised by the officers showing me the unit that
it was so efficient that they had to do one of two things to stop it from overheating. They
discovered that when the unit was placed by the side of Shepperton Road, which has a speed
limit of 60 kilometres an hour, almost all the motorists who passed the machine were
exceeding the speed limit. Some were exceeding it by considerable amounts but a large
proportion were exceeding it by less than 10 kilometres an hour. The mechanism operated so
frequently in that location that the unit overheated. They had the option of either turning off
the machine or increasing the speed at which the camera operated.
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When driving to Perth this morning I took the trouble to stick rigidly to the speed lim-it for
the whole journey. I started in a zone with a speed limit of 80 kilometres an hour, went to a
zone with a speed limit of 70 kilometres an hour, and from Cannington onwards drove in a
zone with a speed limit of 60 kilometres an hour. I was passed by every vehicle which came
behind mine. If the Police Department has a number of these units in operation the traff ic in
this Stare, particularly in Perth, will grind to a halt.
Mr Trenorden: The other alternative is that it wil be a huge revenue raiser.

Mr THOMPSON: I have no doubt that there is a degree of revenue collecting in the
introduction of this unit, although the Police Department has vigorously denied that that is
the case. However, stopping motorists who are driving slightly above the speed limit in
many situations will have no impact on reducing the number of traffic accidents. Indeed, I
believe every responsible driver exceeds the speed limit to a certain extent. Some people are
irresponsible and they exceed the speed limit frequently by considerable margins. If the
police are to use the sont of technology now available to them, they must do so with a degree
of comnmonsense, because if they do not they will choke the roads and cause great
inconvenience to the community. The alternative to using that commnonsense is to consider
increasing the speed limits.

Mr Taylor: Certainly the roads are better now. In some areas the speed limit is 60
kilomeitres an hour and you wonder why.
Mr THOMPSON: The Minister makes a good point; road design and constnruction in ts
State have improved a great deal in recent years.

Mr Taylor: So have motor vehicles.

Mr THOMPSON: Yes, but they still have a long way to go. Although some people may
disagree with me, I think the standard of motor vehicles on the road today is far better than it
was in the past when the speed limits were first untroduced.

Mr Taylor: One of the problems today is that ordinary motor cars such as Holdens and Fords
are designed to travel too fast. Some of them can reach speeds of 180 kilometres an hour and
there is certainly no need for that.

Mr THOMPSON: I will refer to that point later. The Minister is correct in saying that road
design and vehicle design have improved, and it is a nonsense to retain speed limits at their
present levels. By common usage the community has shown that it does not think the speed
limits are appropriate. Speed limits in every category should be increased by 10 kilometres
an hour. I make that as a serious suggestion.

Mr Taylor: If we do that the limit must be fairly firmly enforced.

Mr THOMPSON: Yes, and the Police Department has the m~chanism to adequately monitor
it. When the speed limits were set the polkce did not have available the armnoury to antack
this problem. However, the new electronic gadgets available, which no doubt will be
improved upon, will allow the police to detect speeding motorists more readily. Either the
speed limrits should be increased or same degree of comnmonsense must be used when
enforcing the present speed limits.

Another aspect of vehicle operation on the roads concerns me, and it obviously concerns the
Government also because at a recent ministerial conference a decision was made to outlaw
radar detectors. Governments throughout Australia have decided to remove from motor
vehicle drivers the facility to detect when radar equipment is in use. That is appropriate, but
we need to go further than to ban just the use of radar devices in ordinary motor cars. We
need to come down on those truckies who, by their use of a network of CB radios, are able to
do exactly the same thing as do those people who use radar detectors.

Mr Taylor: How can you stop that?

Mr THOMPSON: I do not know, but we must stop it. I drive to Geraldton quite frequently,
and it horrifies me to see the speeds at which the road trains are travelling. Recently when I
went to Geraldton I was towing a horse trailer behind my car. I was travelling at
90 kilometres an hour, or LOO kilometres in certain situations, which is the regulatory speed
at which one is able to travel when towing a horse trailer. Semi trailers, trucks and road
trains are supposed to observe the same rules, but my experience was that no matter how
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large or small the vehicles were, and no matter how heavily laden, or otherwise, they went
past me as though I was standing still.
On one occasion as I was driving near Cataby, a huge road train roared up behind me. The
driver became so impatient that he decided he would pass me. Two vehicles were in front of
me, and their drivers were travelling at or about the legal speed. The road train overtook the
three vehicles that were in line, and nearly eliminated a car that was coming in the opposite
direction, which in fact had to get right off the road. This road train had no legal right to pass
that line of traffic because the line of traffic, of which I was a part, was travelling at the
correct speed limit. Drivers are able to get away with such behaviour because they know,
through their communication on their CB radios, that no police are in the vicinity.

The Government has demonstrated by its decision in respect of the banning of radar devices
that it is dinkum about reducing the risk of injury and death on the roads, but it must also find
a way of preventing the use of CB radios for the purpose for which they are being used art
the roads at present.

Mr Taylor: Are you going to mention the vote on the 0.08 and 0.05 legal blood alcohol
limit?
Mr TH-OMPSON: Yes. I believe that public pressure will increase to the extent where this
Parliament will be obliged to enact legislation to reduce to 0.05 the legal blood alcohol level
above which a person canniot drive a motor car,

Mr Taylor: Do you really?

Mr THOMPSON: I believe the community will come to that view, although the present
level is quite adequate.
Mr Taylor: In the Eastern States a person is not charged unless his or her blood alcohol level
is 0.07, so we are talking about an effective difference of 0.01.

Mr THOMPSON: I know that, but it is not what is being done in the Eastern States but what
the law says. The perception of the community - which it is entitled to have - is that alcohol
is contributing to a disproportionate number of deaths and injuries on our roads. People such
as Dr Webb from the Road Trauma Committee, and a number of other people in the
community, are vigorously advocating the introduction of a lower legal blood alcohol limit.
I believe that eventually the Government - whether it be this Government or one that follows
it - will be obliged to introduce the 0.05 limit. The 0.08 limit is adequate, although I have the
view also that one cannot say that all people lose their capacity to drive when their blood
alcohol level has reached 0.05 or 0.08. F would rather drive with some people when they are
drunk than with others when they are sober. An arbitrary limit is nor necessarily correct.
However, it has been a part of our law for some time and it would be impossible to get rid of
it. We should continue to resist the lowering of the legal blood alcohol limit to 0.05 because
not many people in this Parliament think it should be reduced to that level, but community
pressure will. eventually bring us to the point where we will be obliged to do something about
it.

Having spoken about motor vehicles in that way I turn now to another matter which is of
growing concern to the community; that is, the disposal of motor vehicle tyres. Many
products are available to the community which cause some environmental problems, and
concern has been expressed about a variety of those products. However, not much has been
done about the disposal of motor vehicle tyres, and something needs to be done fairly
quickly. The bumring of motor vehicle tyres is dangerous because of the chem-icals that are
emitted. Motor vehicle tyres are not able to be buried because they heat themselves up
somehow. There appears to be no effective way of disposing of them.

A few years ago a company was started up by a Mr Tucek, who pioneered in this State a
process of recycling motor vehicle and truck tyres. Hie snap froze them in a nitrogen tunnel
and then fed the frozen tyres into a hanmmer room, where they were smashed up into very
fine particles, which could be used for a variety of purposes. The floor in my horse trailer is
made up of these rubber splinters, combined with polyurethane. That product makes a very
good impervious, nonslip and resilient floor covering. A similar application can be used for
the deck covering in boats.

Mr Taylor: What happens to the steel wire in the tyres?
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Mr THOMPSON: The tyres are put onto a machine, the rims are taken out of them, and the
steel mesh is separated by a magnetic process, so that all that remains is the rubber. The
product can be used as a surface for teninis courts and playing fields, and is also suitable for
road surfacing. This man went out of business because he was not able to compete with the
alternative products.

I suggest that a surcharge be applied to every tyre that is sold, and that the surcharge be paid
into a fund from which industry can be subsidised to process those tyres. That is an
enviruonmental proposition. I do not think anyone would object to a few cents being added to
the price of a tyre in order that the product may be disposed of appropriately after its useful
life is over. I would have liked more tim-e to develop that topic and others associated with it,
but time has beaten me. However, I will raise one more matter which has some immediacy.

Currently in this State a fertiliser strike is being conducted by the people who operate the
CSBP and Farmers Ltd fertiliser works, and since Tuesday no fertiliser has been available. I
am sure many members in this House will know how serious that is to the farning
community. Seeding operations are just getting cranked up in some places and in other
places they are in full swing, and there is a demand for continuity of supply of fertiliser. The
grain growing industry is required to operate within a very limnited time frame. If the crop is
not put in within a reasonable period it can either fail, or not yield as well as it otherwise
might. The strike currently under way will be impacting very significantly on farmers.

tarn advised that discussions have taken place between the union and CSBP and Farmers Ltd
concerning the second tier three per cent restructuring payment. The union has demanded
that the company pay to every worker by a certain date a lump sunm which goes beyond the
wage fixing guidelines. The company has not been prepared to meet the union's demands
and has held out, and that has resulted in the strike. The union met again today and a report
was made to it by the union executive who, in the meantime, has met with the company. The
company has maintained its position, so the union has recommnended that the workers
continue their strike; the strike continues. The company has made an urgent application to
the Industrial Relations Commission for a compulsory conference and as late as lunchtime
today was waiting for word of when that compulsory conference would be held. The
Governtnent should do something very quickly to assist in bringing the strike to a speedy
conclusion in the interests of the primary producers of this State, and this House should
express its view on that matter. The company has acted responsibly in adhering to the wage
fixing principles. Certainly it would be unwise for it not to do that, and the union is being a
little unfair in holding a gun at the head of the company -

Mr Kierath: Is it blackmail again?

Mr THOMPSON: J would not put it quite like that. The workers would not know that this
strike is having maximum impact on the farming industry. 'They could not have picked a
more sensitive time to hold this stoppage and some action must be taken.

Amendment to Motion, as Amended
Mr THOMPSON: I move -

That the following words be added to the motion, as amended -

(1) That fertiliser is not available through any of the seven delivery points
throughout the State, due to industrial action.

(2) That this interruption in supply is adversely affecting farmers at a
critical time in their grain seeding operations.

(3) That every avenue open to the Government to have a speedy
resolution to the problem be used, so as to minimise the impact on this
highly important export earning operation.

MR HOUSE (Stirling) [3.25 pm]: I support the amendment moved by the member for
Darling Range. I am pleased to hear that he has some empathy with rural producers, and I
hope that continues for a long time into the future.

Mr Thompson interjected.

Mr HOUSE; I do not think the member would represent too many of the wheat growers to
whom he is referring at the moment.
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Point of Order
Mr KIERATH: Mr Speaker, the clock -

The SPEAKER: What is the point of order?

Mr KIERATH: I think the member for Stirling has more than two minutes. He has only just
commenced his remarks.
Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! The clock appears to me to read 20 minutes.

Debate (on amendment to motion, as amended) Resumed
Mr HOUSE: Thank you, Mr Speaker. I am pleased that many members of this Parliament
are concerned about the welfare of country people and about the amount of time I will have
to speak on their behalf.

Ther is no question that fertiliser deliveries are important to rural people at this time. The
fact of life at the moment is that about 80 per cent of the superphosphate that is needed for
sowing this year's grain crop has been distributed, which leaves about 20 per cent still to go
out. The important paint is that the supplies of nitrogenous fertiliser, particularly urea, from
the works are very high and very little of that would have been distributed to those growers
who need to use it. Nitrogenous fertiliser has a great effect on yield potential and it is
essential it be moved as quickly as possible. In addition, CSBP and Farmers Ltd handle
many industrial chemicals and I understand this dispute has affected the supply of industrial
chemicals to those consumers. For example, the Water Authority of Western Australia uses
chemicals produced by CSBP in the chlorination of our water supplies.

It is important that this dispute be resolved as quickly as possible, but it is also important that
it be resolved in the correct way. In my view this Parliament, and I am sure the great
majority of producers who are relying on fertiliser supplies, would want to see the dispute
resolved in a way that not only would bring the least disruption to their seeding programs,
but also would not set a precedent that would override any considerations of the past.
Perhaps the most important point is that in general no retrospective agreements have ever
been reached by the Industrial Relations Commission. I understand that the employees and
CSBP have asked for a hearing in the commission which will start at 10.00 am tomorrow.
We must have an umpire in this case and the commission will be the right body to make that
decision. Both parties should get into the commission as quickly as possible, and when the
commission hands down its decision both the employer and the employees should abide by
it. Retrospective payments, which some of the employees in this case seem to want, have not
usually been handed down by the commission, apart from one or two exceptional instances
of which I am aware.

It would be very difficult to justify retrospective payments in any situation to any union in an
industrial dispute. Were the dispute to drag on, the situation could become difficult for rural
producers; some could be hurt very badly. We should have some rules to follow. An umpire
is needed to make a decision, and we should abide by that decision. We should not back
down on difficult decisions just because it suits us to do so. The parties involved should
approach the commission as quickly as possible, receive a decision and put it into practice.

I understand from the general manager of CSBP that supplies of fertiliser will last for at least
48 hours; in other words, no farmer will go short in the next day or two. There is time to
resolve the dispute before the situation reaches crisis point. Producers who are holding
supplies of fertiliser on farms will be able to manage over the next few days, and farmers
should cooperate with each other. Parliament should not be used as a forumn for solving
industrial disputes and I do not intend to exacerbate the problem or what could be delicate
negotiations. I agree that the situation is potentially disastrous; it needs careful handling and
a great deal of thought. We should ensure that each party involved in the dispute keeps a
cool head.

MR OMODE! (Warren) [3.31 pm]: I support the amendment and!I ask the Government to
take action to ensure a quick resolution of the stalemate which has occurred with this dispute.

The member for Stirling mentioned the effect of the dispute on the economy, as well as the
effect on growers and producers in the State - mainly in the grain industry. But the problem
AY 561 Il
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is fai mote extensive than that. The horticultural industry in this State will be affected by a
strike of this kind, In many cases, particularly in the potato industry where planting times are
scheduled for specific dates, growers need to adhere to planting times so that a continuous
supply of produce is guaranteed.
The member for Stirling also mentioned the production of chemicals essential for agricultural
production. This is a matter which needs some direction or influence by Government to
resolve the situation as soon as possible. I understand that CSBP has delivered somethLing
like 1. 15 million tonnes of fertiliser this year, and a continued supply of at least another
200,000 tonines is needed in the next two months. We all know that if that continuity of
supply of fertiliser is interrupted, farmers' timetables for planting will be disrupted.

CSBP has drawn up the documents for a formal hearing with the Industrial Relations
Commission because the company is very keen to resolve the problem. The unions involved
are the Miscellaneous Workers Union, the Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights
Union, the Australian Society of Engineers, the Electrical Trades Union, and the
Construction, Mining and Energy Workers Union. I hope the unions realise the importance
of the production of agriculture in this State. We all know that the economy is seriously
affected and that many businesses are having a hard time. A strike of this kind is serious
because it will have a multiplier effect on many country towns in Western Australia.
This is a matter of great concern to me. The Minister for Agriculture should use his
influence in Cabinet to call on the Government to talk to the unions and thereby obtain a
quick resolution to the problem.

MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - Minister for Agriculture) [3.34 pm]: The question to be asked
is: As politicians, whom do we consider to be the umpire in this situation? If the proposition
is that this political arena should sit in judgment on most issues affecting industry, that
should be made abundantly clear. In this instance it is inappropriate to be making such
statements today. I say that on the basis that the normal process to deal with disputes is in
train. The management of the CSBP, the unions, and the Industrial Relations Commission
are involved in that process to enable a resolution to the whole matter.
Mr Thompson; We want to introduce the element of the poor old farmer who is affected. It
is one thing for the company and the unions to have disputes, but it is another thing when
they impact so disastrously on the people we represent.

Mr BRIDGE: Exactly. If we are really concerned about the industry and the poor old
farmers - as the member calls them - it is important that we do not obstruct in any way the
orderly process involved in bringing about a resolution.
Mr Thompson: The wording of the amendment could not have been more friendly.

Mr BRIDGE: I do not have a dispute with the member's proposition about the amendment.
I am asking at what stage we assume the role of umpire. Many disputes take place where it
is appropriate and proper for us to address the problem.

Mr Thompson: The amendment does not call on us to umpire the situation; it calls on us to
use every avenue open to the Govemment to bring the dispute to a satisfactory conclusion.
Several members interjected.

Mr Kierath: We are asking the Minister to speak to some of his mates.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order?

Mr BRIDGE: Do members want me to bring my guitar into the Chamber to calm them
down? Or do members want me to be serious?

Mr Thompson: I want the Minister to be serious.

Mr BRIDGE: Well, the member should allow me to be serious. I could sing a good song
about country living.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! The incessant interjections are not helping debate.

Mr BRIDGE: The interjection called for something to be done to assist in the resolution of
the dispute. For the benefit of the member for Riverton, that process is under way. As a
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result of being approached by members of this House, I have initiated action to obtain a
briefing regarding the dispute and the extent of its escalation. I was told the dispute started
yesterday and apparently if the dispute is not prolonged it is likely no adverse impact will be
felt by the farning indu stry. I am very confident about that information. I have been assured
by my advisers that the proper steps have been taken, and that during this afternoon a
compulsory conference will take place to deal with the matter. As a result of that conference
I hope the matter will be resolved. If nor, the problem will be how we should deal with the
ongoing dispute and how we should deal with the likely impact that dispute might have on
the farming industry.

We are all very concerned about the problem, as indeed we are concerned about any problem
which impacts on the fanning community. The timing of the matter is critical. We are
aware that the supply of fertiliser to farmers within a certain time is also critical. For these
reasons, the Government will do all it can to ensure the dispute does not continue for longer
than necessary.

While I recognise the importance of the amendment and the concern we have for the fanning
sector, we should allow the proper processes to proceed. We must not allow a debate in this
House to occur which would have an effect on the results of the negotiations. Thai is
something about which I am very concerned. There have been many good examples of that
happening over the last year or two on delicate matters, particularly since I have been
Minister for Agriculture. We cannot continue to tell people that they are wrong and that they
have to pull in their heads and right all the wrongs. It is not as easy as that. People have
strong views about these disruptions and we have to understand those views and talk the
issues out. We have to be prepared to be involved in conciliation, and if at the end of the day
that fails we move on to the next step.

I hope that the discussions this afternoon bring about a resolution. If they do not, l hope
there will be a breakthrough tomorrow and an agreement will be reached. I cannot assure the
House that will happen, but that is the preferred position that I would like to see result from
the discussions this afternoon. The company has been in touch with my office and [ have
been in touch with the unions. The Government is monitoring closely the effects of the
disruption on the fanning sector.

Mir Omodei: We don't want you to monitor. We want you to guarantee that the commodity
is supplied and that the economy of Western Australia is maintained.
Mr Troy: You want him to intrude in the industrial system.

Mr BRIDGE: The ongoing viability of the industry is not a matter that we take lightly.
Certainly we will be watching it with great concern and interest. However, that does not
alter the fact that one way of dealing with the problem is to bring about a speedy resolution
to the dispute. Uninformned discussion and debate is not the way to bring about that
resolution. The key players in the resolution of the dispute are in place. If that were not the
case we would need to move very quickly to bring about that process. However, luckily for
us, that has been arranged without any comment being made in this place. That is good and
it demonstrates the responsible attitude of the Industrial Relations Commission In dealing
with these urgent matters without delay.

While referring to this dispute, it is necessary to point out how appropriate it is that we move
on these disputes before a public debate of the issues occurs. Last year there was a major
controversy involving unions objecting to a second shift of slaughtermien at Robb Jetty.
Members will remember that many things were said about how we would deal with that
problem and what demands would be made. It was my view at that time - and it was
supported by the industry - that that was not the way to go. We had to strike a balance
between the union and the operators because it had been a particularly heavy killing season
and a resolution to the problem had to be found quickly. The union undertook certain
commitments to the Government and to the industry to ensure the continuity of the operation
and to allow the killing season to proceed with little or mninimial disruption. We have seen
the results of that negotiation. There was little or no disruption and the industry had one of
the highest killing throughputs for many years. That illustrates how agreement can be
arrived at by striking a middle ground dialogue which, in the end, benefits the industry, the
people that we represent.
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The dispute to which I just referred indicated how agreement can be reached with goodwill
and discussion and a preparedness to give and take. The Parliament should realise the
importance of that. It is all very well for us to talk tough in this place and sound off about
what we would do if we had half a crack at solving the problem. All that does in the end is
harden attitudes and break down any capacity for a resolution to occur.
I hope there is no way that this debate today will impact adversely on the very delicate nature
of the discussions taking place this afternoon. It is my view that, if handled properly, a
resolution will occur soon and the Government will be able to offer the industry support to
ensure that the terms of the resolution are put in place.

The member for Darling Range is interested in my comments, despite the fact that he is
having a cup of tea.
Mr Blaikie: I have great concern for the member for Darling Range. Obviously he is having
great difficulty obtaining superphosphate for his property in the Darling Range.

Mr BRIDGE: He has had a very interesting experience. He travelled through the north of
the State recently and saw land which produces without the addition of fertilisers or

,.phosphates. That land produces fat bullocks of 1 200 pounds dressed weight without having
anything added to it. It is the quality of the land and the purity of the water that does it.

Mr Blaikie: I understand the member for Darling Range has a property that runs a lot of
cattle and that he is the biggest bull shipper in the Darling Range.

Mr BRIDGE: The member for Vasse said that, not me.
We are watching the situation closely and, like other members of this House, want to see an
immediate end to the dispute. To that end, we will do all we can to facilitate it. However,
we will not pre-empt any of the actions of the industrial processes.

MR TROY (Swan IHills - Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations) [3.51 pm]: I
acknowledge the sensitivity of the member for Darling Range not only in representing the
rural viewpoint here, for which there is considerable sympathy, but also in his understanding
of the industrial scene. It is a matter of very small distinction in terms of the Government's
position on this amendment that it cannot totally support it, despite its significant merit. The
Government's stance relates to the intrusion of this place on the domain of the Industrial
Relations Commission.

I understand that the dispute commenced yesterday and that it followed on from an
agreement on the first stage of the structural efficiency increase of three per cent for the
1989-90 financial year of wage fixation. This was paid from 1 August 1989 with the
expectation by the union that the second element of that increase would be available from 1
January 1990. Those members who have closely examined the guidelines of structural
efficiency will realise that that was not possible.

Mr Omodei: What are the structural efficiencies?

Mr TROY: I will take the member for Warren carefully through some of the structural
efficiency guidelines to improve his knowledge of the subject. The member for Warren's
interjection some time ago illustrated the stark contrast between the Government's and the
Opposition's attitude to industrial relations. He clearly saw the action of direct intervention,
above and beyond the processes established by law for the Industrial Relations Commission,
as the way to effect a solution to the dispute.

Mr Omodel: Do you have any farmers in your electorate?

Mr TROY: Yes I do. In fact, mast of those farmers are pretty good people and recognise
that cooperation is a far more effective tool in an industrial arena than the boot which the
member for Warren seems to be suggesting as a solution.

Mr Cmodei: Did I say that?

Mr TROY: The member certainly implied that direct intervention without looking at the full
details of the case was the best action for the Government to take. The structual efficiency
process provided for wage increases to be paid; the first increase was $ 10 for workers at the
basic skills or trainee level, $12.50 per week for the semi skilled worker, and $15 or three
per cent for those on higher wages. That was the first leg and was payable after 7 August
1989. That date did not have to be the operative date in all cases. However, under the
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structural efficiency guidelines, the submissions had to be put before the Industrial
Commission and were subject to individual analyses to substantiate merit. In this issue,
because of preceding activities, a work value case - possibly a new term to people on the
other side - was pending. On that basis, the unions enjoyed an element of retrospectivity
with the first wage increase of three per cent. Payment under retrospective provisions is
unique in the latest round of wage fixing. When the Federal Industrial Relations
Commission issued its 1989-90 wage decision it stated to employers, Governments and State
commissions, that they should not entertain retrospectivity lightly. Significant impact
occurred on the wage fixing and wage cost structures which did not entertain consideration
of that retrospectivity as a matter of course. It was to be given consideration only in special
circumstances. The Western Australian Commission -

Mr Omodei interjected.
Mr TROY: I will address those points and my suggestion to the member for Warren, if
adopted, would ensure that those deliveries were picked up as quickly as possible rather than
by my using a heavy handed approach which members on the other side recommend. This
current round of wage fixing provided for two three per cent increases and the unions in this
dispute have been the beneficiaries of the cost. I am advised that they expected a second
round to be available some time in January 1990. Clearly that is not possible.
In the cases in which a mixed structural efficiency component and work value were
applicable - when more than structural efficiency was involved - both unions and employers
were required to arrive at an agreement timetable for payment. The structural efficiency
principle, as I have outlined, clearly provides that a minimum of six months between the two
intervals must elapse before the second increase can be paid. Moreover, where it had an
overlay or a catch-up provision based on work value, the parties were required to establish a
timetable for both of those components to be considered. Unfortunately, that does not seem
to have been clarified in the awarding of this structural efficiency round. I have been advised
that a progressive payment has been made under work value and that progressive payment,
which flowed to workers under the work value component, led to increases being made, from
a date in February 1990, of between $9 and $50 a week, depending on the employees'
gradings. The first three per cent payment was made under stmuctural efficiency during the
latter pan of 1989. Ongoing payments occurred during the month of February under the
work value component. The commission is now required to determine whether an agreement
was made about a timetabled payment that included both the second three per cent and work
value components.
Mr Omodei: You are saying the strike shouldn't be allowed.
Mr TROY: The Minister for Agriculture drew attention to the fact that this issue is being
handled in the appropriate place. The number of disputes over the last seven years, since this
Government has been in office, represent a decrease of 48 per cent on the level of disputation
which occurred in the seven years prior to our assumning office. The member for Melvile
will be interested in that point because I believe he took particular interest in those times
when heavy handedness to resolve disputes was a feature of the normal industrial process.
The Labor Government has a very proud record in this area. The principles under which that
record has been established supply a contrast to some of the arguments from the Opposition
benches. The Opposition suggests the Government should alter a process that works, and
worked as recently as about 10 days ago when a power dispute threatened this State.
Mr Lewis: Tell us about the building industry unions.
Mr TROY: I shall be happy to speak about the building industry and the disputations in that
industry. One factor which seems to have been forgotten in that industry is cooperation and
the benefits which can be mutually achieved. The problem in the building industry lies with
the maverick parties on both the employer and the union sides. I do not dispute that abuses
of the system have occurred in the building industry because some people are always
prepared to go outside the system. I am quite happy to obtain statistics on the building
industry and to make them available.

Returning to the rural sector, if direct intervention took place in the manner proposed -

Mr Kierath: Have you read the amendment?
Mr TROY: I have a copy in front of me.
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Mr Kierath: Where does it say anything about intervention?

Mr TROY: This problem would be best resolved by dealing with it under the provisions
available to the Industrial Relations Commnission upon which the comnmission is currently
acting.

Mr Omodei: What will you do about getting fertiliser to country districts?

Mr TROY: If the solution proposed by the Opposition were adopted, we would still be here
talking about this matter next week. It must go to the Industrial Relations Commission and
the pantics must be brought together in conference under the conciliation process to resolve
the differences I have brought to the attention of members. Was provision made in the
agreement reached last year in the commission for the staging of the combined second
three per cent increase and the work value components? If that is in place, the avenue for
solution is immediately available. The heavy-handed tactic proposed by the Opposition is not
the answer.

Mr Kierath: Your Minister intervened in the milk strike and tried to claim credit for that. He
intervened in that process and said that he had banged heads together - he used bushman's
magic to get the parties together. It was okay to intervene in that case, but in this instance
the Government is not prepared to do anything.

Mr TROY: What do you think the Minister did in that process?

Mr Kierath: He banged heads together. Why not use the same technique to solve this
dispute?

Mr TROY: It must be borne in mind that the process on that occasion did not intrude on the
powers of the commission. Let us understand that an application is currently before the
commission.

Mr Kierath: Why not use the same tactics you used in the milk strike?

Mr TROY: If the member for Riverton will listen, I will inform him of the subtle difference
between the two disputes, because he obviously does not understand the industrial relations
process, despite his claim to the contrary. Are the employers currently seeking a compulsory
conference? Has an application been made to the commission for that compulsory
conference?

Mr Pearce: He does not know.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Firstly, many of the interjections have nothing to do with
the topic before the Chair, although that is a peripheral point. Secondly, I ask the Minister
to direct his remarks to the Chair. I understand his desire to respond to interjections, but the
level of interjections is too high, and they are too noisy. The.matter is not progressing at all.
I ask the Minister to direct his remarks to the Chair and Opposition members to be more
circumspect with their interjections.

Mr TROY: I am happy to address interjections from across the Chamber. I draw to
members' attention the subtle difference between the two disputes. An application is
currently before the Industrial Relations Commuission for a compulsory conference on the
subject. The Government totally approves of that action, which is part of the appropriate
process. By contrast, in the milk dispute no application was before the commtission when the
Minister for Agriculture entered the dispute. Because an application is before the
commission in this dispute no Government Minister can intervene. It may be unfortunate
that that element is present in the dispute at this stage.

I want to underline very clearly the distinction I am drawing: If the appropriate processes mn
industrial disputation were not employed on this issue, the chances of a protracted dispute
would be significantly increased. The Government does not wish to be involved in
increasing the suffering of the farming community in this dispute. I clearly indicate to
members opposite that the Government is a section 50 partner in any dispute, and can enter a
dispute before the commission in the broader interests of the community. Certainly if this
dispute escalated the Governiment would look more closely at that option. I give members
opposite an undertaking that the Government would take that action, as it has on a number of
other occasions when the wider community has been affected.

Mr Ornodei: Do you agree with paragraph (3) of the amendment?
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Mr TROY: Yes, I do. The point w 'hich seems to have been missed by members opposite is
that the Government's options are limited because an application has been made for a
compulsory conference through the Industrial Relations Commission. If the dispute
escalates, the Governiment can move to address it. However, let us be optimistic. The
climate we have been able to generate in industrial disputes in this State is such that the
dispute will probably be resolved amicably in the conference to be held. I have every
confidence that that will be the case and that not only will the farming community be
advantaged by the process, but also those workers who have a point of view in the current
dispute, that may or may not be valid, will also be satisfied. I am sure the commission will
be more than happy to address this problem.
The Minister for Agriculture is very cognisant of the sensitivity of the industrial disputes and
has given clear instructions to people in his office that they should use whatever processes
they can to facilitate the matter in any way. My good offices are also available in the event
that matters do not proceed satisfactorily before the commission. However, I have every
confidence that the process will be effective. It is quite clear that although the Government
is very sympathetic to the circumstances covered by this amendment, it is not prepared to
bear down on the industrial processes in the maniner proposed. It will certainly do all it can
to ensure that this dispute does not go beyond the minimum period. That clearly indicates
the Government's position on this issue.

M1R McNEE (Moore) [4.10 pm]: I add my support to the comments from this side of the
House. The Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations should be called the "Minister
for Ostriches", because he thinks if he puts his head in the sand long enough the problem will
go away. That is also the attitude of his Government. He spoke about records; records
indeed! The Government's record is so rotten that if it had any decency it would vacate the
Government benches. Thbis amendment does not say anything about what the Government is
dealing with. It says, in clear and precise terms, that due to industrial action fertiliser is not
available through any of the seven delivery sites in this State. There is nothing wrong with
that; it is a fact. This disruption in supply is adversely affecting farmers at a critical time in
their grain seeding operations. For the information of the Minister for the Environment, that
would have to be right.

The amendment refers to every avenue available to the Government for a speedy resolution
being used in order to minimise the impact on this valuable export industry. There is nothing
wrong with that. The amendment does not reflect what the Minister has indicated. No
fanner that I know wants something for nothing, or for less than he should pay. Farmers are
faced with a 40 per cent reduction in income this year. Members should make no mistake
about that. When the Budget is introduced into this House in the early part of next sitting,
farmers will be faced with increased taxes from this Government, which would like to
consider itself a benevolent Government. On top of a 40 per cent drop in income from
wool - just wool; never mind the added costs on other enterprises - farmers are faced with the
ludicrous situation of now being unable to obtain their fertiliser supplies.

I have personally experienced a strike of locomotive drivers while my superphosphate was
being delivered. My own delivery was delayed for a month. At this time of the year farmers
are placed in an impossible position if they are faced with a month's delay. Not only is this
the position when the delay occurs at the point of production, but when things start rolling
again the fertiliser must be distributed, and I can appreciate the difficulties involved there. I
make a plea on behalf of those farmers affected in this way that this strike be resolved as
quickly and as efficiently as possible. We ask for some sympathy for those farmers faced
with this ridiculous situation. The Minister talked about a heavy hand. I wonder how heavy
the hand of the creditors will be when those fartmers say in January, "I am sorry, I did not get
a very good result because my super didn't get there till July." I wonder how heavy the
creditor's hand will be and what that creditor will do.

Mr Kierath: How compassionate will the tax office be when the fanner does not pay his tax
bill on time?

Mr McNEE: They will run him into prison.

Mr Shave: It is not a problem, because another farmer will buy the farm and the Government
will take the stamp duty from the mortgagee sale.
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Mr McNEE: The Government will take everything due to it, as it does now.
Mr Court: Farmers will have "No ticket, no start."
Mr McNEE: If any of those people were in this Chamber listening to the pathetic arguments
of the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations, and of the Minister for Agricultulre, it
would give them no hope.

Mr Kierath: The whole front bench has deserted us.
Mr Court: That is typical.

Mrs Watkins: That is because they heard the member last time.
Mr McNEE: They do not stay around very long.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order, members.
Mr McNEE: It is strange that since the new Premier has been here, the Ministers have not
occupied the front benches very much.
Mr Court: Who has said she has been here?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I ask the member for Moore to address his remarks to the
amendment.
Mr McNEE: I shall follow the path of the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations. I
make a plea on behalf of those who find themselves in the situation I have outlined. I can
only ask that this strike be treated with the seriousness it deserves. I appreciate there are
certain channels to be gone through. No-one suggests that that is not the case, or should not
be the case. Nonetheless, we want to emphasise how important this matter is because the
income of farmers could be on the line. This is a situation which these farmers cannot afford
at this stage of the proceedings. This Government is beholden to do everything it can to
resolve the dispute as promptly as possible.
MR KIERATH (Riverton) [4.17 pmJ: I support the comments of my colleague the
member for Moore. He outlined the position from the point of view of the fanning
community, as did the deputy leader of the National Party. I have some comments on award
restnucturing, which is a very important principle. One of the problems is that everybody has
a different definition, according to his viewpoint; therefore it is to be expected that when we
get down to hard negotiating and bargaining there will be some differences of opinion. Some
conflict must be resolved. I was confused by the Minister's comments on this amendment. I
read the amendment, and it does not ask for any divine ministerial intervention. In fact it
says that every avenue open to the Government should be followed. I do not see that as
asking for any divine intervention. It is asking the Government to do everything it possibly
can.

When I raised the issue of a previous dispute, I was trying to point out that if the issue is
important to the Government, it should do everything within its power to bring a speedy
resolution to this dispute. As the member for Moore said, many people are suffering, and
they will suffer dramatically. This matter will affect their entire livelihoods. The very least
we can expect is that the Minister will use every resource at his disposal to bring the dispute
to an end. Some time ago the Minister appointed a team of special advisers - trouble
shooters - who were to go around the State resolving disputes such as this and trying to get
agreements.
Mr Troy: We have not appointed trouble shooters.
Mr KIERATH: Perhaps the Minister should. What was the name he gave that special team
of four or five? I would have thought it was jobs for the boys.
Mr Troy: There are employee and employer representatives on the team; it is working very
well.
Mr KIERATH: I was told they were failed Labor candidates and it was jobs for the boys, but
we will not go into that. Suffice it to say that this amendment points out that in the problems
associated with the lack of fertiliser available, the timing is absolutely critical. It is not a
situation which will go on for a long time, but it will have a disastrous effect on the farming
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community. That is why time is of the essence. As the member for Moore said, it does not
require the approach of putting one's head in the sand and hoping the problem will go away;
this is one of those crucial issues which needs attent ion. We are not asking the Government
to do anything it should not normally do; but we are asking it to use every resource or, as the
amendment reads, "every avenue open to the Government to have a speedy resolution to the
problem."
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (2 1)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Kierath Mr Omodei Mr want
Mr Clar1co Mr Lewis Mr Strickland Mr Wiese
Mr Court Mr Macinnon Mr Thompson Mr Blailcie (Teller)
Mr Cowan Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Mr G rayden Mr Mensaros Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Mouse Mr Nicholls Dr Tumbull

Noes (22)
Dr Atexander Mr Cunningham Mr Leahy Mr Thomas
Mrs Beggs Mr Donovan Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mr Bridge Dr Gallop Mr Read Dr Watson
Mrs Buchanan Mr Grill Mr Ripper Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Canr Mr Kobelke Mr P.J. Smith
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor

Paurs
Mr Ninson Mr D.L. Smith
Mr $have Mr G rahamn
Mis Edwarles Mrs H-enderson
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marlborough
Mr Hassell Mr Gordon H-ill

Amendment thus negatived.

Debate (on motion, as amended) Resumed

MR KIERATI- (Riverton) [4.24 pm]: I want to divide my remarks on the Address-in-
Reply into two pants, first of all to address some local issues and then to address some issues
on a larger scale on the State scene.

In my maiden speech to this House a little over 12 months ago I raised a number of issues,
one of which concerned the traffic humps in my local council area. I am pleased to say that
those humps have since been removed and the residents of over half of my electorate are
extremely grateful for the removal of those traffic management devices.
Another subject on which I compliment the Government is the attention it has given to two
megaschools in my electorate, each of which has a projected growth in the vicinity of 1 100
students. Although the Government was not prepa-red to make a commitment to building
new schools, it did agree to enlarge those schools. One has been completed and the other is
just coming onstreamn. It is timely to reiterate that in October 1985 this Government, as part
of its activities, sold off a second school site in the Parkwood or Lynwood area at a time
when the school was showing great growth potential coming through from the preprimary
level.

Another issue I raised last year concerned transportable classrooms. Equally, I regret that I
have found no noticeable change in the attitude of this Government to that issue in the wider
community. About this time last year I suggested holding a design competition for
transportable Classrooms. The more I move around the State, the more I find that most
parents who have children in any school with transportables have a similar view to my own.
When one mixes with the architectural and engineering community, almost everyone says
they could come up with better designs for transportables - and by "better" I mean they
would be cooler in the summer and far more amenable to the learning process. However,
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despite that, we find no marked change in that situation this year. I said last year that an
architect had told me, and had given me figures to prove it, that for less than a 10 per cent
increase in the cost of a transportable classroom a semipermanent classroom could be built
which gave almost all the benefits of a permanent classroom; yet still nothing has been done
to address that.

My electorate has had a major problem with law and order, with incidents of car stealing and
so on. That matter has been raised in many places and I will not retread those arguments.
More than 4 500 residents signed a petition requesting the establishment of a police station in
their area, and still nothing has happened about that. Both police stations serving my
electorate - and they serve different Parts of it - are extremely busy and under stress. We
often have a problem about which station has jurisdiction in which part of my electorate.
When people are caught in a situation where they need assistance from the police they do not
stop to think; they try to ring the nearest station, or the one they think is nearest.

Another local issue concerns Leach Highway. Recently I called for the synchronisation of
traffic lights on that highway and the Minister pointed out that those lights are coordinated.

Mr Thompson: It is not entitled to be called a highway, in fact, because it has too many
traffic lights.

Wr KIERATH: That is right. When looking at a problem the Governiment should treat the
causes rather than the symptoms. As the member for Darling Range has said, there are so
many traffic lights on Leach Highway. and they are so obstructionist to traffic, that people
avoid using the highway. Local people say it takes them so long to travel a four and a half
kilometre stretch of highway that it is easier and quicker for them to go through the
residential areas to get to the major retail shopping centres. Therein lies the problem:
Because it takes them so long to get through they try to find altemnative routes, which are
sometimes called rat runs. The best way to solve that would be to ensure that, as far as
possible, traffic travelling down Leach Highway gets a straight through run. It should be
done in pulses so that if a driver gets a green light while travelling in one direction, he should
get every green light thereon for that stretch.

The answer I was given was that although the traffic lights on Leach Highway were
coordinated, the reason they could not be completely synchronised was that there were too
many right hand turns. Perhaps we should reduce the number of right hand turns; though that
is not necessarily my intention. Certainly the free flow of traffic along Leach Highway is a
critical issue if we do not want to force traffic off that major road and into adjoining streets.

Local people point out that South Street, a similar three lane highway, carries almost
50 per cent more traffic, but in response I indicated that that is because there are far fewer
traffic lights on that road and the flow of traffic moves fairly quickly and easily.

Some people find it more convenient when travelling from Riverton to Garden City to go via
South Street and then cut back. That route is more convenient than trying to traverse Leach
Highway.

The next major issue about which I am concerned is that of the Roe Highway. Like the
member for Applecross I was absolutely amazed at the sudden power of the candidate for
Fremantle when he managed to have the extension to the Roe Highway cancelled. Some
people say that the Roe Highway development will, come to a sudden stop in a residential
area. The Roe Highway would be a tremendous asset to my electorate, as well as to
adjoining electorates such as that of the member for Thomldie; indeed, it would be of
tremendous benefit to my leader, the member for Jandakot. All these electorates have been
crying out for this sort of development. I received correspondence from the Minister for
Transport: stating that an application for funding had been submitted and a favourable
announcement was expected in the near *future. That announcement has not been
forthcoming and I wish to place on record my request for that development. If it occurs, I
will be the first member to congratulate the Government for taking the initiative to put
through the Roe Highway. However, I have some severe concerns about the budgetary
constraints at both the State and Federal levels in this regard. This development might
escape us and not be funded in the short term.

Several other issues have surfaced during the year. I congratulate the Government on the
rezoning of an area of land commonly known as the Kinlock wetlands. We are very pleased
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that this land was included in the Canning River regional park and rezoned from urban to
parkiand. However, I cannot let the opportunity pass without expressing my dismay that an
area on the other side of the river, known as Watts Road Lake, has met a different fate.
Certain development conditions were placed on that area, but those conditions were not met.
I was amazed at the low fines for breaching the conditions imposed by the State Planning
Comm-ission in conjunction with the council. I wish to record my extreme disappointment
with the low fines. This situation will encourage people to take similar action in future. I
was present the day the Minister drove the bulldozer into a tree; he took great joy in doing so
and said that we could fight about it later.
On behalf of the people of my electorate, I have been fighting hard for the provision of a
dialysis unit for people suffering from various forms of kidney disease. I cite the case of a
pensioner in my electorate who does not have private transport; he is totally dependent on
public transport to reach Royal Perth Hospital and the trip to Shenton Park will cause him
great inconvenience. Many people south of the river have a similar problem. We have made
preliminary approaches to Fremantle Hospital which has indicated a willingness to
accommodate the unit should the Government so desire. Reading answers provided by the
Minister to various questions today I do not think that prospect is liely in the short term.

I wish to conmment now on the Family Foundation grants. [ thought that these grants would
be one way to provide funds for community causes. I have encouraged the P & C
associations in my electorate to apply for grants from the Family Foundation. I am
extremely disturbed that grants are no longer available to these associations for equipment
and resources which the general comimunity can use. I have already expressed my
disappointment to the Minister. The Minister stated that many P & C associations have
hundreds of thousands of dollars in the bank. I can assure the House that no such association
in my electorate has that amount of money. Most associations are poorly funded and many
facilities provided in schools should be provided by the Ministry of Education. In fact, these
facilities are provided by fundraising and the hard work of parents and teachers.

I turn now to another important issue. A person who lives in Lynwood had the misfortune to
buy a crane. He did the right thing and consulted the Department of Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare. He sought an examination of the crane by the machinery inspection
section prior to negotiating the purchase of the crane. Apparently that was a condition of
purchase. This man thought he was taking all the right steps and precautions in this sort of
situation, only to find that at a later stage when he attempted to lift a load the crane
collapsed. A structural fault was found where an illegal weld had taken place. This poor
person has been caught up in myriad red tape and argumnent about who was responsible.
Everyone is ducking for cover and no-one will own up. Meanwhile the man has incurred a
debt because the crane cost in excess of $50 000 to repair. He has been threatened with the
loss of his house and in the meantime he has no chance of earning an income. Therefore, he
has since had to attempt to purchase another crane with the assistance of his parents or
parents-in-law who put their house on the line to keep him going.

Last Christmas I was approached by union staff employed by the Liquor and Allied
Industries Union regarding a faction fight within the union. I was disturbed because, while
that fight was going on and everyone was adopting an inflexible position, the staff of the
union were not being paid. They tried every source for help, including the Minister's office.
[ was told by these people at some later stage that at various times they had been called out to
help the Labor Party in its election campaigns. This was something chat was always
expected of them. I guess in a fit of desperation these people approached my office to see
whether we could assist. I took it upon myself to contact the parties involved to see whether
I could reach a compromise. Although I understood the power Fight going on I did not
believe the salaried staff should suffer. Needless to say, finally the money came through -
although in many cases positions were terminated. A bleak Christmas was avoided but not
without much arn twisting and compromise.

It is a pity the member for Peel is not present in the Chamber because I now turn my
attention to recent unsavoury activities which occurred during the recent council election.
We witnessed a situation where a member for Parliament used his letterhead for a mail-out in
the local community in Kwinana- This was done to encourage the election of two local
people - one a sitting councillor, and another a person vying for election. Questions have
been asked in this House regarding the use of the letterhead and the fact that the address of
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the member was also on the envelope. As a result of those questions and the publicity
surrounding the whole matter, the people in Kwinana made their feelings known and those
candidates did not succeed. Two other people were elected. To the credit of the people of
Kwinana, they expressed their disgust at the politics and issues involved.
I turn now to a hypothetical situation, because the names of some people have been changed
to protect the guilty. The hypothetical situation concerns a State, and a political party called
the Australian Looters Party - or the ALP, for short. In this party there was a group of young
Turks who decided to take over the party. They had ideas. They believed that if they gained
power and adopted certain techniques they might be able to stay in power for a long time
because they had always had a great desire to be the natural Government. They considered
many things. They considered graft, corruption and bribery. At the time they were led by
their champion, Mr Stickemp Burke, and his deputy, Maladjusted Price. Later, Mr
Stickemup Burke decided to retire at the ripe old age of 40 years. It has always intrigued me
why he would retire at 40 years of age. Later, he was succeeded by Smooth Pierre Doubting
and Davy Barber and his 40 thieves and later again by Dr Covenip and Squizzy Taylor. The
people in this hypothetical place of Winc which stands for Western Incorporated -

Dr Watson: Your constituents would be ashamed of you.

Mr KIERATH: Yes, they would.

In order to gain money, these people had to gain assets. My motives will become evident a
little later on. They had to try to raise funds. They had a State treasure-trove, or a bank, and
at the time there was also a merchant bank called Rottendeals which had as one of its key
figures Laurie Funnell. It involved other key people including Phoney Lloyd and Phantom
Edwards, who had to try to figure out how to get the assets out of the bank or the State
treasure-trove. They struck upon a marvellous idea. One of the keys for doing anything
underhanded is to have some way of laundering money. Therefore, they set up the Window
Foundation which had as some of its founding members John Robbers and other people
called CGivemea Goldbar, Rotten Anderson, Junika Bond and others. They had to set up this
foundation because they could not find any brown paper bags of the type found in
Queensland that were large enough. Obviously their motive was to try to gain money which
they could use for their own purposes.

Point of Order
Mr DONOVAN: Were the member actually naming the people whom he wants identified
without naming them, he would be breaching several Standing Orders, as I understand it,
because different actions of disorder are going on. However, he would say that he is not
doing that. If he is not doing that -

Mr Blaikie: What is your point of order?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Allow me to listen to one point of order at a time.

Mr DONOVAN: - he is telling the House a fairytale which is irrelevant to the debate. In
either case, he is out of order.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I give the member for Morley high points for a valiant
attempt. However, I do not believe that his point of order can be substantiated. Standing
Order No 132 refers to personal reflections on members. I caution the member for Riverton
about that as I did detect in some of his remarks personal reflections on current members of
this Parliament. I have not been able to find a Standing Order that refers to past members of
Parliament in the same terms; perhaps there should be. In any event, the member for
Riverton is at least drawing an analogy rather than talking about a direct account of events.
However, I draw his attention to the Standing Orders and particularly to Standing Order
No 132 which refers to current members of Parliament. While fairy stories may be hard to
listen to, I do not think they are out of order in the Address-in-Reply.

Debate Resumed
Mr KIERATH: My motive will become clear a little later on.

Obviously there were two ways to get the money. The first was to rob the bank - use a gun,
hold it up and use violence to get the money. They felt their career prospects would be
affected if they did that. They found another way. They said that what they needed to do
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was to pull an inside job. For the benefit of members apposite, corporate crime is based an,
firstly. aver valuing assets and selling them off at an inflated price or, secondly, getting into a
company and stripping the assets out of it. These people decided they could do one of two
things; that is, either get the bank's gold, coat it with lead, sell it as lead and get the bank to
buy it back as gold and rip it off that way or take the bank's property, lease it to a mate at a
ridiculously low rate so that its value is dramatically reduced, and then sell it for peanuts.

That is the point I am trying to establish - the modus operandi was to take a public asset, sell
it at a low price, inflate the value many times by going through the rezoning process, and
then sell it back to the taxpayer again at a highly inflated price. Although nothing was
written down, part of the modus operandi was to ask for a 10 per cent contribution to go back
to the people who arranged the deal. It was felt that, with money like that, these people
could then buy a newspaper or very good journalistic expertise and do a good snow job an
the public via that propaganda machine.

I will accept your wards of caution, Mr Deputy Speaker, and not name all of the people
involved in some of these deals. However, one company involved in the deals was Freon
Gas and Coke, and an enlightened gentleman called Givemea Goldbar who inflated the value
of the company by increasing the shares in the company to a tremendous level;, he then sold
the company to the taxpayer.

They also became involved in the Underhand abattoirs deal on which they stuck a low lease
of $1 a year, reduced the value and sold it to a mate. However, the merchant bank called
Rottendeals got itself into trouble. These people then launched themselves into a
Governent guarantee to rescue it and give enough time to their cronies to get their money
out and channel it into other areas. One of the key figures involved in this was Laurie
Funnell. He pledged $70 million of his own assets but borrowed $ 100 million from the bank.

Mr Blaikie: Was that so he could repay the $70 million?

Mr KIERATH: Yes. To try to make the deals respectable, these people got themselves
involved in a pickling project.

Mr Blaikie: I understand why the member was so concerned about your fairytale.

Mr KJERATH: Yes. The pickling project took the cake. First of all, these people gave the
project away to a person whom I was going to call Dallas Dynasty. However, it was given
away to this person; it was not sold, nor tendered for, nor were expressions of public interest
called for; it was given away. The preparation, the feasibility studies, the initial sales
contracts all came from a Government department and were given away. It then took in
another shareholder - a 50 per cent shareholder. The maths I learnt at school must have been
strange because I thought 50 per cent was half a share. However, in one instance in this case,
50 per cent meant $50 million and in another instance 50 per cent meant $350 million - a
factor of 7:1.
Another project in which these people got themselves involved was Outer Park, a property in
the business district. The taxpayers owned it but these people sold it off far $4.5 million.
During that time, one of the Window Foundation members was given the building contract,
despite public assurances that it would be put out to tender. Then there were rezoning
changes, with the local council allowintg extra floors to be added to the project, and it grew in
value. It was sold for $58 million to another person who had a 50 per cent interest in it. The
Superannuation Board at the time had a share in that, and guess what? One of the State
banks lent this gentleman from the east the money to buy it. Why? Because at the time he
had $50 million locked up in Rottendeals that he could not get out because a liquidator had
been appointed. In the next stage, he sold his half share back to the Superannuation Board
for $74 million. That meant the project, which was originally owned lock, stock and barrel
by the taxpayers, was then worth $148 million. The Government, on behalf of the taxpayers,
could have done all of those things without paying a cent but it sold it for $4.5 million and
bought it back at $148 million.

These people have transferred $140 million to their friends and members of Window
Foundation. I call those activities Robin Hood in reverse: Rob the poor and give to the rich.
When discussing the complexion of this hypothetical Government the Opposition could not
decide whether the Government is pseudo socialist, closet capitalist, or both. It is difficult to
establish the nmodus operandi of this group when I look at the insidious deals it was doing
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because it is window dressing. Its modus operandi is to acquire a public asset and flog it to
friends for peanuts, or to get the Stare Government to buy it back. Invariably these people
are major campaign donors and financial supporters of the Goverrnment. We have a wolf in
sheep's clothing. One of the key objectives in this hypothetical example is to politicise the
planning process because these people cannot afford to have an independent planning
process.
Mr Donovan: Are we still talking about ts fairytale?

Mr KIERATH: I will leave it now and come a little closer to home. I wanted to establish
that principle because it will show members how it relates to other things. I will look at the
international scene and what has happened to various governments around the world: In
Britain Profumno lied and brought the Government down; in the United States Nixon lied and
we had Watergate. In Western Australia we have WA Inc, yet the Government is still in
power and nobody is in gaol. The Government has not collapsed; it has not been brought
down. This is one of the great injustices of the world. The former Premier of Queensland
used to say, "Don't you wonry about that", and this Government has said that to us all along;
but the Opposition is worried. The Opposition is prepared to take all the personal abuse the
Government can tow at it; members of the Opposition will stand up and be counted.
Why did the former Premier. Mr Dowding. go? We have had no explanation in this House.
What has happened to the former Deputy Premier and the Minister for Economic
Development and Trade? The dictionary's definition of stealing is, "To take dishonestly or
secretly; to do this secretly or unobserved by the owner or the person in charge.' Does that
bring some of the WA Inc deals into perspective? Things have been taken away secretly
without being observed by the owner. Last year members in this Parliament had to authorise
payments they knew nothing about. I put the figure that has been taken away secretly from
this State at somewhere between $500 million and $850 million. The Government has
owned up to losses of $500 million: $300 million in Rothwells Ltd and $200 million in the
Swan Building Society and Teachers Credit Society. That $500 million has been taken from
the taxpayers secretly without the approval of Parliament. This Labor Government has taken
away or, more correctly, stolen that money. The 30 members opposite are accessories to the
fact.
Mr Bridge: You have even included me in that 30.
Mr KIERATH: The only person I have excluded is the Speaker.
I want it placed on record that I accuse this Government of stealing at least $500 million
from the people of Western Australia and whether the members opposite like it or not they
are accessories to the fact. The Government has fleeced the people of Western Australia and
members opposite are accessories to the fact.
Mr Court: They are equally culpable.
Mr KIERATH: Exactly. I have pointed that out to those 30 members, but they have done
nothing. It is an absolute disgrace for them to sit by and allow that money to be stolen from
the people of Western Australia.

Mr P.1. Smith: It does not matter what we say or do, the Opposition wants an election.
Mr KIERATH: The Opposition wants the truth. I do not want a witch-hunt but we must find
the truth. I do not believe this Parliament can find the truth. The people of Western
Australia want an independent investigation conducted by someone whom the people can
believe in and miust. The people do not trust politicians any more and their only avenue is to
have a Royal Commission. The people would accept a Royal Commission because it would
be semi independent and would have some credibility. They want an independent
investigation. A Royal Commission will find out the truth and if the Governiment has
nothing to hide it will have nothing to fear.

MR LEAHY (Northern Rivers) [4.56 pm]: I will take this opportunity to raise issues of
tremendous importance to the electorate of Northern Rivers. The fly-in fly-out mining
operations principally in the inland Murchison region were commenced in the last few years.
These operations no longer utilise the labour source of Murchison towns and elect to fly in
their staff either from regional centres or from Perth.
Mr Court: Does the member know who supported the first fly-in fly-out arrangement?
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Mr LEARY: No, I do not, but the member for Nedlands will obviously give me a lesson.

Mr Court: It was your Government, in respect of the Argyle operation. That operation
provided the money which started off the WA Inc dealings.

Mr LEAHY: The Argyle operations would not have commenced without a fly-in fly-out
arrangement. That operation also supports Kununurra, but that is a little way outside the
Northern Rivers electorate. Unfortunately the fly-in fly-out operations of these resource
developments inject very little money into the region. They are not a source of employment
for the local people, especially the Aboriginal communities in these regions. The fly-in fly-
out operations tend to use Perth as their base and not the regional centres. Big Hell Mines
Pty Ltd flies its work force from Geraldton, which is appreciated by the people in the
Geraldton region. However, the Northern Rivers electorate has not benefited from that.

The Minister for Mines, in a recent ministerial statement, reiterated the Government's policy,
which is for mining operators to utilise existing facilities or to build a town. That is not
always possible because of the isolation of the region and the relatively short-term life span
of some mines. The Minister said in his statement that the Government encouraged those
operators to utilise the regional centres. I hope that when the mineral deposits north west of
Meekatharra come on stream, these fly-in fly-out operators will fly out of Camarvon. That
would be of tremendous assistance to the economy of Carnarvon. When Robe River
comnmenced operating at Wickham and mining operations in the Pilbara it had a policy of
employing and training Aboriginal people.

Unfortunately that did not last very long, and after about five years the company reverted to
recruiting all its personnel from Perth or the Eastern States. That has occurred in many
towns in the Murchison, and the Aboriginal people of that region are not being provided with
employment.

Mr Blaikie: When you were in the courthouse at Carnarvon did the Aboriginal people regard
you as a fair person?

Mr LEAHY: I had many friends up ther, and still do, in the Aboriginal community.

Mr Blaikie: That is very good.

Mr LEAHY: To get back to the matter at hand -

Mr Bridge: He just wanted to verify that you still have close links to the Aboriginal groups
up there.

Mr Blaikie: Yes, and the Minister would understand that I have a great feeling for
Aboriginal people - a genuine feeling.

Mr LEAHY: That is good. I would like to see greater utilisation of the Aboriginal
communities in the Murchison area.

A few days ago I was at Cue and spoke with a group of Aborigines, who were concerned that
although a number of semiskilled and unskilled jobs were available for drivers and trades
assistants in the mining operations close to Cue they were never asked to fill those positions.
In fact, the jobs were rarely advertised in the towns of Cue, Meekatharra or Mt Magnet. That
is a crying shame, and I suggest that the mining companies look at the utilisation of that local
labour force because it is a source of permanent labour. The Aboriginal people are not
transient. They have lived in the area for many years and they are able to provide a good
source of labour for the mining companies operating out of those towns. I would like to see
those mining companies look more closely at the needs of the Aboriginal people, utilise that
work force, and make sure that some of the resources which they are extracting from the
Murchison region actually stay in the region to improve the facilities and infrastructure of
those towns, which at the moment ar suffering badly.

Mr Blaikie: How are they coping with the problem of alcoholism up there?

Mr LEAHY: I do not know. The member may be able to enlighten me. It is probably
through drinking. Were there an answer to it I am sure we would have come to grips with it
long ago. Unfortunately there is no answer. The Aboriginal people feel they have no future,
and have a feeling of worthlessness. That situation will not change until jobs are provided in
those areas. That is nor being done at the moment.
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Mr Blaikie: We have to help people to increase their self esteem and pride.

Mr LEAHY: I agree.

Mr Strickland interjected.

Mr LEAHY: We cannot take away social security until we can provide a source of
employment, and none of the companies up there is providing jobs.

Mr Blaikie: The other side of it is that the Aboriginal people have told me that social
security, which they call 'white fellow's sit down money', is actually destroying their self
esteem.

Mr LEAHY: 1 agree. I would rather see jobs provided, and the Aboriginal people would
rather see that too, but those jobs are not available.

Another area of concern in the coastal region is the proposed World Heritage listing of Shark
Bay. Recently it was mentioned in the media that the environmental movement is pushing
for trawling to be banned in Shark Bay. The trawling industry injects some $40 million into
the economy of Camarvon and it is essential to the wellbeing of that community. The
industry has been operating in Shark Bay for 30 or 40 years and has been one of the best
managed fisheries in the world. Western Australia has a particularly good record in respect
of the management of its fisheries. That record has not always been shared by the Federal
Government, and it is obviously much better that the control of those fisheries remain in
State hands. I attended the public meetings which were convened in Shark Bay by the
Minister for the Environment, where he assured the people that a commitment bad been
given by the then Federal Minister for the Environment, Senator Richardson, that any World
Heritage listing of Shark Bay would take place under the Shark Bay management plan,
which would include the trawl fishery and access to pastoral activities on the mainland. It
would also allow for complementary legislation to ensure that any change to the management
program or to the boundaries of World Heritage listing would be by the passage of
legislation through both Houses of State and Federal Parliament. Those commitments are
essential if we are to have World Heritage listing of Shark Bay, and if there is any backing
away by the Federal Government from those commnitments I would strongly urge the State
Minister for the Environment, Mr Pearce, to argue against World Heritage listing and to take
that argument overseas, if necessary. I am certain that if the State Government were to reject
the World Heritage listing of Shark Bay, it would not be listed. The people of Shark Bay,
Camarvon and Denham can accommodate World Heritage listing, and can see the benefits of
World Heritage listing, but it is imperative that the management of that area remain with the
State Govenunent and with the local authorities. The State Government instrumentalities
and the local authorities in the area know the region far better than does Canberra, and it is
extremely important that they have control. I urge the State Minister for the Environment to
argue very strongly against World Heritage listing if the commitments given by Senator
Richardson earlier this year are ignored because of pressure from the environmental
movement.

Mr Pearce: I appreciate your point of view, and I give you a commitment that if the
commnitments given to us by the Federal Govemnment are not honoured we will not persist
with that course of action.

Mr LEAHY: I thank the Minister.

I conclude by giving a bouquet to the Minister for Water Resources. In my area I have a
very remote town, the town of Sandstone. Sandstone is a community of about 57 families. I
recently accompanied the Minister to Sandstone, where he opened a new water supply. That
water supply cost the State and Federal Governments some $300 000 and was the equivalent
of $7 500 per family in Sandstone. That is obviously an amount of money which the people
of that region could not afford; therefore, they would have been compelled to carry on with
their inadequate water scheme. People in the metropolitan area take for granted an adequate
water supply. The people of Sandstone were able to obtain that water supply through the
rural water scheme. I thank the Minister for his efforts in that regard and I believe most
country people will echo my thoughts.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House).
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MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE MINISTER FOR RACING AND
CAM ING

Bun-wood Casino Ownership

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

MR CLARKO (Marmion) [5.09 pm] - by leave: I wish to make a statement in response to
the ministerial statement made earlier today by the Minister for Racing and Gaming. The
degree of foreign ownership of the Burswood Casino is the cornerstone of the ministerial
statement. The question of foreign ownership is, and has been, a major issue in respect of the
casino ever since it was established. I wish to put an record my views about the ownership
of the casino. It is unfortunate that the casino is not owned 100 per cent by Australians. This
Act gives a very powerful monopoly to the Burswood Casino, It provides a 15-year
monopoly which protects the shareholders in a very generous manner and at the time it was
roundly criticised; it is still criticised today.

If, when the casino was proposed and the legislation camne before the Parliament, there had
been any suggestion of majority foreign ownership I am sure the legislation would not have
passed through this Parliament. I am certain that at the time the public of Western Australia
would have been against foreign ownership of the casino, and I believe today many people in
this State are very wary about the foreign, as opposed to the domestic, ownership
percentages.

In his second reading speech on 7 March 1985 when he introduced this legislation, regarding
the prospectus Arthur Tonkin said, and I quote -

.. invtimg approximately 45 per cent public shareholding in the venture. This
means that equity in the resort complex available to Australians will approximate
72 per cent. Western Australian applicants will be given priority of allocation of
units and wide participation will be sought.

That is the basis on which we started - an expectation that we could have ownership of the
casino of the order of 72 per cent.

The estimated cost of the casino was 5220 million, of which Dempster Nominees was
expected to put up $30 million, Genting - WA, I suppose it should be said - $30 million, and
public shareholding $50 million, making a total of $1 10 million, with the other $1 10 million
to be borrowed by the Burswood Property Trust. In addition, the original Act states
explicitly that a 40 per cent maximum of the units would be held by a foreign person. That is
very significant. I thought when the Government of the day did that it was trying to create a
very clear impression that the overwhelming majority ownership of the casino would be in
Australian or Western Australian hands. However, that legislation contained a ministerial
power to exempt, and to have a foreign ownership higher than 40 per cent.

The issue of foreign ownership was critical in 1985 and it is equally critical in 1990. The
proof of that can be seen by the fact that in March the current Labor Cabinet made a decision
that foreign ownership of the casino should be a maximum of 50 per cent, which raised it
quite a bit from 40 per cent. That is the key to my response to the Minister's statement:
What percentages will we have if and when the Minister's statement is adopted by her and
the Government? Originally the public of Australia was to have 45 per cent of the trust, but
that percentage has been dramatically changed over time and it is now in the order of 23 or
24 per cent, so their expectations have been almost halved. As I said before, the Governiment
has moved the maximum for foreign ownership from 40 to 50 per cent.

At the beginning the Genting group had 27.27 per cent of the issued units and Dempster
Nominees had exactly the same percentage, the very tidy sum of 27.27 per cent, while the
public had 45.46 per cent. As the Minister says in her statement, not long after this
legislation was passed by the Parliament it became necessary to seek further funds, and a
rights issue of one for three was made, which created a new situation: The Genting share
moved up from 27.27 to 42 per cent, Dempster Nominees' shareholding fell from 27.27 to
20.4 per cent, and the publics' figure dropped to 37.6 per cent.

The Minister's statement says that Spitfire Pty Ltd. which is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Dempster Nominees, in October 1988 sold units and options to Genting. I take it that was
still to be approved, but the Minister could correct me if it is not true. The Minister's
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statement goes on to say that on 8 December 1989 a formal request was received by her
predecessor from Victoria Co, a Japanese company, to buy, as I uqderstand it, the whole of
the casino. Just before 1 December 1989, Gencing held 50.27 per cent - it had moved up
again from 42 per cent - Demnpster had 26.24 per cent and the public had 23.49 per cent.
Therefore it can be seen that about three-quarters of these casino shares are now held by
Genting and Dempster Nominees. Apparently Victoria Co would have liked to buy the
whole of Genting and Dempster Nominees' shares and presumably take their chances with
the public.
I will1 divert for a second to follow up the investigation about which the Minister gave us
great detail in her statement. Clearly, as well as the issue of foreign ownership another very
vital and critical element in any casino operation is the question of honesty, openness and, of
course, the prevention of underworld characters and the like being involved in the casino. In
her statement the Minister makes many points about how the Government has gone through
very elaborate steps to prevent that happening. We know that all around the world many
casinos are in the hands of gangsters, crooks and the like. I remember that a very famous
film star had an interest in a casino in Cuba. Despite all the inquiries the Minister's experts
have made, the first question I put to her is: Is she totally convinced of the bona fides of
Victoria Co? She may care to answer.

Mrs Beggs: I will have to take my advice from the authorities, but I am quite satisfied that
the investigation was very thorough.

Mr CLARKO: 1 thank the Minister for her answer. I am not trying to push her in a corner
by asking that question but I think it is vital that she tell the Parliament she is convinced of
that company's bona fides.

Mrs Beggs: I might add, though, that that is why, in these sorts of arrangements, one has
also to make sure that one puts in place other measures, if there is any doubt at all - and I am
not saying there is any doubt.

Mr CLARKO: Yes, and I note that the Minister has done that; but there is a very real
possibility that Victoria Co of Japan could be bought out, lock, stock and barrel, the day after
this Government comes to an arrangement with the company. I take it there is nothing to
prevent Victoria Co being taken over? I cast no aspersions at Victoria Co and I have no
evidence that there is anything wrong with it, but that takeover company could be run by the
biggest bunch of crooks the Minister ever saw. I do not know what the laws are like in
Japan,

Mr Hassell: They could be as bad as here, couldn't they?
Mr CLARKO:. It could be that a group of unsavouiy characters who are involved in casinos
around the world could take over Victoria Co-, and where would we be then? Where would
we be if die company was taken over by unsavoury characters, especially if they did it very
discreetly? We would have a foreign controlled, if not owned, casino in the hands of
unsavoury characters.

It has been put to me that I should ask the Minister whether, although she had two policemen
go to Japan to make inquiries, the Federal Police and/or the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation were involved in that investigation of Victoria Co.

Mr Taylor: Why would ASTO be involved?

Mr CLARKO: I am told these sons of things are usually examined by Police Forces of that
type from the point of view of that potential corruption element.

Mr Taylor: Not ASIC).

Mr CLARKO: I have no record that the Deputy Premier is an expert in the field of crooked
casino operators, but if he is, perhaps he could tell me at a later stage, when I have more
time.

I put it to the Minister that the combined percentages of Genting and Dempster Nominees
amount to 76.15 per cent according to the Minister's document. The Government considered
as a matter of principle that it should not allow Victoria Co to have more than 50 per cent of
the units under the new arrangement. I amn not sure what is the basis of that principle. If the
Government has reservations about such foreign control perhaps the figure should not be
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higher than 49.9 per cent. If the Goverrnent wants to retain Australian ownership it should
ensure that Australian ownership represents at least 50.01 per cent.

Mr Hassell: The Government wanted to tell Parliament it had made a limitation, and when
its mates call for a change the Government will change it.

Mr CLARKO: Right. As I understand the situation, Genring has 52.7 per cent of Burswood
Casino, so if 50 per cent is the maximum which Victoria Co can take up I assume that
2.7 per cent is left for Centing. I want to find out whether this is so. I acknowledge that the
Minister has put in place a compliance committee - obviously a body which will attempt to
cover the areas I question now. I acknowledge the establishment of the technical and
management services group, in which Genting has strong representation, which will carry
over some expertise.

I am very concerned about the 50 per cent ownership which Victoria Co can have, and
whether this leaves 2.7 per cent ownership with Genting. Clearly that means the majority of
the casino is in foreign hands, and that is undesirable.

In passing, I note a story in The West Australian on 19 May under the headline "Malaysians
in new deal an casino". The article reads, in part -

An exemption. ... to register a charge over 30.5 million Burswood Property Trust
units (with a maximum liability of $34.2 million) owned by Dempster's family
company, Dempster Nominees Pty Ltd.

Could the Minister make a statement about the paragraph in her document which says -

It is proposed that Dempster Nominees Pty Ltd and associated companies refinance
its 26.24 per cent holding in an arrangement with Gent ing which would require an
exemption from the provisions of the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement in order
for the units to be used as security.

I want to know whether Genting will have control over that parcel of shares which represents
almost a quarter of the units, and whether that means Mr Dempster will have the power to act
and vote and thereby take any profits. Will Genting in effect have in true commercial terms
a 26.24 per cent portion of the casino even though this is a commercial arrangement? If that
is the case, foreign ownership would be 74 per cent.

Mrs Beggs: Absolutely not.

Mr CLARKO: Can the Minister make a statement explaining the refinancing arrangement?
The Minister should produce the evidence confirming that 26.25 per cent will be held by
Dempster Nominees, or its subsidiary companies. Will the Minister confirm the casino will
not, in any form, be in foreign hands? The article in The West Australian implies that at the
moment Genting does not have 50 per cent ownership; it would have about 60 per cent if
Dempster Nominees failed to make that payment. The Minister has been quoted as saying
that the arrangement is "not ideal". The Minister has reservations so I ask her to make a
further explanation about the 26.24 per cent holding. Will that holding go to Dempster
Nominees or its equivalent? Is that portion in any shape or form under the control of foreign
shareholders?

The penultimate paragraph of the Minister's statement says -

Let me assure the House that any agreement by me to permit this proposed sale to
proceed will require Genting to agree that any further units to which it becomes
entitled will immediately be transferred to the Trustee and subsequently sold to
persons who are not foreign persons within the meaning of the Burswood Island
Agreement.

If this arrangement takes place - that is, Victoria Co receives 50 per cent of the casino,
Dempster Nominees receives approximately 26 per cent, and the public holding is
approximately 23 per cent - does Genting now only hold 2.7 per cent? What percentage will
Genting hold under these arrangements? If (Jenting holds any shares at all over and above
50 per cent that represents absolute control of the casino by a foreign element, and that is
undesirable. The Government made a mistake when it approved a 50 per cent maximum
ownership; that figure should be less than 50 per cent. 1 know many financial elements
swing on this point but the Opposition contends that figure should have been less than 50
per cent.
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The Opposition believes thai the casino should not be foreign-owned. The Government
should ensure that steps are taken to prevent undesirable elements taking over the casino.

SELECT COMMITTEES - JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE CONSTITUTION

Council's Message

Message from the Council received and read notifying that it had concurred in the resolution
passed by the Legislative Assembly with regard to the establishment of a Joint Select
Committee on the Constitution of Western Australia; and that H-on Bob Thomas, Hon Garry
Kelly, and Hon P.C. Pendal be the Legislative Council representatives on the Commuittee.

[Questions without notice taken.]
House adjourned a: 6.02 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

EDUCATION - CAPITAL WORKS EXPENDITURE
Karratha College. Hedland College, Pilbara Technical and Further Education

Deparunent

186. Mr COURT to the Minister assisting the Minister for Education with TAFE:
What have been the capital works expenditures for the Karratha College, the
Hediand Coflege and the Department of Technical and Further Education in
the Pilbara for the years -

(a) 1987;
(b) 1988;
(c) 1989?

Mr TROY replied:
Actual expenditure on capital works for the Independent Colleges and the
Department of Techntical and Further Education in the Pilba-a is as follows -

Hedland College

(a) 1987 - $479512
(b) 1988 - $1566816
(c) 1989 - $3237965
Karratha College

(a) 1987 - $103 168
(b,) 1988 - $33 850
(c) 1989 - $446035
Department of Technical and Further Education

(a) 1987 -Nil

(b) 1988 -Nil

(c) 1989 -Nil

TAFE - SHORT VOCATIONAL COURSES
Charges Increase

283. Mr KJERATH to the Minister assisting the Minister for Education with TAFE:

(I) Has there been any increase in charges for shunt vocational courses at
technical and further education institutions?

(2) If yes -

(a) what are the courses that have had the charges increased;

(b) what is/are the percentages increase/s;

(c) have the numbers for the short vocational courses decreased since the
charges were increased?

(3) Can the Minister explain why course charges have increased by as much as
400 per cent?

Mr TROY replied:

Programs previously offered as short vocational courses are being replaced by
self-supporting fee-for-service courses run by the Customnised Training
Agency. This is to allow for increased provision of mainstream TAPE award
courses. Short vocational courses are subsidised by Consolidated Revenue
Funding whereas self-supporting fee-for-service courses operate on a
commercial cost recovery basis. A tripartite board of trustees determines the
costing guidelines for all self-supporting fee-for-service courses. TAPE is
presently reviewing charges associated with these courses and will be making
a submission to the board for its consideration.
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An example of the fee changes is the High Reliability Hand Soldering Short
Vocational Course at Mount Lawley Campus of TAFE. The fees were
previously $12 plus $30 for materials, with the average number attending
1989 courses being seven students. In 1990 fees are $120, with the average
number of students being 13. Given there axe numerous courses that have
changed to a self-supporting fee-for-service basis, the volume of information
requested would be lengthy and would more appropriately be dealt with
through correspondence. If the member wishes,!I will supply specific detail in
writing on the short vocational courses where fees have changed since last
year.

RURAL ADJUSTMENT AN]) FINANCE CORPORATION - FEDERAL FUNDING

459. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) How much money did the Commonwealth Government allocate under State
and Northern Territory grants - Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation
Act - to Western Australia for the 1989-90 financial year?

(2) Does the Western Australian Treasury earn interest on this money?

(3) (a) If yes to (2), how much;

(b) where is the interest applied?

(4) What was the total amount of Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation
funding released to farmers -

(a) during the 1988-89 financial year;

(b) to date this financial year?

(5) How much money haes RAFCQR collected in payments from farmers -

(a) during the 1988-89 financial year;

(b) to date this financial year?

(6) Is the Minister aware of the increasing difficulty in farmers obtaining rural
adjustment assistance?

(7) Is the Minister contemplating the restructuring of the board of directors?

(8) If yes to (7), is the Minister prepared to guarantee that the number of farmers
on the board will not decline?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Commonwealth assistance allocated under the States and Northern Territory
Grants (Rural Adjustment) Act 1988 to WA for 1989-90 is -

Part A -$5995060

Part B -$340000

Part C -$780000

PartY V $156000
Administration -$397 000

Funds held in trust accounts at Treasury are invested by the Treasury
Department on the short term money market. Interest earned on these funds is
credited by the Treasury Department either to the trust accounts or the
Consolidated Revenue Fund.

In the case of the Rural Adjustment 1989 Trust Fund, interest earnings are
paid to the trust account in June each year. For 1988-89. interest earnings
paid to the trust account totalled $1 593 000.

(4) (a) $4228 000
(b) $2970000

(5) (a) $28 505 000
(b) $17596000
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(6) No. But if the honourable member can advise me of any individual farmer
that has had difficulty with an application for assistance, I will have the matter
investigated.

(7)-(8)
The corporation has been reviewed by the Functional Review Corninee.
The committee has recommended that the number of board members be
increased by up to two with retention of the two farner representatives.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - UNFIT EMPLOYEES
Weekly Compensation Payments Suspension

479. Mr STRICKLAND to the Deputy Premi~er:

(1) What is the procedure used by the State Government Insurance Commission
in suspending weekly compensation payments to individuals considered by
their treating medical practitioners to be unfit for work?

(2) How many cases have been addressed in terms of the service of a 61B notice
in 1990?

(3) In these cases, what was the severity of the primary injury?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) As prescribed under the Workers' Compensation and Assistance Act and only
with supporting medical advice.

(2) Under section 61 of the Workers' Compensation and Assistance Act, notices
can be issued for various purposes which are described in section -

61(2)b
6 1(4)b and
61(7)b.

The SG1C does not keep specific statistics on this matter. However, the
number of claims subject to notices under section 61 represent less than
0.5 per cent of claims.

(3) It varies from case to case and depends on the worker's ability to resume
gainful employment as certified by a duly qualified medical practitioner.

WESTRALLA SQUARE - SALE PAYMENTS
State Government Insurance Commission - Government Employees

Superannuation Board
484. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) What is the balance of moneys owing to each Government instrumentality -
that is, the State Government Insurance Commission and Government
Employees Superannuation Board - on the sale of che Westralia Square
development site to Mr Kerry Packer and Mr Warren Anderson?

(2) When were the moneys due for payment?

(3) When will these moneys now be paid?

(4) When was the agreement that permitted this deferral signed?

(5) Why was a margin of one per cent over the Australian Bank rate given?

(6) What will be the estimated overall additional cost to the State Government
Insurance Commission and the Government Employees Superannuation
Board of the deferral of the payments?

(7) What will be the total estimated financial benefit to Messrs Packer and
Anderson of the deferral of the payments?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) The balance of moneys owing currently by Sharland Pry Ltd and Skeat Pty
Ltd to GESB is $51.77 million, being $50.04 million principal and
$1.73 million interest; and to SCIC is $129 962 million, plus $4.487 million
in accrued interest to 14 May 1990.
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(2) The principal amounts were originally due for repayment by instalments on
30 December 1989 and 30 December 1990.

(3) The moneys are now due to be paid on 30 December 1990 and 30 June 1995.
(4) 17 June 1988.

(5) The rate was commercially acceptable to the GESS and the SOIC.
(6) There is no additional cost to the GESB or SCIC. as the deferred payment is

earning a commercial rate of interest.
(7) Not known.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - STATE GOVERNMENT
INSURANCE CORPORATION

Government Funds

492. Mr [-4ASSELL to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Since 1 July 1989 has the State Government provided funds to the State
Goverrnment Insurance Corporation or the State Government Insurance
Commu-ission?

(2) If so, in each case, was the provision by way of -

(a) share capital;

(b) short term loans;

(c) long term loans;

(d) some other arrangement?

(3) In each case, how much and on what terms and for what purpose or purposes?

(4) Was share capital provided on the basis that the transaction was backdated?

(5) If so why?

(6) Was any such arrangement -

(a) permitted under relevant legislation;,
(b) otherwise lawful?

(7) Would any such arrangement, if made in relation to State Government
Insurance Commission, be an arrangement of a kind that could lawfully be
made by a public company?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) (a) No.

(b) Yes.
(c) No.
(d) No.

(3) At 30 June 1989 the State Government Insurance Commission stated in its
annual report it had $40 million at short term advance with WA Treasury
Corporation which was fully repaid by 3 November 1989 and was required for
trading purposes.

(4) Not applicable.

(5) Not applicable.

(6) (a) Yes.
(b~) Yes.

(7) Yes.
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LAND - RIVER SHORE DEVELOPERS
Land Strip Relin quishzment - Public U.se

494. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:

Do the developers of residentially zoned land with freehold ownership
extending to river shores have to relinquish a certain strip of land on the river
shore for public use when the land is being subdivided?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
It is the policy and practice of the Stare Planning Commission to require the
surrender of a foreshore reserve to the Crown as a condition of subdivision.
The policy indicates that the reserve will normally be 30 metres unless
particular circumstances justify a different amount.

PARLIAENTARY SUPERANNUATION FUND - MEMBERS' CONTRIBUTIONS

529. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

What is the reason that, according to the 1989 audited report of the
Parliamentary Superannuation Fund, the income from members' contributions
in 1989 was almost exactly twice the 1988 contribution from the Legislative
Council and only 58 per cent of the 1988 contribution from the Legislative
Assembly?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The figures representing the contributions paid by members of the Legislative
Assembly and Legislative Council during the 1989 year, were inadvertently
transposed in the annual report.

STATE GOVERNMNT INSURANCE CONMSSION - CAPITAL INCREASE
543. Mr COURT to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Has the Minister been briefed by the State Government Insurance
Commission management that they will require a large increase in their
capital within the next 12 months?

(2) if yes, what increase in capital is required?

(3) If no, would the Minister be prepared to increase the capital of the SGIC?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) No, the SGIC has informed the Minister it does not require an injection of
capital.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

RENAL DIAkLYSIS UNIT -ROYAL PERTH HOSPITAL
S/zenron Park Transfer - Fremantle Hospital

556. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Health:

(1) (a) Is the Minister prepared to release non-confidential statistical details
of a recent survey by Royal Perth Hospital about kidney dialysis
patients' travel arrangements and costs regarding the proposed transfer
of the dialysis unit to Shenton Park;

(b) if so, when?

(2) Is the Minister aware that over half the patients undergoing dialysis at Royal
Perth Hospital wish to see a renal dialysis unit established at Fremantle
Hospital?

(3) Is the Minister aware that Fremantle Hospital has indicated a willingness to
operate the unit?

(4) Does the Minister intend to recognise the wishes of the patients, and the
willingness of Fremantle Hospital, and establish a dialysis unit at Fremantle?
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Mr WILSON replied:

(1) (a) Yes. I am prepared to release the details of the formal survey
undertaken at my request following the Royal Perth Hospital decision
to relocate the self-help dialysis unit to Sheruon Park,

(b) Immediately.

(2) No evidence that over half of the approximately 140 renal dialysis patients
managed by Royal Perth Hospital wish to see a renal dialysis unit established
at Fremantle Hospital, has ever been presented either to State Government or
Health Department.

(3) No. I am unaware of any resolution of the Fremnantle Hospital board to this
effect. My understanding is that the administration of the Fremantle Hospital
does not place a high priority on such a development. Moreover, there is no
position within Fremantle Hospital for a renal physician. Two full-time renal
physiciahs. with an appropriate supporting infrastructure, are necessary to
organise and support a self care dialysis unit.

(4) It would be inefficient to develop a new renal dialysis unit in Fremantle
Hospital given the present level of need. In addition to the self care unit being
relocated to Shenron Park, there are already inpatient units at Royal Perth
Hospital in Wellington Street and Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. Home
dialysis is also available to appropriately selected patients toughout the
metropolitan area and other parts of the State. The establishment of a unit at
Shenton Park will not necessarily impose hardship on patients living south of
the river as for those travelling via Fremantle, Shencon Park is closer by
private and public transport than the previous location in Wellington Street.
Royal Perth Hospital is, however, making every effort to assist patients on an
individual basis where they are experiencing travel difficulties as a result of
the relocation.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - GOVERNMENT
ASSISTANCE

576. Mr HASSELL to the Premier:

Does the Premier stand by the Premier's commitment recently reported in The
West Australian that the Government will not provide assistance for the State
Government Insurance Commission?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
Yes. The State Government Insurance Commission has not indicated it
requires financial assistance.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN EXIM CORPORATTON - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND TRADE MINISTRY

Education Marketing Program Payment - Business Migration Program Payment

578. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(I) What was the amount paid to Western Australian Exim Corporation by the
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade for the purchase of the -

(a) education marketing program;

(b) business migration program?

(2) As WA Exim Corporation is a Government-owned agency, why was it
necessary to 'purchase" these documents instead of simply handing them over
to the ministry?

(3) What is going to happen to the purchase price after WA Exim Corporation has
been finally disbanded?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) (a) $200000
(b) $300000
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(2) These programs are not documents but business assets Exim Corporation
operated under the Companies Code and the Financial Administration and
Audit Act. It is the duty of Exim's board of directors to achieve fair market
value in the sale of its assets, whether this sale be made to Government or any
other pasty.

(3) When the winding up of Exim is complete the net proceeds of the liquidation
will be paid into consolidated revenue.

CAPE PERON STUDY - GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCEMENT
587. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:

(1) When did the Government announce the Cape Peron study?

(2) Who conducted the study?

(3) Has the study been completed?
(4) If so. when is it likely that the study results will be made public?

Mrs BEOGS replied:
(1) The Cape Peron study was released for public review in May 1988.

(2) The State Planning Commnission.

(3) No.

(4) It is anticipated that the final report will be completed and released later this
year.

TAPE - OFFICER DELEGATION
Singapore Trip

597. Mr TUBBY to the Minister assisting the Minister for Education with TAPE:

Further to question 314 of 1990 -

(a) on what date was the trip to Singapore to be undertaken by the
delegation from central office;

(b) on what date was the trip cancelled;

(c) what was to have been the total cost of the trip for the delegation,
including travel and accommodation;

(d) what amounts were prepaid for this trip and how much was prepaid;

(e) after cancellation, what amount was able to be recovered?

Mr TROY replied:

Part payment for the tour was made prior to approval procedures being
complete and not been completed prior to the intended departure date.
Therefore, as I indicated in my previous response to you on this matter, the
necessary administrative arrangements in relation to the trip were
unsatisfactory which resulted in the trip being deferred. TAPE staff and, in
particular, those concerned with this trip, have been made aware that before
funds are commnitted, certain criteria and arrangements regarding travel must
be fmnaLised.

(a) 21, February 1990.

(b) 20 February 1990.

(0) $11000.
(d) $6 162.
(e) $2 999.52
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EMPLOYMENT - TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP
Workers' Right to Choose

609. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations;

Further to question 391 of 1990 -

(a) does the Goverrnent recognise that every worker has a right to choose
freely whether to join a trade union;

(b) if no, why not?

Mr TROY replied:

(a) Yes.

(b) Not applicable.

EMPLOYMENT - TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP
Preference Clauses

612. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

Further to question 391 of 1990 -

(a) why does the Government support the use of preference clauses to
provide for preference of employment of union members at a
workplace;

(b) what specific steps is the Government taking to ensure that preference
clauses do not in any way infringe upon the right of every worker to
choose for himself or herself whether to join a trade union?

Mr TROY replied:

(a) The Government recognises the legitimate role of unions in the workplace. It
is reasonable to expect that those who contribute funds to organisations which
represent them, receive preference of employment.

(b) None, as preference clauses are not contained in State awards.

QV.I BUILDING SITE - INDUSTRIAL INSPECTOR
Union Financial Membership Sign

613. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

Further to question 97 of 1990 -

(a) has any industrial inspector ever visited the QV.I construction site;

(b) if yes, why has no action been taken'in relation to the signs on the
perimeter fence stating clearly that only financial union members will
be alowed to work on the site?

Mr TROY replied:

(a) Yes.

(b) It is considered that the signs in themselves do not contravene the Industrial
Relations Act, 1979.

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY - 36 HOUR WEEK
Government Building Sites

618. Mr COURT to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

(1) Does the Government support the 3 6 hour week in the construction industry?,

(2) Is the 36 hour week in operation on any Government building sites?

(3) If yes, which sites are involved?

Mr TROY replied:

(1) No.

(2) No.

(3) Not applicable.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN EXIM CORPORATION -SETITLEMENT COSTS
Zaneric Manufacturing - National Australia Rank

619. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier:

What did it cost Western Australian Eim Corporation to settle its legal
dispute with Zanetic Manufacturing and the National Australia Bank?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

[ refer the member to my reply to question 46.

TEACHERS - SECOND JOBS

620. Mr COURT to the Minister for Education:
(1) How many teachers does the Government estimate have second jobs?

(2) What is the main reason for teachers taking these second positions?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) No estimate is available. Formal applications by teachers for permission to
engage in another occupation under Education Act Regulation 137 have not
been kept as an aggregate statistic.

(2) Some teachers seek to contribute their considerable knowledge and expertise
in education to other areas of education practice, such as part-time lecturing
and tutoring. Others may have the same motivation for additional
employment as other members of the public.

PEPPERMINT HOLDINGS PTY LTD - PARMELIA REPLICA RESTAURANT
Marine and Harbours Department Lease

626. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) With relation to the Peppennint Holdings Parmelia Replica Restaurant

proposed for the Swan River adjacent to the causeway, is it true that
Peppernint Holdings is required to make an annual lease payment of $30 000
to the Department of Marine and Harbours in order to retain the lease?

(2) Has this annual fee been paid each year since the lease's inception in February
1987?

(3) If not, is Peppermint Holdings in breach of its leasing contract with the
Department of Marine and Harbours?

(4) (a) If Peppermint Holdings is in breach of this leasing contract, does the
Minister plan to revoke the lease or take any action against
Peppermint Holdings;

- (b) if not, why not?

(5) (a) H-as Peppermint Holdings paid the $250 000 deposit/bank guarantee as
a performance bond to the Swan River Trust, as required by the
approval determination for the Parmnelia project;

(b) if not, why not?

(6) Has Peppermint Holdings provided evidence to the satisfaction of the Swan
River Trust that it has sufficient investment capital to carry out and complete
the development, as required by the approval determination for the Parmelia.
project?

(7) (a) Bearing in mind that the project was originaly planned for the
America's Cup, and the lease was granted for a period of 21 years -
with unilimited extensions available - is the Minister aware that no
development has taken place during the first three years of the lease;

(b) is the Minister aware that any other potential developers are precluded
from involvement whiJe Peppermint Holdings exercises a virtually
unlimited hold on the site?
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(8) (a) Is the Minister aware that any access road to the proposed Parnielia
development would require parliamentary approval as it would
transgress the foreshore A class reserve;

(b) has such approval been sought?

(9) Is the Minister aware that the State Ombudsman is currently investigating
allegations by Ride Away Cycle Hire, which operates from the No 4 car park
adjacent to the proposed Parnielia development, that the Perth City Council
failed to forward its application for a kiosk and storage facility to the Swan
River Trust?

(10) Is the Minister aware that Peppermint Holdings, developers of the proposed
Pannelia Restaurant, has expressed an interest in purchasing the bike hire
business and operating a kiosk on the foreshore?

(11) Is the Minister aware that Perth City Council forwarded an application to the
Swan River Trust from Peppermint Holdings to this effect, while
simultaneously withholding - for the period between 17 July 1989 and
31 October 1989 - the Ride Away Cycle Hire application?

(12) Bearing in mind that the Swan River Trust Act 1988 and Swan River Trust
Regulations 1989 required that 'A local Government authority that receives
arn application under Section 523 (1) of the Act for approval of a development
shall comply with Section 52 (2) of the Act within 14 days after the receipt of
the application", what action does the Minister intend to take against the Perth
City Council in this regard?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Yes. The annual rental fee has been paid since I May 1987. The rental for
the period 1 February 1987 to 30 April 1987 was waived, as Peppermint
Holdings was unable to commence development due to the relevant planning
approvals not being issued at that time.

(3) No.

(4) (a)d(b)
Not applicable.

(5) (a) No.

(b) Peppermint Holdings has requested 'the Minister to reconsider a
number of the conditions of approval in accordance with section 60 of
the Swan River Trust Act.

(6) No -see 5(b).
(7) (a)-(b)

Yes. It should be noted that the lease period does not contain
unlimited extensions.

(8) (a) Yes.
(b) Not at this stage.

(9) Yes.

(10) Yes.

(11) No such application has been received by the trust.

(12) None. Discussions have been held with the Perth City Council and it is now
clearly aware of the requirements of the Swan River Trust Act and
Regulations. It is a new Act and I am keen that good working relations be
established and maintained with the 20 local authorities whose boundaries
abut the trust's management area.
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BURSWOOD CASINO - DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS
Public Documents

654. Mr MacKIN4NON to the Premier:

(t) Are the development proposal documents for the Burswood report public
documents?

(2) Have any members of the media or the public been allowed access to these
documents and, if so, who?

(3) Will the Premier table these documents immediately?

(4) If not, why not?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) No.

(2) When the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Act 1985 was introduced,
members were offered the opportunity to inspect the development proposals
in the then Minister's office. I am advised that the only member to take up
this offer was the then member for Murdoch.

(3) No.

(4) Refer to answer to (1).

ASBESTOSIS - GLOBAL SETTLEMENT
CSR Ltd, State Government Insurance Commission. Wirtenoom Asbestos

Victims

658. Mr MacKIhJNON to the Deputy Premier:
(1) What was the total amount agreed to under the global settlement between

CSR Limited, the State Government Insurance Commuission and Wittenoomn
asbestos victims?

(2) What was the portion to be paid by the SOIC?
(3) What was the portion to be paid by CSR?

(4) Have these amounts been remitted by CSR and the SOIC?
(5) What were the amounts received by each of the victims covered by the global

settlement?

(6) How were these amounts calculated?
(7) What were the legal costs involved in reaching the settlement and who ended

up paying these costs?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) 'A total of $18 391 400 was paid under the group settlement of 200 common
law claims.

(2) $4 501 043.05 - SGIC.
(3) $13 890 356.95 - CSR.

(4) Yes.

(5) On the basis of documents provided by the plaintiffs' solicitors, the amounts
accepted by each plaintiff int settlement of his or her claim were in accordance
with the deeds sanctioned by the Workers' Compensation Board and orders
made by the Supreme Cout.m

(6) By the plaintiffs' solicitors.

(7) SGIC, CSR and Midalco paid to Slater and Gordon, as solicitors for
claimants, an additional $700 000 in fulfl settlement of their claim for parry
and party legal costs including disbursements, for all but three of the
claimants involved, for whom additional costs were incurred.
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SCHOOLS - METROPOLITAN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Large Halt, Gymnasium

662. Mr TUB BY to the Minister for Education:

(1) Are there any metropolitan senior high schools which do not have a single,
large hall/gymnasium?

(2) If yes, which schools?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(I) Yes.

(2) Armadale
Como
Mr Lawley
South Fremantle

STANDING COMM117EE ON INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - "TH-E
NORTH WEST SHELF, A SEA OF LOST OPPORTUNITIES" REPORT

666. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister representing the Minister for Resources:

(1) Has the Minister read the report by the House of Representatives Standing
Committee on [ndustry, Science and Technology, entitled "The North West
Shelf, a Sea of Lost Opportunities"?

(2) If so, is the committee's expressed dissatisfaction about the lack of concern
about the importance of Australian industry's role in resource development
projects factually based?

(3) Is the committee's statement that there could have been unnecessary use of
overseas personnel which would impede the development of local skills
factually based?

(4) If yes to (2) and (3), what is the Government going to do in order to remedy
these shortcomings in the future?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) No, but I have been briefed.

(2) Yes, as applied to specific departments of the Commonwealth Government.

(3)-(4)
The Western Australian Government will continue to pursue its policy of
maximum local industry participation in all the State's resource development
projects through agreement Acts, or other less formal requirements. However,
the acceptance or rejection of professional or skiled technical personnel for
temporary project specific employment in Australia is the responsibility of the
Commonwealth Government, not the State.

PEPPERMINT HOLDINGS PTY LTD - PAYMVENTS
Marine and Harbours Department - Swan River Trust

670. Mr KJERATH to the Mfinister for the Environtment:

(1) Further to question 626 of 1990 with relation to Peppennint Holdings' annual
lease payment of $30 000 to the Department of Marine and H-arbours, on what
date or dates were these lease payments made?

(2) With regard to Peppen-nint Holdings' performance bond of $250 000 required
by the Swan River Trust as a guarantee of its ability to finance the project -

(a) on what date was this payment made;

(b) has this money been paid from funds held by the Rural and Industries
Bank of Western Australia;

(c) if so, was this by way of a cash deposit or by way of a bank guarantee?

(3) If the performance bond of $250 000 was paid to the Swan River Trust, a
Government instrumentality, by means of a R & I Bank guarantee, and
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considering that the R & I Bank is also a Government instrumentality, does
this represent a conflict of interest?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) See answer to question 626 pant 2.

(2) See answer to question 626 part 5(b).

(3) No,

PRISONS - BUNBURY REGIONAL PRISON
Observation Tower Removal - Escaper

672. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:

(1) Why was the observation tower removed from the Bunbuiy Regional Prison?

(2) Has the number of escapes increased since its removal?

(3) How many prisoners have escaped since its removal?

(4) Will the tower be replaced?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(1) The tower was only manmed during working hours when prisoners were under
supervision by other staff. The officer in the tower could be more effectively
employed on other duties within the prison.

(2)-(3)
Since demanning the avenage number of escapes has increased when assessed
over a three-year pre-post test review.

Escapes prior to demanning on 26 June 1987 are as follows -

1.7.84 - 3o.6,85 6 escapes
1.7.85 - 30.6.85 8 escapes
1.7.86 - 30.6.87 2 escapes

(3) Escapes since demanning are as follows -

1.7.87 - 30.6.88 6 escapes.
1.7.88 - 30.6.89 4 escapes
[.7.89 - 23.5.90 11 escapes

(4) No. The new perimeter security measures already approved for the upgrading
of the prison will obviate the need far the observation tower.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES SUPERANNUATION BOARD - OLD AND NEW
PENSION SCHEMES

675. Mr HOUSE to the Minister far Finance and Economidc Development:

(1) Further to question 324 of [990. on what date did the old pension scheme
.finish, and on what date did the new Government Employees Superannuation
Scheme commence?

(2) Mre there any other Government employees superannuation schemes (other
than the lump sum scheme) which pay different benefits to male and female
members?

(3) Mre there any Government employees who are the recipients of the old
pension scheme, and if so, how many?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) The pension scheme was closed to new entrants an 15 August 1986 and the
lump sum scheme commenced on 1 July 1987. Special interim arrangements
applied between the two dates.

(2) The only superannuation scheme for which I have responsibility that has
different benefits for females and males is the closed pension scheme.

(3) Approximately 2 500 Government employees contribute to the pension
scheme.
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NATIONAL PARKS - FITZGERALD RIVER NATIONAL PARK
Unburnr Land Backlog - Bush Firefighting Cost

676. Mr HOUSE to the Minister far the Environment:

(1) In relation to the Minister's statement in answer to my question 60 (1) of 1990
that there was no backlog of unbumt land in the Fitzgerald River National
Park, can the Minister explain why the general manager of the Department of
Conservation and Land Management stated publicly that there was in fact a 20
year backlog of unburnt land in the park?

(2) Can the Minister identify the cost to the Department of Conservation and
Land Management of fighting the December and January bushfires in the
Fitzgerald River National Park?

(3) In relation to the Minister's answer to my question 604 (5) of 1990 -

(a) who is involved in the consultative process for the formulation of
management plans for bushfires;

(b) on what basis are the participants in the consultative process chosen?
Mr PEARCE replied:

(I) 1 understand that the member is referring to question 604(1 )(b), not question
60(1). If so the answer to the question was "Yes", not "No" as the member
seems to think.

Just to remind the member, the answer to question 604(1 )(b) was -

Yes - with the exception of some areas burnt in that period. In some
cases the period is 30 years.

(2) Yes, but the details are held in a number of Department of Conservation and
Land Management offices, this being because such a large fire required
assistance from many areas. I will provide details in writing as soon as
possible.

(3) (a) The consultative process for the formulation of management plans for
bushfires varies with the type of management plans being produced
and the locality of the park or reserve.
In all cases the following parties would be involved -

I . The local authority.
2. Bush Fires Board.
3. Bush Fires Advisory Council and local bush fire brigades.
4. Local interest groups, such as the Fitzgerald River National

Park Advisory Committee.
5. Fire protection and regional staff of the Department of

Conservation and Land Management
In most cases, neighbours, the general public and any other interested
groups would be involved. In the latter case this could involve
conservation groups.

(b) The choice of participants in the consultative process is not
formalised. Solicited or unsolicited comment and input from all
sectors of the public arena is always welcomed by CALM when
preparing management plans.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT - REWRITING COST

689. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Local Government:
(1) What is the estimated cost to the State Government of rewriting the Local

Government Act?
(2) Is the timing of the release of the various chapters of the new Act proceeding

according to plan?
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(3) What are the various time objectives in the preparation of the Bill?

(4) When is it expected that the Bill will be presented to Parliament?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) The estimated cost thus far is approximately $100 000.

(2) A delay is anticipated in the printing of the final three chapter papers.

(3) Consultations will be held with local government and the community in June
and July, after which a draft bill will be completed and released for public
comment,

(4) It is anticipated that the final draft bill will be ready for submission to
Parliament in November.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS PLANN[NG AUTHORITY - AUDITOR GENERAL'S
REPORT

Trust Statements
692. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the comments made by the Auditor General on page
66 of his first report for 1990 in [elation to the Aborigial Affairs Planning
Authority?

(2) If so. how is it the trust statements had not been prepared for the accounts
listed on chat page?

(3) In addition, why is it the Treasurer's approval to open and maintain the bank
accounts as required by section 21 (1) of the Financial Administration and
Audit Act had nor been maintained in respect of those accounts?

(4) What action has been taken to ensure that these breaches of basis regulation
do not occur again in the future?

(5) Has the Authority yet established an effective internal audit function as
required by section 55 (0) of the Financial Administration and Audit Act?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) H-as a register of public property yet been established and is the register being
maintained by the authority in accordance with section 55 (d) of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2)-(3)
A number of the accounts referred to by the Auditor General were transferred
from the Commonwealth Government in 1984 and predate the proclamation
of the Financial Administration and Audit Act. In respect of the remaining
accounts approval was not obtained due to administrative oversight.
Approval to open and maintain the accounts has now been obtained from the
Treasurer in respect of all but one of the accounts. Approval of the remaining
account is now being processed. The accounts have been regularly audited
since they were opened and found to be in proper order. Trust statements for
all accounts were prepared as part of the approval request to the Treasurer.

(4) Since the audit of the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority accounts a
restructure of the financial area of the authority has been implemented to
strengthen the financial management of the authority.

(5)-(6)
The authority is aware of the need to establish an internal audit function and
has requested as part of its 1990-91 budget strategy the establishment of a
position to take on this role.

(7) The authority has established and is now maintaining an asset register. Prior
to this an inventory of equipment was maintained arnd reviewed annually with
additions and deletions recorded when necessary.
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SEWERAGE - ASHFIELD, BAYS WATER AREA
Leakage, Swan River

693. Mr MacKIhJNON to the Minister for the Environment:

What does the Minister propose to do about sewerage leakage into the Swan
River from areas such as Ashfield/Bayswater area?

Mr PEARCE replied:

There is no evidence of sewerage leakage into the Swan River. Current
investigations indicate higher levels of nutrients in drains from unsewered.
areas, but further work is needed to identify the exact source or sources.

DAWESVILLE CUT - ESTUARINE, MURRAY-SERPENTINE RIVER DELTA
AREAS

Environmental Impact Studies
702. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) What environmental impact statements or other studies pertaining to the
estuarine and Murray/Serpentine river delta areas have been made in
connection with the expected environmental consequences of the Dawesville
cut?

(2) Are these studies available to the public and where?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) A number of published reports and technical appendices relating to the Peel-
H-arvey estuarine system discuss the concept of the "Dawesville Chanunel" and
describe its environmental effects. More specifically -

Peel Inlet and Harvey Estuary management strategy - environmental
review and management program stage 1, 1985 Department of
Conservation and Land Management; and
Peel Inlet and Harvey Estuary management strategy - environmental
review and management program stage 2. 1988 KinhiLl Engineers Pty
Ltd for Department of Agriculture and Department of Marine and
Harbours (particularly section 7).

Additionally the Environmental Protection Authority's "Report and
Recommendations" on these ERMPs.

(2) Yes. Parliament library. State, departmental and local libraries.
Additionally, the public reading room of the Environmental Protection
Authority.

TREE FELLING - NATIONAL PARKS
Conservation and Land Management Department

706. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Can the Minister outline any occasions when the Department of Conservation
and Land Management has felled trees in national parks?

(2) Where did the above occur, and how many trees has this involved?

(3) What measures is the department going to take to ensure that national park
and state forest boundaries are not transgressed in the future in the manner
that occurred in the Shannon National Park recently?

(4) What steps is the Minister taking to rehabilitate the affected area in the
Shannon National Park?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Trees are occasionally felled in national parks under emergency situations, for
example, trees near roads which have caught alight in bush flres or trees
which pose a serious safety hazard to the public near recreation sites. Trees
are also occasionally felled during road or firebreak construction in parks.
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(2) This practice has been occun-ing as a normal pant of park management in
forest country over many decades, predating the formation of CALM.
Records of tree numbers and locations have not been kept.
Recently 86 trees were inadvertently felled on the northern edge of the
Shannon National Park while a tire boundary was being prepared. This matter
has been fully reported to the Press.

(3) Survey and demarcation methods have already been reviewed and updated.
(4) Following a planned fuel reduction bumn in the areas next summer, natural

revegeration of disturbed soils will occur. Debris from felled trees will be
tidied up. Many hundreds of mature healthy trees remain in the area
concerned, so the visual effect will soon disappear.

TAPE - COLLEGES
Five Apprenticeship Courses - Closure

710. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister assisting the Minister for Education with TAFE:

(1) Have or are five apprenticeship courses to be cut in any way at Technical and
Further Education Colleges?

(2) If so, why and to what degree?

Mr TROY replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE - COMMUNITY LUNCHEONS
712. Mr BRADSHAW to the Premier:

(1) Is the Government still holding luncheons for people from the comnmunity in
the Cabinet dining room in Parliament House?

(2) How often are these lunches held?
(3) How are the members of Parliament who attend these lunches chosen?

(4) How many Government employees are employed to organise these lunches?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes, the Government holds luncheons for various groups of people from the
community. The luncheons are generally for voluntary or special interest
groups.

(2) There are usually one or two such functions each week.

(3) If a community or special interest group has a specific geographic focus, the
local member or members for the area are invited.

(4) Organisation of these functions comprises pant of the duties of two officers.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY - BUSINESSMAN'S DONATION

94. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware of the Daily News report that "A well-known Perth
businessman claims he was asked to make a donation to the Labor Party to
secure a meeting with former Deputy Premier David Parker"?

(2) Is she also aware that the key ALP figure reportedly involved in the article is
runmoured to be a former ALP member of Parliament?

(3) Will she ensure that an immediate investigation is ordered into this report of
corruption in Government?

(4) If not, why not?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1)-(4)
This is exactly the sort of question and comment that I have come to expect
from the Opposition since I have been in this House. Remedies are open to
people making those complaints. Indeed, one of those matters passed through
this House only last year at the instigation of the Opposition and with the
cooperation of Government.

Mr Macinnon: Is the Premier not concerned?
Dr LAWRENCE: Of course. If someone has an allegation of that kind to make,

appropriate remedies can be taken. That is not by investigation by the
Premier or indeed the role of the Leader of the Opposition. The remedy is to
make a complaint to the police or to the Corruption Commission which was
established by Parliament. Individuals who make such allegations should
pursue the proper means and remedies which are available.

ABORTION - PERTH ACADEMIC
Premier's Letter

95. Mr CATANIA to the Premier:

(I) Has the Premier seen a letter which purports to be under her signature
addressed to a prominent Perth academic which alleges to outline certain
aspects of her position on the subject of abortion?

(2) Does the letter also mention bringing pressure to bear on a number of leading
members of the Catholic Church in this State?

(3) Did the Premier write this letter, and are the allegations contained in it
correct?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I normally would not refer to this kind of scurrilous correspondence, but this
is now the third time that some individuals in the community have seen fit to
forge - there is no other word for it - documents which purport to be either
from my office, or. as in this case, from my hand. On three separate occasions
since I became Premier smear tactics of this kind have been used. The first
two purported to be memos from my office.

Mr Omodei: Can you recall the answer to my last question?

Dr LAWRENCE: Yes.
Mr Omodei: Well I suggest that you do the same.
Dr LAWRENCE: That has happened. I am not complaining on my own behalf

because I understand -

Mr Macinnon: We do not support that kind of action, and we never will.

Dr LAWRENCE: I would not expect that the Opposition would; I am not accusing
the Opposition of doing so. I am surprised by the defensiveness of the Leader
of the Opposition. This soni of thing undermines the individuals who are
slurred in this way. Members of Parliament would all know of examples of
letters of a similar kind. This letter has had wide circulation and it purports to
be a letter from me on. the subject of abortion. It is anti-woman, it is anti-
Catholic, and like many of the others it is very scurrilous about journalists.
The important thing is not that I have been maligned, nor that members of the
Press may have been maligned, but chat several senior members of the
Catholic hierarchy in the State have been maligned and criminally libelled in
this letter. It is important that this House deplores through question time the
sort of action that would see senior clerics in this State held up to ridicule in
this way.

Mr Macinnon: We deplore $3 000 being paid to the Labor Party to get an
appointmnent with a Minister.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

Dr LAWRENCE: If the Leader of the Opposition is saying that by some means he
does not think that the House should make that statement, that is his
entitlement. This letter contains very libellous statements about members of
this House but, mare importantly, comments about senior members of the
Catholic hierarchy. I repudiate any attempt by any individual in this
community to use such cheap smear tactics against members of the Catholic
Church for whom I have a great deal of respect. This sort of thing should be
stopped.

Mr Court: Do you remember the "sticky fingers affair", which your deputy tried to
raise the other day?

Dr LAWiRENCE: I do not see the relevance of that interjection; it seems to suggest
that the member does not believe this matter to be important, that he believes
it is appropridte to use smear tactics of this kind and that maybe he believes
that the Catholic Church does not need to be defended.

CROWN LAND - ROBBY JETITY ABATTOIR
Western Australian Meat Commission - Schaffer Corporation Ltd Transfer

96. Mr HOUSE to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware that the Minister for Agriculture does not intend to seek
parliamentary approval for the transfer of 10 hectares of Crown land adjacent
to the Robb Jetty Abattoirs. from the WA Meat Commnission to the Schaffer
Corporation?

(2) In view of the Premier',s commnitment to accountability, will she ensure that
parliamentary approval will be sought for the deal, which, by the Minister's
own admission, involves no payment for land valued at $1.5 million?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am not aware that is the case, but I will certainly discuss the matter with the
responsible Minister.

ECONOMY - AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTIS
Australian National Accounts Data

97. Mr DONOVAN to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

Is he aware of the Australian national accounts data released today by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics and, if so, is he able to comment on the
results?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The Australian Bureau of Statistics figures released today for the March
quarter 1990 indicate that, contrary to market expectations, the Australian
economy did not enter a recession during the March quarter as the negative
real gross domestic product growth of the December quarter 1989 was not
continued. Instead, the real GDP increased by a relatively strong 1.8 per cent
in the March quarter reversing the decline of 0. 1 per cent in the December
quarter of 1989. The figures also indicate that real consumption expenditure
grew strongly in the March quarter and was supported by growth in gross
fixed capital expenditure. Real growth in the value of exports continued to
exceed real growth in the value of imports.

Like many members of this House, I am concerned that people in the
community seem to be of the view that times are rough for many people.
However, I indicate to Opposition members, some of whom laughed in
relation to these figures, that one of the easiest prophecies to make in an
economic sense is one of recession. It is by its own nature self fulflling. If
someone was to say to people that times are rough and that we are in a
recession, that is exactly what people will believe. Relating this in a personal
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way, if someone was to get up in the morning feeling fighting fit and well and
he walked down the street and the first person he bumped into said that he
looked a little sick, he would start to think that he felt a little that way.

Mr Court: Is that what people do on your street?

Mr TAYLOR: No, it is not actually.
Mr Court: They say, "Smile, and we will all be happy'.

Mr TAYLOR: Yes, they do; they greet me very warmly.
It is easy for people to say that our economy is in the midst of a depression,
and if more and more people do so, that prophecy could be self fulfilling. We
need to say that times are a little tough, but certainly if we are determined
enough - as these figures indicate - these problems can be seen through in
Australia under the direction of an excellent Federal Treasurer, Paul Keating,
and we will be on the road to very significant growth as the quarters go by.

FRANKING MACHINE - MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Police Detective Superintendant Rawlinson's Statement

98. Mr LEWIS to thePremier:

(I) Is the Premier aware of police Detective Superintendent Rawlinson's
statement refuting the Minister for the Environment's assertions that he had
been exonerated in matters to do with the misuse of Government postal
franking facilities in his electoral office?

(2) As the superintendent stated that the Minister for the Environment has only
been cleared of any culpability so far, and as the investigation is continuing,
will the Premier stand the Minister down from his ministerial duties until the
police inquiries have concluded and a report is forwarded to the Official
Corruption Commission?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(l)-(2)

Fortunately the Minister for the Environment is sitting next to me because I
did not see Mr Rawlinson's statement, but I am informed by the Minister for
the Environment that the police have exonerated him.

Mr Lewis: Listen to the ABC report.
Dr LAWRENCE: With due respect to our journalistic colleagues, that does not

necessarily mean that that is what Mr Rawlinson said. A Press release is not
sufficient grounds for me to say yes or no in answer to a question. The second
part of the member's question indicates that he believes that further
investigations are taking place into the behaviour of the Minister for the
Environment. That is not my understanding. Of course, I will follow up the
question being asked by the member, but it is my understanding that there is
no matter to inquire into. In any case, the police are perfectly capable of
making their own decisions.

ELECTIONS - LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Supply Blockade - Early" Election

99. Mrs WATKINS to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

Could the Minister advise the House of the implications of the timetable of
parliamentary elections if the Opposition uses the Legislative Council to block
Supply and force the Legislative Assembly to an election?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Opposition's commitment to forcing a separate and early election of the
Legislative Assembly would produce chaos in the election cycle which could
persist for years. As members are aware, we have a system of fixed terms in
the Legislative Council. The Opposition talks about one early election, but if
it forces a separate early Assembly election it would throw the elections for
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the two Houses out of phase. It means a State election every two years with
the two Houses alternating. The only way this madness could be stopped
would be for another early election of the Assembly, the second one held
early in 1993 to bring the terms of the Houses back into phase again. Without
disruption to election timetables, electors in Western Australia will vote at
eight parliamentary elections in the period from 1986 to 1997 - four Federal
and four State elections. It is an arrogant and expensive proposition by the
Opposition to add more elections into the period and to contemplate biennial
State elections because the two Houses are out of phase. Indeed, we could
have up to 10 elections in the period - almost one a year.

Mr Court: You said we would have three a year yesterday.

Dr GALLOP: According to the Opposition's logic it could very well be.

Several members interjected.

Dr GALLOP: This would make our political system somewhat akin to that said to
exist in Anglo Saxon times; that is, one based on annual elections.

RETIREMENT - GOVERNMENT POLICY CHANGE

100. Mr BLAHUJE to the Premier:

(1) With the Premier's recent statement that seniors are to be encouraged to stay
in the work force, does it mean that the Australian Labor Party will be
changing its policy of obliging, for example, members of statutory boards,
ALP members of Parliament and people in other categories to retire by age,
irrespective of their competence or their ability?

(2) If yes to (1), when does the Premier expect the policy change to be effected?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1)-(2)
Members would have noted that following a report we have indicated our
desire as a Government - obviously it will require changes to legislation
before enacted and further discussion with affected bodies - that
discrimination on the ground of age should be removed from legislation
which means that compulsory retirement basically would be eliminated. Of
course, there are exemptions as there are with discrimination on the basis of
sex and the existing grounds. The ALP has an age rule - I will not say what I
intended to say.

Several members interjected.

Dr LAWRENCE: When watching a film clip last night which the Leader of the
Opposition and I had to watch, I was impressed, when the camera panned
around the House, by the youthful vigour of members of the Labor Party. I
will say no more about it.

When it comes to the age rule of the ALP I have indicated that there is no
reason we should be exempt and some statutory boards and authorities,
clearly, would be in the same category. The exemptions would probably need
to continue in cases where there is a possibility, for instance in the judiciary,
of perceived interference where competence would be the ground for
continuation, rather than age at the moment.

COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTRES - WESTERN AUSTRALIA
101. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

Will the Minister outline the measures the State Government is taking to
ensure that some of the proposed Federal Government cooperative research
centres will be located in Western Australia?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I am happy to outline the measures because it is a very important issue. The
Prime Minister announced on Monday that a number of cooperative research
centres would be established throughout Australia. A major objective of this
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program is to enable a world class scientific and technological capability to be
established jointly within Australian universities, in cooperation with the
CSIRO and other State, Comnmonwealth and public sector interests. In
addition it is envisaged that these centres will be linked as effectively as
possible to other centres of the community.

It is envisaged that 50 centres will be established in the next five years and the
fiast 15 centres will be commenced in 1990-1991.

Mr Court: It is one of Mal Bryce's old statements.

Mr TAYLOR: Members opposite should listen because it is very interesting. It is
expected that these centres will build up to full strength over a two year
period. The centres will employ, on average, 20 full time researchers and will
cost, it is foreseen, an average of $4 million per annum to run. The Federal
Government will fund these centres on a dollr-for-dollar basis. The
institutions in which these cooperative research centres will be based will
provide the balance of funding. The centres will be encouraged to have a
commercial focus related to the needs of existing and emerging industry
sectors.
Active discussions have taken place between the State and Federal
Governments involving the Technology and Industry Advisory Council which
Mal Bryce chairs.

MrT Court: At great expense to the taxpayers.

Mr TAYLOR: I would say it would be of great benefit to the Taxpayers.

There have been a number of visits, including by the Federal Government's
chief scientist. Professor Ralph Slatyer, who is coordinating the program. The
Technology. and Industry Advisory Council will conduct a workshop on 14
June to work through and develop Western Australia's submissions in detail
with relevant individuals, groups and institutions. The federal Government
has provided draft guidelines which have been commented on by the States
and these guidelines will form the basis for discussions at the workshop. In
my view many benefits will accrue to the States, including a reinforcement of
the science and technology programs which currently exist in universities. It
will enable a strong commercial orientation to be established and will further
the academic objectives of universities, while providing the research training
that is required for first class graduates. There is an acknowledged lack of
graduates comning through the system, particularly in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics and this will provide a positive initiative to
increase numbers in these areas.
The State Government thoroughly supports this initiative. I will be working
flat out, with the assistance of the former Deputy Premier, Mal Bryce, who
will be intimately involved, to make certain that Western Australia gets at
least its fair share of the 50 centres. As far as I am concerned we should be
looking at getting five or six or perhaps more than 10 centres in the next few
years. It is interesting to note that some of the people involved at a Federal
level were trained in Western Australia and I hope that the Western Australian
connection will be of importance to us in insuring we get a fair deal as far as
these centres are concerned. I am determined to make sure these things
happen.

UNIVERSITIES - MERGER
Federal Funding Cut Threat

102. Mr AINSWORTH to the Minister for Education:

(1) 1In relation to the threats of funding cuts made by the Federal Minister, Mr
Dawkins, if this Parliament did not support his plan to force a merger of the
University of WA and Murdoch University, have any of these Threats
mate rialised?

(2) If yes, which ones?
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Dr GALLOP replied:

We argued in this Parliament that enormous advantages would come to this
State from a merger between the University of Western Australia and
Murdoch University. Unfortunately, the requirement to bring about a
legislative change to the constitutions of those two universities to facilitate
that development did not come about because of the Opposition's actions in
the upper House. The enormous benefits that were to come to the State from
that merger have not eventuated. It does not follow that the two universities
will be seriously disadvantaged. It does mean that the capital funding that
was to come to Western Australia and to go to those two institutions to
facilitate the merger and to bring about a bigger and stronger tertiary
institution may not go in that precise direction.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The level of background conversation is
inappropriately high for question time. I ask members to pay more attention
to proceedings.

Dr GALLOP: The overall amount of money may not be directed specifically in the
direction to which it was intended if the merger had taken place.
Nevertheless, overall funding to Western Australia will not be altered;, it may
be directed in different ways. As members know the question of funding for
higher education is primarily in the hands of the Federal Goverrnent.
Nevertheless, as a result of an initiative taken by the previous Minister for
Education, now the Premier, we have an Office of Higher Education and
attached to it is a Higher Education Council. That brings together the tertiary
institutions in this State, and we hope through that mechanism to make sure
that our State's interests are properly reflected in the capital funding from the
Commonwealth. So my answer is, first, there will not be an overall
diminution of funding for Western Australia but, second, the precise direction
into which that funding will go will alter as a result of the failure of the
merger proposal.

POLLUTION - ANTI-POLLUTION LAWS
New South Wales Government

t13 Mr CUNNINGHAM to the Minister for the Environment:

Is the Minister aware of the claim by the New South Wales Government to
have established a model framework of anti-pollution laws?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I thank the member for that question. Recently the New South Wales
Government has been running a lengthy campaign to try to force other States
to follow its approach to environmental matters. The concentration of the
New South Wales Government, as I have said previously in this place, has
been on anti-pollution measures. There is good reason for that because New
South Wales is the most polluted State of the nation, but its efforts to try to
force other States to follow its line would be very detrimental to other States,
particularly to States with a good reputation, like Western Australia.

I was interested, therefore, to read an article in the publication Directions in
Government of April 1990 written by an envirornental lawyer, Mr Patrick
lbbotson, entitled, "I-as New South Wales set a model framework?" He
reached this conclusion -

The New South Wales system could hardly be said to be a model
framework. In particular, reliance on the deterrent value of high
financial penalties and the attempt to force corporate responsibility by
imposing liability on directors and managers, may simply result in
industry refusing to generate and share essential compliance and
technical information. This could be a serious problem as pollution
control can be a highly technical matter.
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It is only in an atmosphere of co-operation between the government
and industry, rather than adversity, that solutions can be found. High
penalties have their place as a deterrent for polluters, however they axe
essentially negative. Before the NSW framework could be said to be a
model, a sophisticated and comprehensive policy mix needs to be put
in place to address all of the issues surrounding pollution generation.

I was pleased to note that in his criticism of the New South Wales system,
Mr Ibbotson described neatly the Western Australian system.

POLITICAL ADVERTISING - BANS
Premier's Statements

104. Mr HASSELL to the Premier:

(1) Does the Premier recall her statement to this House on 9 May, in support of a
Labor proposal for bans on Political advertising, when she said that, "Without
a ban or some limitation on expenditure, the whole democratic process has the
potential to be perverted', and where she expressed concern about the impact
on small parties?

(2) Is the Premier aware that her party contracted 10, or thereabouts, huge
billboards on the railway, and in other places, featuring the Premier, for the
Maylands by-election, at a cost estimated to exceed $30 000?

(3) Given this vast cost was only part of the cost of Labor's spending campaign,
and for that one item exceeded the total spending of the Liberal Party in the
by-election, were the Premier's statements on 9 May an example of her total
hypocrisy on this issue?

(4) Why did the Premier not have any concern for the minor panics in the
Maylands by-election?

(5) Why does the Premier not practice what she preaches?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(0)-S
Mr Deputy Speaker -

Mr Court: You are about to spend a few thousand dollars on television tonight.

Dr LAWRENCE: I thought that was what the member was going to ask about.

Mr Court: And the funds roll in!

Dr LAWRENCE: The member might well ask why that is so. Members opposite
have always assumed that people are prepared to donate to and work for the
Labor Party for some perverse reason. They are prepared to donate to us and
to work for us because they recognise that we offer them something and
members opposite offer them nothing.

Government members: Hear, hear!

Dr LAWRENCE: They recognise that over the last decade the Labor Government
has made an impressive contribution to ts State. They recognise that the
Opposition can offer them nothing in policy, in program, in optimism or in
vision. The member for Contesloc quoted selectively from my position. I was
talking about and referred to an article about electronic advertising, and I hold
by that position; but no party, large or small, will unilaterally give up that
right. Both major parties have severe problems with election expenditure.
The fact that the Labor Party has more generous donors and people who work
harder, and that more of our branches are working towards elections, is to our
advantage, certainly, but the cost of electronic advertising in general election
campaigns is monumental. I suggest that if Opposition members are seriously
wordied about this matter that is one good reason for them to reconsider their
position on Supply.

Billboards, by definition, are not electronic. They are part of normal
campaign advertising. I cannot confirm or deny the cost stated by the
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member. The Labor Party office manages those affairs, and it is a legitimate
part of any campaign.

Mr Hassell: So is electronic advertising.

Dr LAWRENCE: Billboards are electronic?

Mr Hassell: No. You said it is a legitimate part of any campaign.

Dr LAWRENCE: So is electronic advertising.

Mr Hassell: But you want to ban it.

Dr LAWRENCE: Yes, precisely because of its expense. The member for Cottesloe
is being unduly cute in his comments. The point about those billboards is.
first, they were effective and, second, they highlighted in a very stark way the
fact that the Leader of the Opposition was missing.

SUGAR INDUSTRY - ORD RIVER IRRIGATION AREA
Public Submissions

105. Mr LEAHY to the Minister for Agriculture:

Given that the Government is interested in the establishment of a private
sector financed sugar industry in the Ord River irrigation area, and that recent
advertising in national newspapers has called for expressions of interest, and
given that the sugar industry is already well established in other States of
Australia, could the Minister advise why submissions were called?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

That is an excellent question because it is a change from the information
which we so often cop from that little section opposite which comprises the
front row of the Opposition.

A few years ago, particularly when my predecessor was Minister for
Agriculture, the Labor Government in Western Australia had a policy of
making changes to assist industries in the Ord River irrigation area. As a
result of those changes we have now reached a situation where industry in the
Ord region is progressing at a very rapid rate, so much so that people in the
Eastern States show a great deal of interest in investing in industries in that
region. One example is the current interest in the possibility of the Western
Australian Government's assisting in the establishment of a sugar industry on
the Ord River. In order to test that degree of interest and enthusiasm we have
called for public expressions of interest, to be made available to the
Government by June. Hopefully at that time we will be able to assess the
extent of the interest and examine the submissions made available to us.

The interesting thing for Western Australia is our opportunity to take
advantage of a few unique changes that have occurred in the industry. The
sugar industry in Australia has now been deregulated. That was not the case
some years ago when an attempt was made to establish A sugar industry on the
Ord River. Great opportunities are now available, based on commercial
advice, and there is potential for that industry's relevance for the Ord River to
be re-examined. Members will know from the work that is being carried out
in the region that high yields can be achieved in sugar growing. The Ord
River offers an attractive opportunity for establishing a sugar industry, and I
hope that will be seriously considered.

Mr Blailcie: You will be able to turn out crocodile candy.

Mr BRIDGE: It might also be useful for Opposition members who, after such a long
time in Opposition, decide to change their positions. If they do, we could give
them jobs cutting cane on the Ord.

Mr Mensaros: What would you say about Queensland's accusations?

Mr BRIDGE: I suppose they were predictable. Queensland has had a very
considerable monopoly on the industry, and of course in the past has
controlled to a large extent the activities that have been contemplated within
Australia; but it is a different situation nowadays.
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Also of interest is the fact that those who have sought some response from the
Western Australian Government in the initial stages of looking at this industry
have spoken in terms of identifying markets such that the industry on the Ord
will not impact on the Queensland industry.

Some salient features are associated with this proposal. I am confident that,
notwithstanding the comments flowing from Queensland which highlight
grave concerns about it, Western Australia is in a very favoured position and a
real possibility exists that we will establish a sugar industry on the Ord.


